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Organic semiconductors could have wide-ranging applications in lightweight, efficient electronic circuits. However, several fundamental questions regarding organic electronic device
behavior have not yet been fully addressed, including the nature of chemical charge traps,
and robust models for injection and transport. Many studies focus on engineering devices
through bulk transport measurements, but it is not always possible to infer the microscopic
behavior leading to the observed measurements. In this thesis, we present scanning-probe
microscope studies of organic semiconductor devices in an effort to connect local properties
with local device behavior.
First, we study the chemistry of charge trapping in pentacene transistors. Working
devices are doped with known pentacene impurities and the extent of charge trap formation
is mapped across the transistor channel. Trap-clearing spectroscopy is employed to measure
an excitation of the pentacene charge trap species, enabling identification of the degradationrelated chemical trap in pentacene.
Second, we examine transport and trapping in peryelene diimide (PDI) transistors. Local
mobilities are extracted from surface potential profiles across a transistor channel, and charge
injection kinetics are found to be highly sensitive to electrode cleanliness. Trap-clearing spectra generally resemble PDI absorption spectra, but one derivative yields evidence indicating
variation in trap-clearing mechanisms for different surface chemistries. Trap formation rates
are measured and found to be independent of surface chemistry, contradicting a proposed

silanol trapping mechanism.
Finally, we develop a variation of scanning Kelvin probe microscopy that enables measurement of electric fields through a position modulation. This method avoids taking a
numeric derivative of potential, which can introduce high-frequency noise into the electric
field signal. Preliminary data is presented, and the theoretical basis for electric field noise
in both methods is examined.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Organic semiconductors and the need for local measurements

Organic semiconductors hold promise in a range of devices, including complementary circuits
[1–4], molecular sensors [5], and photovoltaics [6, 7]. Unlike their inorganic counterparts,
establishing reliable models for organic device performance has proven difficult. Although
bulk device characterization techniques such as current-voltage measurements have been
used to brute-force engineer improved devices, these bulk measurements rarely shed light
on underlying microscopic processes limiting device performance. These limiting processes
include charge trapping, charge injection, and charge transport.
In the case of chemical degradation, it would be helpful to connect specific degradation
products to decreased device performance. Measurements of current-voltage curves in different atmospheres can suggest possible reactions, but do not identify specific defects [8].
However, spectroscopy techniques often are not sensitive enough to detect the low concentrations of impurities that influence performance. Even when bulk spectroscopic techniques
have high sensitivity, they do not always provide the direct connection to performance [9, 10].
For example, mass spectrometry is often used to identify all degradation products in aged devices [11, 12], but the presence of a molecule does not necessarily implicate it in performance
issues [13].
In inorganic semiconductors, ideal charge injection is modeled as an activated process that
depends on the energy level alignment of the electrode work function and the semiconductor
band. By contrast, charge injection in organic semiconductors can range from barrier-limited
(activated) to essentially barrier-less, depending on disorder in the organic material and the
1

alignment of organic tail states with the electrode work function [14, 15]. Even contacts that
can appear ideal, i.e. contacts with little to no potential drop, can actually have significant
local electric fields that indicate different degrees of charge injection non-ideality [16]. These
non-ideal contacts are typically only evaluated in terms of contact resistance for bulk device
measurements [17, 18], but are directly accessible in local measurements of surface potential
and electric fields.
Charge transport is usually reported in terms of mobility, measured on a bulk scale.
However, extracting mobility, threshold voltage, and contact resistance, of which the mobility and contact resistance may have a gate bias dependence, requires several assumptions
regarding the density of states in the organic, the density and distribution of traps, and the
modeling of the contact resistance as a series resistance with the semiconductor film [19].
Although it is well known that local features such as variations in morphology can have a
large impact on device mobility [20, 21], local variations in mobility are ignored when a single value is reported for a device. In addition, apparent device mobility can be impacted by
contact effects. Other measurements such as time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC)
yield a “contact-less” mobility, but these values can be overestimates since film morphology
effects like grain boundaries are not expected to impact charge transport on the nanosecond
and picosecond timescales probed in a TRMC measurement [22]. Measurements of local mobility can help evaluate uniformity of transport in a material, as well as disentangle material
performance from contact effects [23].

1.1.1

Scanning probe measurements of organic semiconductors

Although scanning-probe measurements excel at discerning connections between local physical and electronic properties, few experiments to date have directly connected local device
performance to local degradation chemistry. One exception is a study of surface poten2

tial charging rates as a function of photodegradation in a polymer donor:acceptor solar cell
blend; this work demonstrated that microscopic charging rates were more sensitive to the
concentration of ketone defect than infrared spectroscopy [24]. In this thesis, we employ
scanning-probe microscopy techniques to examine local electronic properties in conjunction
with local morphology and chemistry. A measurement which we term “trap-clearing spectroscopy” is employed to examine chemical species at specific charge trap locations in working
p− and n−channel transistors [13, 25].
With scanning probe microscopy, charge traps can be mapped, and the spatial distribution of traps can distinguish grain boundary and morphology traps from other mechanisms
[26]. Another angle for evaluating charge trap chemistry is to study the trap formation kinetics. Trapping kinetics can be measured by following the amount of trapped charge as a
function of available free charge using electric force microscopy [27, 28]. Here, we examine
trap formation kinetics in n− channel devices with different surface chemistries.
Charge injection theories have been tested in p−type materials with great success using
scanning-probe microscopy [15, 16, 29]. In this thesis, we observe and measure injectionbarrier lowering in n−channel transistors. We also find that energetic barriers to charge
injection in n−channel materials are extremely sensitive to the electrode work function.
Local measurements of mobility via scanning-probe measurements of surface potentials
have been employed to study both p− and n−channel transistors for several years [30–33].
However, the independent parameter in microscopic theories of charge injection is the electric
field, not the voltage. The electric field is usually obtained by taking a numeric derivative of
the local potential [30, 34]. Since derivatives can introduce noise into the resulting electric
field, we developed a new variation of FM-KPFM to measure electric fields while avoiding
the need for a spatial derivative.

3

1.2

1.2.1

Methods

Microscope

The scanning-probe measurements discussed in this dissertation were performed using a
custom-built, high-vacuum Kelvin probe microscope. Platinum-coated silicon cantilevers
with resonance frequencies of 75 ± 15 kHz were purchased from MikroMasch, model number
HQ:NSC18/PT. The cantilever displacement was monitored using a fiber-optic interferometer at either 1310 or 1490 nm (see Appendix B.1 for a discussion of the new laser diode).
Frequency demodulation was achieved using an RHK PLLPro 1.0 cantilever controller. Biases were applied to samples and currents measured using a Keithley 2400 source meter
for the gate/ground and a Keithley 6430 source meter with a remote pre-amplifier for the
source-drain connections.
Lateral scanning was achieved using a custom-built sample stage comprised of four sbending piezos. The design of this stage can be found in other Marohn group theses [35, 36].
Vertical scanning of the cantilever used a slip-stick mechanism for coarse motion up and
down with fine piezo motion in a 3 µm range near the sample surface. The design of this
slip-stick positioner is discussed in Bill Silveira’s thesis [37]. A tabling circuit adds a scaling
factor to the z extension for every lateral position, A × x + B × y = z.
The microscope is equipped with two modes of top-down visible light sample illumination: a white LED (InGaN, LiteOn model LTW-1KHC5) ∼1 cm away from the cantilever
and ∼5 mm above the sample, and an optical fiber pointing below the cantilever. The
optical fiber provides variable-wavelength visible illumination: light from a 150 W tungstenhalogen bulb in a Dolan-Jenner Fiber-Lite source is collected by a 50 µm wide-core fiber
and passed through a Micropak Monoscan 2000 scanning monochromator and an OzOptics

4

motor-controlled attenuator to adjust for constant power. We estimate the incident power
from the optical fiber to be ∼0.5 mW/cm2 [38].

1.2.2

Electric force microscopy

The idea behind our electric scanning probe measurements is somewhat like a hair attracted
to a charged balloon. Like a thin hair, our tiny metal-coated silicon cantilever bends in
response to electrostatic forces on a charged sample surface. Unlike a hair, however, our
cantilevers are vibrating at high frequencies of ∼60 kHz; in addition, our cantilevers are
electrically conductive, while hairs can hold charge because they are electrically insulating.
Instead of measuring a large physical displacement, we measure tiny shifts in the cantilever
resonance frequency that contain information about the sample surface sensed by the probe
[39].
In electric, non-contact, scanning-probe measurements, we can write the cantilever frequency, f , as:
f = f0 −

f0
Czz (VDC − φ)2
4k0

(1.1)

where f0 is the cantilever resonance frequency, k0 is the cantilever spring constant, Czz is
the tip-sample capacitance second derivative relative to height z, VDC is the cantilever tip
bias, and φ is the contact potential difference. This expression assumes that charge moves on
and off the cantilever without dissipation on the same timescale of the cantilever oscillation
period. The derivation of this relationship is presented in greater detail in reference 40.
Eq. 1.1 assumes that the charge on the cantilever equilibrates with charge on the sample
as the cantilever vibrates closer and further from the sample surface. It also assumes that
the contact potential difference φ is height-independent; as shown in Ch. 5 this is a fair
assumption for the samples studied here. It is also important to note that the contact
5

potential difference is composed of an electrostatic and a chemical potential term:
φ = φ(x) −

µ
e

(1.2)

where φ(x) is the local electrostatic potential, µ is the chemical potential difference between
the tip material and the electrode material in the device under study, and e is the elementary
charge. In generally µ is assumed to be constant across a sample surface, and most of the
variation we see in images of the contact potential difference arise from electrostatic forces
[36, 40]. This assumption is especially accurate in the case of charge trapping in transistors.
As shown in Eq. 1.1, the cantilever frequency shift f −f0 depends quadratically on the tip
voltage. If the tip voltage is swept from low to high, the tip of the parabola will be located
at φ = VT . This is a relatively slow method of obtaining surface potential data since one can
feasibly gather only one or two parabolas per second. However, the method is reasonable for
measuring slow surface potential transients over a single point.

1.2.3

Tip-modulated electric force microscopy

Most surface potential measurements presented in this thesis were acquired via tip-modulated
electric force microscopy (EFM), also known in the literature as frequency-modulated Kelvin
probe microscopy (FM-KPFM) [39]. Here, we review the frequency-modulation method for
feeding back on the cantilever tip voltage to measure the surface potential. This derivation
is discussed in greater detail in Michael Jaquith’s thesis [36].
When an oscillating voltage is applied to the tip, so that VT = VDC + VAC , the cantilever
frequency is defined as:
f = f0 −

f0
Czz (VDC − φ + VAC cos(ωv t))2
4k0
6

(1.3)

where f0 is the cantilever resonance frequency, k0 is the cantilever spring constant, Czz is
the tip-sample capacitance second derivative relative to height, (VDC ) is the DC tip voltage
applied during feedback, φ is the surface potential, VAC is the AC tip voltage, and ωv is the
frequency of the AC tip voltage. Expanding this expression, we find:
f0
2
Czz [(VDC − φ)2 + 2(VDC − φ)VAC cos(ωv t) + VAC
cos2 (ωv t)]
4k0
f0
1 2
1 2
f = f0 −
Czz [(VDC − φ)2 + 2(VDC − φ)VAC cos(ωv t) + VAC
+ VAC
cos(2ωv t)]
4k0
2
2
f = f0 −

(1.4)
(1.5)

We use lock-in detection at ωv and 2ωv to detect the first and second Fourier components
of the frequency shift signal:
f0
Czz VAC (VDC − φ)
2k0
f0
2
∆fˆ(2ωv ) =
Czz VAC
8k0

∆fˆ(ωv ) =

(1.6)
(1.7)

In typical frequency-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy (FM-KPFM), or what this
group has previously referred to as tip-modulated electric force microscopy (EFM), the
∆fˆ(ωv ) component of the frequency shift is tracked and set to zero by adjusting VDC with a
PID loop. VDC = φ when ∆fˆ(ωv ) equals zero, so the output of the PID loop yields the surface
potential φ directly. The assumptions detailed in section 1.2.2 regarding charge equilibration
of the tip, height-independence of φ, and the dominance of the electrostatic potential term
in φ are all assumed to apply here as well. This lock-in method is a much faster way to
obtain the surface potential than the parabola method, and enables collection of line-scans
and 2D images of φ at 16 or 32 points per second.

1.3

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents the results of impurity-doping experiments in working pentacene transistors. Three known impurity molecules are co-deposited with pentacene, and extensive
7

spectroscopic characterization confirm that the impurities are deposited as expected. The
devices are examined in high vacuum, and the charge traps resulting from gate biases are
mapped. Trap-clearing spectroscopy is validated as a method for measuring internal photoexcitations of charge trap species. We find that an oxygen-defect, rather than the literature
favorite hydrogen-defect, is a potent trap-precursor. We caution that thermodynamic predictions of degradation chemistry do not always reflect the chemistry that goes on in the
solid-state.
In Chapter 3, we report on transport studies in perylene diimide (PDI) n−channel
transistors. We observe firsthand that bulk transport measurements cannot always yield
reliable mobility information. Instead, we turn to scanning-probe methods of local mobility
measurements using surface potential profiles at different gate and drain biases. We confirm
that local electric fields can be extremely noisy when calculated from numeric derivatives,
in part motivating our work in Ch. 5. We also measure highly variable barriers for charge
injection into a low-LUMO PDI.
Chapter 4 details our experiments exploring charge trapping mechanisms in low-LUMO
PDIs. We measure the first-ever trap-clearing spectra in n−channel semiconductors. These
spectra show that the main species involved in trap-clearing is most likely the neutral PDI,
consistent with a non-chemical-degradation trap mechanism. We measure trap formation
rates in transistors with bare and passivated SiO2 dielectrics, but we do not find a reproducible trend in trap formation rates for different surface chemistries. This data refutes the
popularly cited silanol-based trapping mechanism in n−channel devices.
In Chapter 5, we describe a new variation of Kelvin probe microscopy that measures
electric fields without requiring a numeric derivative of the surface potential. We employ
a spatial modulation in the scanning direction to obtain a surface potential signal that
oscillates in time; the amplitude of these oscillations is proportional to the local electric
8

field. We demonstrate the importance of careful tip-voltage feedback in performing positionmodulated FM-KPFM, and we present preliminary data comparing the new method and
the derivative method. We also present derivations describing the expected noise in each
method, and suggest improvements that would allow our new method to be even more useful.
Chapter 6 summarizes data from two important internal collaborations during this
dissertation period. We discuss photovoltage measurements on covalent organic framework
(COF) films, and describe how future experiments could contribute to ongoing research
efforts. We describe preliminary photovoltage measurements on a lead-halide perovskite
photovoltaic film, and outline the methods for fabricating these samples.
A major upgrade to the Marohn lab capabilities during this dissertation period was the
addition of a glove box and evaporator. Appendix A describes the parts of the glove
box and evaporator and outlines operation protocols. Repairs and maintenance that were
performed on the glove box are discussed, and future upgrades are recommended.
Finally, Appendix B details changes that have been made to the microscope during this
dissertation period. The laser diode, a critical component of the interferometer, was replaced;
the selection criteria are outlined here. Other upgrades and repairs, including printed circuit
board summing circuits, a temperature-measurement diode, and monochromator software
are also described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
CHEMICAL CHARGE TRAPS IN PENTACENE

2.1

Introduction

Degradation is an acknowledged issue in organic semiconductors that decreases the amount
of active material and creates impurities. However, the distinction between degradation
alone and degradation that affects performance is often lacking. In many cases, impurities
in organic semiconductors are proposed as a source of charge trapping. Intentional doping
with impurities for controlled charge trapping is important for optimizing applications like
photorefractive materials [41, 42] and organic transistor memory [43]. Conversely, in organic
transistors and most other applications of organic semiconducting materials, charge trapping
is detrimental to device performance because it increases operating voltages and decreases
mobility.
There are hundreds of characterized organic semiconducting materials, but only a few systems in which the chemical degradation product responsible for decreased performance has
been spectroscopically identified [44, 45]. Even the most sensitive bulk materials characterization techniques can only demonstrate the presence of impurities and may not be capable of
detecting defects at concentrations relevant to device performance [24]. Few characterization
techniques can draw a direct connection between the presence of impurities and regions of
decreased performance. For example, although XPS is an extremely sensitive surface analysis technique, it does not necessarily yield information about the semiconductor-dielectric
interface, where most of charge transport occurs. There is a need for techniques that can
provide local information correlating threshold voltage and chemical composition.
The work presented in this chapter is designed to deepen our understanding of chemical
10

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of samples investigated in this study: 4 monolayers (4 ML) of
pentacene were deposited on bottom-contact transistor substrates and subsequently layered
with 1 ML or 13 ML of a trap-precursor defect species. (b) Schematic of electric force
microscopy (EFM) surface potential mapping. The local threshold voltage is measured as
the contact potential difference between the cantilever tip and the sample surface while the
cantilever is scanned in-plane above the sample. (c) Schematic of time- and wavelengthresolved EFM trap-clearing experiments. The cantilever is positioned above a single point of
interest and the local contact potential difference is measured as a function of time while the
sample is illuminated from above with monochromatic light. The cantilever is not scanned
in the lateral plane during this measurement. The cantilever does not contact the sample in
either (b) or (c).
charge trapping in pentacene. First, I directly deposited possible chemical trap-precursor
molecules on top of very thin pentacene films in a bottom-contact transistor geometry (Figure 2.1a). I then measured the resulting spatial distribution of charge trapping in the transistor channel (Figure 2.1b). Finally, I spectroscopically probed the electronic energy levels
in the cationic trap species by introducing variable-wavelength sample illumination (Figure 2.1c). This experiment allows us to directly microscopically and spectroscopically investigate the charge-trapping efficacy of various chemical defects in pentacene. We find that
the charged species responsible for charge trapping in aged pentacene is very likely PHO+ .
To perform the charge trapping characterization described above (Figure 2.1b, c), we
employ electric force microscopy (EFM). EFM is a non-perturbative scanning-probe tech11

nique that measures the contact potential difference between a metallic cantilever tip and the
sample below [46]. (The techniques I refer to as EFM can also be described as frequencymodulated Kelvin probe force microscopy, or FM-KPFM.) EFM has been used to image
charged traps in thin films of pentacene and pentacene derivatives [27, 28].
Recently, Luria et al. have demonstrated that EFM can also be used to spectroscopically
measure the energy levels of the charged trap species in aged pentacene [25]. Charged traps
in pentacene are neutralized by electron transfer from neighboring molecules. This process
is very slow (many hours) when driven by thermal energy, but it can occur at a faster rate
(seconds) under illumination [47]. This rate enhancement is usually attributed to photoexcitation of pentacene followed by electron transfer to the trap. Luria et al. measured the local
surface potential of a charged trap in aged pentacene as a function of time while illuminating
the sample from above. By extracting the trap-clearing rate as a function of illuminating
wavelength, Luria et al. revealed that the rate of trap-clearing in pentacene is enhanced
at 500 nm. 500 nm does not correspond to a strong pentacene absorption, indicating the
existence of a second trap-clearing mechanism. The peak at 500 nm in the spectrum of
light-induced trap-clearing rate was smooth and symmetrical, which suggested that it might
arise from excitation of a single chemical species, consistent with other observations that
hole traps in pentacene arise from a discrete oxygen-related defect [48, 49].
To explain these observations, a new internal photoexcitation mechanism of trap-clearing
was proposed, involving direct absorption by the charged trap species (rather than pentacene)
followed by electron transfer from pentacene and neutralization of the trap [25]. The trapclearing spectrum thus measures an electronic transition in the cationic trap species. In the
present work, we add chemical defect species to pristine pentacene transistors and compare
their trap-clearing spectra to the spectrum obtained from aged pentacene.
In the following two paragraphs, we evaluate the numerous possibilities for the proposed
12

chemical charged trap species. Exposure of pentacene films to humidity leads to charge trapping [8] and produces a variety of oxygenated species observable by mass spectrometry [12].
In solution, the reaction of pentacene with oxygen to form the endoperoxide has been known
for decades, [50] and many computational studies affirm this reactivity [51, 52]. However,
the pentacene endoperoxide is highly distorted out of plane, [53] and calculations indicate
that it is not the most stable oxygen-related defect in the pentacene crystal [54]. Although
the analogous endoperoxide has been proposed in rubrene single crystals as a product of
exposure to light and oxygen, [55] this species is unstable in the crystal by at least 1.1 eV
compared to other oxygen related defects [56, 57]. It has been shown that pentacene stability
and photochemistry is very different in solution versus in thin films, [51] and XPS studies of
pentacene photooxidation in thin films suggested that the endoperoxide in pentacene films is
probably converted to a more stable species [58]. To our knowledge, the pentacene endoperoxide has not been spectroscopically observed as a degradation product in polycrystalline
pentacene thin films. For these reasons, the endoperoxide was not considered as a trap precursor in this study, but we do consider two other oxygenated species as trap precursors,
discussed below (pentacen-6(13H)-one, PHO; 6,13-pentacenequinone, PQ; Figure 2.2a).
Hydrogenated pentacene defects have been predicted computationally [59] and observed
experimentally as byproducts of pentacene sublimation via mass spectrometry [60, 61], and
possible mechanisms for the process of hydrogenation have also been studied computationally
[62]. Northrup and Chabinyc noted that pentacene is energetically likely to have a dihydrogen defect (C22 H16 , or DHP, Figure 2.2a), and they also suggested several oxygenated
traps and neutral defects (C22 H13 O, C22 H15 O and C22 H16 O, not pictured), predicting that
defects like these will give rise to gap states and could form charged defects in the presence
of pentacene cation radicals [59]. Considerable attention has also been paid to the impurity 6,13-pentacenequinone (C22 H12 O2 , PQ, Figure 2.2a) identified in commercial pentacene
[63]. The presence of PQ in pentacene films has been shown to have a significant effect on
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Figure 2.2: (a) Molecules, intermediates, and charged species. P·+ is a pentacene hole
carrier. DHP and PHO are neutral trap-precursor candidates that may undergo hydrogen
atom loss followed by electron loss. PQ is a major impurity in commercial pentacene. (b)
Trap-clearing spectrum obtained from aged pentacene compared with calculated absorption
spectra for the proposed charged trap species, PHO+ and DHP+ , reproduced from Ref. 25
(c) Proposed mechanism for the formation of DHP+ from DHP. (d) Proposed mechanism
for the formation of PHO+ from PHO. Note that DHP+ is formed in both mechanisms (c)
and (d). For the calculated thermodynamics and proposed mechanisms for processes (c) and
(d), see the Supporting Information of Ref. 25.
mobility, [63, 64] island nucleation, [65] and thin film morphology [64, 66, 67]. However,
the precise role of PQ in these effects remains unclear. PQ’s energy levels suggest that it
behaves as a scattering center rather than a charged trap species, [63] but its geometry and
distribution in the film are consistent with the possibility of charged traps due to structural
defects [64]. Finally, the so-called “butterfly” photodimer of pentacene has been characterized by UV/Vis spectroscopy in solution and in PMMA films [68]. Analogous dimers
of trialkylsilylalkynyl-functionalized pentacene have been characterized in solution and thin
films, [11] and silylethyne-substituted hexacenes are known to undergo dimerization in solution and in the solid state [69]. To the best of our knowledge, the pentacene dimer has
not been spectroscopically observed in thin films. For this reason, and because we did not
observe any species of such high molecular weight by mass spectrometry of our samples, we
did not consider the pentacene butterfly dimer as a possible trap precursor.
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Luria et al. assessed several charged trap species by considering the electronic transition
measured in the trap-clearing spectrum of aged pentacene. Challenging time-dependent density functional theory calculations of the charged species’ absorbance spectra were performed
by Schwarz and Hennig [25]. By comparing the experimental pentacene trap-clearing spectrum with the calculated absorbance spectra (Figure 2.2 b), Luria et al. found that pentacen6(13H)-one (PHO) and 6,13-dihydropentacene (DHP) were likely candidates for chemical
trap-precursors in pentacene. Proposed mechanisms for the formation of the charged trap
species from the neutral precursors are summarized in Figure 2.2c-d [25, 59]. Note that
the degradation of DHP (Figure 2.2b) results only in DHP+ , while the degradation of PHO
(Figure 2.2c) is expected to produce both DHP+ and PHO+ .
The literature suggests two possible methods for intentionally adding impurities to sublimed pentacene thin films. Impurity molecules can be co-deposited with pentacene by
physically mixing them as solids and then depositing the mixture itself [64]. Alternatively,
impurity molecules can be sequentially deposited on top of very thin layers of pentacene (4
monolayers, 4 ML) [66]. We chose to sequentially deposit the impurities on the pentacene
since this allowed us to separately analyze the success of each deposition as well as to monitor
the condition of the added precursor compound before and after being heated for deposition.
Both deposition methods are intended to incorporate the additive precursor into the first
few critical monolayers where charge is transported so it can react with pentacene cation
radicals (charge carriers) to form a charged trap species. The critical thickness at which
mobility saturates is thought to represent the number of monolayers that contribute to charge
transport; this thickness is also known as the Debye length. In pentacene, measurements of
this thickness range from 2 ML to 6 ML [70–74]. For deposition conditions nearly identical
to ours, Shehu et al. measured a critical thickness of 4 ML, suggesting that our 4 ML films
should be saturated with pentacene cation radicals when a negative gate bias is applied
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[75]. In this case, we would expect the reaction of the neutral trap precursor with pentacene
hole carriers to take place uniformly throughout the transistor channel; this hypothesis is
supported by the uniform trapping by PHO in Figure 2.3d. Our samples are thus designed
such that trap precursors are not required to intercalate into the pentacene layer to react
with the hole carriers; i.e., pentacene cation radicals are expected to be available at the
interface between the pentacene and the trap precursor.
In the present work, we layer pristine pentacene transistors with three different possible
trap-precursors. We study PHO and DHP based on the predictions of Luria et al. and
also PQ (despite its unfavorable trapping energetics) since it is the starting material for
the synthesis of PHO. We note that although the tautomer of PHO considered as a trapprecursor by Northrup and Chabinyc may be more likely to form in aged pentacene films
than PHO since it does not break resonance, both precursors are expected to yield PHO+
in the presence of pentacene cation radicals [25, 59].
The goal of this work is to compare the trap-clearing spectra in these intentionally
“doped” samples with the theoretical predictions of Luria et al. and with the trap-clearing
spectrum in undoped aged pentacene to reveal the chemical identity of the charged trap
species. Below, we use EFM to measure spatial distribution of charge trapping and trapclearing spectra of pentacene transistors with the three trap-precursors of interest. We use
mass spectrometry and IR spectroscopy to corroborate the presence of the impurities in the
transistor channel. Our data strongly supports PHO+ as the charged trap species in aged
pentacene.
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2.2

2.2.1

Results

Results: Topography and potential maps

Before interpreting my EFM results, it is also important to note that I performed several
chemical characterization techniques to confirm that the trap-precursors are indeed intact
on the transistor substrate. Please see section 2.5 for a discussion of the 1 H NMR, mass
spectrometry, and infrared spectroscopy data collected in this study.
Figure 2.3 shows the results of our AFM and modulated EFM imaging measurements.
In the AFM images, Figure 2.3g-i, different morphologies are apparent for the different trap
precursors. The most obvious difference is that a greater thickness of DHP (13 ML) was
deposited in comparison with the other precursors (1 ML each). This thicker layer was required to confirm the chemical identity of DHP in the transistor channel since 1 ML DHP
was not detectable by mass spectrometry, micro-Raman spectroscopy, or transmission IR
spectroscopy. The EFM results for 1 ML DHP were identical to those obtained with 13 ML
DHP. When deposited thickly, DHP formed needle-like, apparently crystalline features (Figure 2.3f). The single monolayers of PHO and PQ did not form visible crystalline structures
on the sample surface. The uniformity of the PHO deposition is confirmed by the trapping
throughout the transistor channel seen in Figure 2.3d. For all samples, the thin 4 ML films
of pentacene show incomplete coverage of the transistor channel and poor wetting of the
gold electrodes, yielding tall spire features as in Figure 2.3g (spires to left and right of the
channel). The stars in Figure 2.3d-f represent the locations where trap-clearing spectra were
acquired (discussed below).
In the EFM images, Figure 2.3d-f, charge trapping is observed as regions of positive
potential. The 4 ML P + 1 ML PHO sample shows strikingly uniform charge trapping
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Figure 2.3: (a-c) Schematic side views of the sequentially deposited bottom-contact transistor
substrates used in this work. The trap-precursor molecules shown are (a) 1 ML PHO, (b)
13 ML DHP, and (c) 1 ML PQ deposited on top of a thin, 4 ML pentacene film. (d-f)
Electric force microscopy (EFM) surface potential images of charge trapping in transistor
channels with 4 ML pentacene after application of (d) −5 V, (e) −15 V, and (f) −40 V to
the gate for two minutes. (g-i) Corresponding AFM images, taken before EFM experiments.
The yellow arrow represents the direction of each line scan and the red arrow shows the
direction of the overall scan progress. Stars mark the locations where the trap-clearing data
presented in Figure 4.9 was gathered. Charge does not accumulate in the source and drain
electrodes, visible as blue regions in the left and right portions of the EFM images. Charged
traps are expected to form in the channel between the electrodes and are visible as regions
of positive surface potential. In (e) and (f), the traps are scattered and non-uniform, but
in (d) trapping is uniform throughout the channel, as we would expect for traps arising
from the blanket-deposited precursor (decrease in voltage from top to bottom is due to slow
trap-clearing during the scan.)
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throughout the transistor channel (Figure 2.3d). This unprecedented uniform trapping everywhere in the transistor channel is clear evidence for the presence of a trap-precursor in the
channel. The change in potential from top to bottom of the scan is due to traps clearing over
the course of the scan, not an overall trapping “hot spot” in the transistor channel: each line
scan in the image proceeds from left to right (yellow arrow) and the overall progress of the
scan is from top to bottom (red arrow). The lateral nonuniformities in trapping magnitude
within the channel can be attributed to variations in coverage (Figure 2.3g). Note that this
level of trapping required only a −5 V gate bias.
The 4 ML P + 13 ML DHP sample has traps scattered throughout the transistor channel
(Figure 2.3e), very different from the uniform trapping seen with the PHO precursor. This
degree of trapping, which arose from a −15 V gate bias, is similar to that seen in 4 ML
P alone with a −15 V gate bias (Fig. 2.10) and also similar to that seen in 4 ML P + 1
ML DHP (Figure 2.11). The 4 ML P + 1 ML PQ shows very little trapping (Figure 2.3f)
even with a −40 V gate bias; these traps are clearly related to major topographic defects
(Figure 2.3i).

2.2.2

Results: Trap-clearing spectra

As discussed in the introduction, trap clearing in pentacene can be accelerated by illumination with visible light. Optical absorptions in both pentacene and the trapped species
can speed up trap clearing. Measuring surface potential as a function of time at a trap site
for different illuminating wavelengths can reveal these optical absorption peaks through the
resulting enhanced rates of trap clearing.
In Figure 2.4 we sketch the relative energy levels of pentacene and PHO+ and illustrate
the two trap-clearing mechanisms (excitation of pentacene or excitation of a charged trap)
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Figure 2.4: Sketches of (a) trap-clearing process due to pentacene absorption and (b) trapclearing process due to PHO+ absorption.
discussed below. The HOMO−LUMO energy level splitting is greater in PHO+ than in
pentacene [25]. Since PHO+ is a hole trap, we expect the HOMO level to be relatively close
in energy to the pentacene LUMO. Our sketches illustrate that charge transfer to excited
PHO+ (2.4 b) is expected to be more exothermic than charge transfer from excited pentacene
(2.4a), which may explain the enhanced trap-clearing rate at 500 nm, where PHO+ absorbs.
However, exothermicity is not the only factor leading to fast electron transfer, and our
calculations do not address electron-transfer reorganization energy or orbital overlap. We
also note that these general sketches do not show absolute energy level alignment between
pentacene and PHO+ , nor can this information be obtained from our trap-clearing data.
We can only sketch a general picture of energy level alignment, observing that shifting the
relative energies up or down still results in the same relative exothermicities of trap-clearing.
A representative set of trap-clearing surface potential transients (36 in all, one for each
wavelength investigated) is shown in Fig. 2.5. Each plot represents the surface potential (V)
over 1200 seconds above the same trap location. This data was taken from trapped charge
in the pentacene + PHO transistor. Different rates of trap-clearing are clearly evident for
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Figure 2.5: A sample set of decay transients [Contact potential (V) vs. time (s)] for charged
trap clearing in the PHO-layered device. Each plot represents the data taken with a single
wavelength of illumination; plots are titled with this wavelength (nm).
different illuminating wavelengths.
Choosing the appropriate fitting procedure for this data was critical because these decays contain information about the trap-clearing mechanism(s) at play. Fitting the surface
potential decay transients to only a single exponential yielded poor results, showing no trend
vs. wavelength and large error bars. This is not surprising given that the trap decay is too
slow for the sample to reach a common “fully cleared” potential at every wavelength. We
can understand this behavior mathematically by considering the expression needed to fit a
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single exponential decay, Equation (2.1), where φi is the initial surface potential and φf is
the final, “fully cleared” surface potential. Expanding Equation (2.1) yields Equation (2.2),
which would describe the slope of a line approximating a very slow exponential decay.
φ(t) = φf + (φi − φf )e−kt = φi e−kt + (1 − e−kt )φf

(2.1)

φ(t) ' φi + (φf )kt ' φi + (φf k)t

(2.2)

The fundamental ambiguity in Equation (2.2) lies in the fact that differences in either φf or
k can alter the slope. If only short-time data is recorded, φf and k cannot be determined
independently. Since the trap-clearing behavior that we measure here is so slow (hundreds
of seconds per transient), measuring times long enough for independent determination of φf
and k at 36 wavelengths cannot be practically achieved.
To address this issue, we consider these decays as a sum of two exponentials:
φ(t) = φi − rt + ∆φe−kexp t

(2.3)

where we have assumed one of the exponential decays to be very slow compared to the
measurement time. In writing Equation (2.3), we have replaced the φf k term in Equation (2.2) with the slope r. As we later discuss, this separation of the potential decay into
a fast and a slow term implies that at least two different mechanisms are responsible for
charged trap-clearing in our samples; we will show that the fast exponential decay is mostly
light-independent, while the slow (approximately linear) decay is very light-sensitive.
To separate these decays in practice, we fit the later two-thirds of the data to the first two
terms in Equation (2.3). Subtracting this best-fit line, the data decayed to zero and was fit to
the third term in Equation (2.3), with ∆φ the change in potential due to the fast exponential
component and kexp the exponential decay rate. This line-subtraction procedure effectively
separates the trap-clearing behavior at short times (fast, light-insensitive, exponential decay)
from the behavior at long times (slow, light-sensitive, linear decay).
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Figure 2.6: We demonstrate our fitting procedure using this sample set of transients at
various wavelengths for charged trap-clearing in the PHO-layered device. The last twothirds of the decay transient is fit to a line and the best-fit line is subtracted from the entire
transient. The resulting decay curve is fit to a single exponential function. The rates of
these two processes (slow linear and fast exponential) are normalized to the energy of the
illumination and plotted vs. wavelength in (a) slow linear decay, displayed in units of V
s−1 eV−1 , and (b) fast exponential decay, in units of s−1 eV−1 . The difference between the
initial potential and the y-intercept of the best-fit line is plotted in (c) as ∆φ vs. wavelength.
The apparent variation in ∆φ vs. wavelength is likely an artificial measure of device history.
Sample fits and residuals for various wavelengths are shown for the linear fit in (d) and for
the exponential fit to the linear subtracted data in (e).
The fitting procedure is summarized in Figure 2.6 for the 4 ML P + 1 ML PHO sample.
Different surface potential decay speeds (trap-clearing rates) are clearly evident for different
wavelengths of illumination. The wavelength dependence of the linear slopes and exponential
rates is readily extracted and plotted. Note that in Figure 2.6a-b, we have normalized
the slopes and rates by dividing by the energy of the illuminating wavelength in eV. This
correction converts the units of the experiment, which was performed at constant incident
power, into units that reflect the photon-dependence of the trap-clearing process.
We also plot ∆φ vs. wavelength in Fig. 2.6c. The wavelength dependence of this value
would be of interest if it represented the amount of surface potential drop due to the exponential decay. However, the traps are not completely cleared during the experimental
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period of single-wavelength illumination, so this drop appears relatively larger and larger as
the experiment progresses and the traps are filled closer to saturation. ∆φ, the difference
between the initial surface potential φ at t = 0 s and the y-intercept of the best-fit line used
for the later portion of the decay, is plotted vs. wavelength in Figure 2.7 for all the samples
investigated. We report this data to emphasize that under our experimental conditions, ∆φ
does not independently represent the potential drop due to the exponential portion of the
decay. Instead, as we discussed, this quantity is likely influenced by both the exponential
decay and the relative saturation of the charged trap.
The results of all the trap-clearing experiments are summarized in Figure 4.9. All slopes
(Figure 4.9c,e,f) are normalized to the energy of the illuminating wavelength in eV, as in
Figure 2.6; note that the rate plotted in Figure 4.9d is not normalized, for direct comparison
with the dark trap-clearing rate. The slow linear slopes for trap-clearing in the 4 ML P + 1
ML PHO are plotted as a function of wavelength in Figure 4.9c. The red and blue spectra
represent detrapping experiments performed at two of the several different locations studied
in the sample; they agree well. The slow portion of the P + PHO trap-clearing shows a large
peak at 500 nm and two smaller features at 660 and 620 nm.
In contrast, the fast exponential rates for the P + PHO sample trap-clearing plotted
vs. wavelength in Figure 4.9d do not show a rate enhancement at 500 nm. Instead, the
exponential rates are enhanced only at wavelengths where pentacene absorbs. After the lightdependent experiment, a dark decay transient was collected; this decay was exponential and
had no linear component. The dark rate for the P + PHO sample is plotted as the dashed line
in Figure 4.9d. However, the P + PHO sample was the only one to show a clear wavelength
dependence in the exponential portion of the decay. The fast rates are significantly above
the dark rate at 630 nm, but the rate enhancements near 675 nm may not be significant
when data taken at multiple locations is compared.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Absorption spectrum of pentacene. (b-f) Change in surface potential (V)
due to exponential decay as a function of wavelength (nm). These values are obtained by
subtracting the y-intercept of the linear-fit from the initial surface potential. This data is
plotted for (b) 4 ML P + 1 ML PHO, (c) 4 ML P only, (d) 4 ML P + 1 ML PQ, (e) 4 ML
P + 13 ML DHP. The black arrow in (b) represents the direction in which the wavelength
was scanned in (b-e).
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The slow linear slopes for trap-clearing in the 4 ML pristine pentacene are plotted in
Figure 4.9e. This spectrum shows some finer features in the pentacene absorption region,
but more importantly, it does not show a relatively large peak at 500 nm. Likewise, the slow
linear slopes for 4 ML P + 13 ML DHP are plotted in Figure 4.9f; this spectrum strongly
resembles the analogous pristine pentacene spectrum, and does not show a major peak at
500 nm. The sloping shoulder present at 500 nm in Figure 4.9e-f is consistent with minor
sample aging during sample loading, as discussed below. The traps in the P + PQ sample
did not show wavelength dependence in either the fast or slow parts of the decay.
We noted that the slow linear trap-clearing spectra are spatially reproducible in Fig. 4.9c.
In Figure 2.9 we plot the exponential trap-clearing spectra from two locations in the P +
PHO transistor channel. This comparison shows that the exponential rate enhancement of
trap-clearing about 600 nm may be considered reproducible, but that there is probably no
enhancement at shorter or longer wavelengths. It is unclear at this point whether or not the
exponential decay in the P + PHO sample is related to an optical absorption in pentacene
or to some other process.

2.3

Control samples

As a control, we measured the surface potential and topography on a 4 ML pentacene-only
transistor sample (Fig. 2.10). The trap-clearing spectrum collected at the starred location is
shown in Fig. 4.9e. Trapping in this sample is plainly nonuniform and related to the sample
topography. As noted above, the magnitude and distribution of traps are comparable to
the P + DHP sample; both EFM scans were taken after a 2 minute gate bias of −15 V.
The region of highest surface potential in Fig. 2.10a is directly related to a region with
obvious morphological defects, similar to the P + PQ case. This trap did not show any light
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Figure 2.8: (a) Absorption spectrum of pentacene (a.u.) [25]. (b) Trap-clearing spectrum
(exponential rates) in aged pentacene obtained by Luria et al [25]. (c) Slope of the slow linear
decay vs. wavelength for traps in 4 ML pentacene + 1 ML PHO. The blue and red spectra are
taken at different locations on the same sample. (d) Fast exponential rates vs. wavelength
for traps in 4 ML pentacene + 1 ML PHO. With no illumination, the trap-clearing in 4 ML
pentacene + 1 ML PHO is a single exponential decay; the associated decay rate in units of
s−1 is plotted in black. Note that this trap-clearing spectrum is not normalized, for direct
comparison with the dark rate. (e) Slope of the slow linear decay vs. wavelength for traps in
4 ML pentacene alone. (f) Slope of the slow linear decay vs. wavelength for traps in 4 ML
pentacene + 13 ML DHP. The vertical colored lines are a guide to the eye for comparison
with the absorption spectrum of pentacene. The arrow in (b) represents the direction of
wavelength scanning for spectra (b-f).
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Figure 2.9: Reproducibility of exponential portion of wavelength-dependent detrapping in
the P + PHO sample. These spectra were acquired at the starred locations in the P + PHO
sample EFM image (see full text). These are the two best-resolved spectra.
sensitivity. Other traps of lesser magnitude are clearly related to regions of low coverage.
This suggests that the analogous traps in the P + DHP sample may also arise from incomplete
pentacene coverage, but this speculation cannot be verified since we cannot measure the
pentacene morphology beneath the DHP layer.
We also prepared a transistor with 4 ML pentacene + a nominal 1 ML DHP as a control
for comparison with the 13 ML thick DHP sample. In Fig. 2.11, we show the measured
topography, corresponding EFM image, and trap-clearing spectrum for this control. Like
the other samples layered with 1 ML defect and unlike the 13 ML DHP sample, the DHP
layer is not distinctly visible in the topography image. The charge trapping distribution in
this 4 ML P + 1 ML DHP sample was similar to that of the pristine pentacene and that of
the 4 ML P + 13 ML DHP samples, suggesting that DHP is not a charged trap precursor
in pentacene. Most importantly, the trap-clearing spectrum in this sample matches the
spectrum observed in pristine pentacene and that observed in 4 ML P + 13 ML DHP,
showing that the additional DHP in the 13 ML sample did not significantly change the
chemical nature of the charged traps. We could not prove spectroscopically that this thin
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Figure 2.10: (a) AFM topography in nm for 4 ML pentacene only. (b) EFM data in volts
for 4 ML pentacene only after a −15 V gate bias. The black star marks the location where
the trap-clearing data for pentacene presented in Fig. 4.9e was collected. The traps with the
greatest surface potential magnitude are light-insensitive and morphology-related.

Figure 2.11: (a) Topography of 4 ML pentacene + 1 ML DHP sample. (b) EFM data for
4 ML pentacene + 1 ML DHP after −25 V gate bias. (c) Trap-clearing spectrum for the
location marked with a star in (b). This spectrum qualitatively matches the spectra observed
in both pristine pentacene and in the 4 ML P + 13 ML DHP sample (Fig. 4.9e-f).
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Figure 2.12: (a) Topography of 4 ML pentacene + 1 ML PHO sample. (b) EFM data for
4 ML pentacene + 1 ML PHO after −5 V gate bias. (c) Frequency shift (material phase
contrast) image of 4 ML pentacene + 1 ML PHO sample.
layer of DHP was in the transistor channel; the layer was too thin to obtain an IR spectrum.
Without this independent spectroscopic confirmation we could not conclude which charged
species, PHO+ or DHP+ , was responsible for trapping in the 4 ML P + 1 ML PHO sample.
From this point forwards we focus on the 13 ML thick DHP sample since it exhibits similar
trapping behavior and we can prove that DHP is present.
I have mentioned that some traps seem to be due to low pentacene coverage, but in
the pentacene + PHO sample, this is not the case. In Fig. 2.12, we show the relationship
between pentacene/PHO coverage and surface potential by comparing the topography and
cantilever frequency shift (material phase) alongside the EFM data. This direct comparison
shows that some of the small, lateral variations in surface potential across the channel are
clearly due to differences in material coverage. In contrast with the pentacene-only and P +
DHP samples, the charge trapping is relatively lower in magnitude in regions of low coverage.
The major regions of trapping in this sample correspond to the presence, not the absence of
material in the channel.
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2.4

2.4.1

Discussion

Discussion: Charge trapping maps

We first consider the interpretation of the electric force microscopy 2D images in Figure 2.3. If
a defect species/trap-precursor blanket-deposited onto one of our pentacene transistor reacts
to form charged traps, then uniform charge trapping throughout the transistor channel is
expected in our EFM results. This trapping pattern was only present in the P + PHO sample
(Figure 2.3d). The application of only a −5 V gate bias led to 3V of charge trapping, meaning
that 60% of the holes induced in the channel became trapped — an enormous effect. This
finding establishes PHO as a potent charged trap-precursor. Although mass spectrometry
showed that both PHO and PQ were present on this transistor, PQ has been used as the
dielectric in a pentacene transistor [76], is energetically not likely to form charged traps in
pentacene [64], and the P + PQ transistor exhibits only morphology-defect-related trapping.
Therefore, the trapping effect most likely arises from the addition of PHO. However, the
proposed reaction of PHO with pentacene charge carriers to form charged defects leads to
two different charged species: PHO+ and DHP+ (Figure 2.2c) [25].
In order to differentiate between the effects of these two charged species, the charge trapping in the P + DHP transistor must be considered. We used 13 ML DHP for this experiment
because 1 ML DHP on 4 ML pentacene was not detectable with mass spectrometry, microRaman spectroscopy, or transmission IR spectroscopy, and it was crucial that we confirm
the chemical identity of the precursor spectroscopically since DHP is predicted to yield only
DHP+ upon reaction with pentacene charge carriers. The P + DHP transistor did not show
readiness or uniformity of trapping, suggesting that the traps formed in this sample arise
from a mechanism besides formation of DHP+ . Tello et al. observed irreversible trapping in
regions of pentacene film discontinuity [77]; the traps in the P + DHP sample may arise from
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similar effect since 4 ML pentacene on our transistor substrates does not form a completely
continuous film (see Fig. 2.10), although we cannot be certain of this since the thick layer
of DHP obscures the pentacene morphology in our AFM measurement. Nevertheless, the
trapping observed in the P + DHP transistor is not consistent with traps arising from a
blanket-deposited trap-precursor. This strongly suggests that PHO+ is responsible for the
trapping induced by addition of PHO to pentacene, and that DHP+ is not.

2.4.2

Discussion: Trap-clearing spectra

The results of the trap-clearing spectra, Figure 4.9, support the assignment of PHO+ as the
chemical trap species and yield further evidence for multiple trap-clearing mechanisms in
pentacene [25]. First, we consider the wavelength dependence of the slow, linear portions
of the decay transients (Figure 4.9c,e,f). Consistent with our interpretation of the EFM
data, only the P + PHO sample (Figure 4.9c) exhibited strongly enhanced trap-clearing
rates at 500 nm. We attribute this rate enhancement to the excitation of the charged trap
species, followed by neutralizing charge transfer from pentacene [25]. This behavior was
reproducible in multiple locations in the transistor channel, consistent with the trapping
uniformity implied by the EFM data. Furthermore, the peak at 500 nm in the P + PHO
trap-clearing spectrum reproduces both the peak observed by Luria et al. in aged pentacene
(Figure 4.9b) and the TD-DFT calculated absorption spectrum of PHO+ (Figure 2.2b)
[25]. PHO+ is therefore likely both the cause of the charge trapping we observe and the
electronically active degradation defect in aged pentacene.
In contrast, the P + DHP (4.9f) trap-clearing spectrum strongly resembled that of freshly
deposited pristine pentacene (4.9e). Instead of a dramatic rate enhancement at 500 nm, both
of these spectra have a “shoulder” at or near 500 nm, which we attribute to the presence
of a trace amount of PHO+ in the samples. A small amount of pentacene oxidation in such
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thin films is not surprising since the samples were all briefly exposed to ambient conditions
while they were loaded into our custom AFM/EFM microscope. These spectra support our
assertion that DHP+ is not a chemical charged trap in pentacene. The P + PQ sample did
not show any wavelength dependent trap-clearing behavior, consistent with non-chemical
trapping. Other mechanisms, such as grain boundaries or morphology defects, may be at
play.
Besides the feature at 500 nm, the slow-portion trap-clearing spectra (Figure 4.9c,e,f)
exhibit some fine structure at longer wavelengths. We tentatively assign these features to
enhancements in trap-clearing rate due to excitation of pentacene leading to excited-electron
transfer that neutralizes the charged trap species. The trap-clearing spectra thus provide
evidence for the operation of both proposed light-induced trap-clearing mechanisms (excitation of pentacene or of the charged trap species, followed by neutralizing charge transfer to
the trap). The larger magnitude of the peak at 500 nm implies that excitation of PHO+ is
more effective than excitation of pentacene in initiating trap-clearing. Although this rate enhancement is qualitatively reasonable since the charge transfer to excited PHO+ is expected
to be more exothermic, as discussed above, we caution that the rate of electron transfer also
depends on reorganization energy and an orbital overlap integral, the calculation of which
are beyond the scope of this work. We further note that this charge transfer is only the first
step in fully stabilizing the charged defect (to return to PHO, the reactions in Figure 2.2c
must be reversed).
A fast, exponential decay component is observed in all the samples, but only in the P
+ PHO sample was this component wavelength-dependent. The P + PHO sample had enhanced exponential decay rates at wavelengths where pentacene absorbs (see Fig. 4.9d and
Fig. 2.9). This is puzzling because if the exponential component of the trap-clearing is due to
pentacene absorption, we would expect to see the same pentacene-related wavelength depen-
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dence of the exponential rates in all the samples, not just one. In contrast, the exponential
decay component does not depend on illuminating wavelength in the pentacene-only, P +
DHP, and P + PQ samples.
This fast (a few tens of seconds), wavelength-independent decay cannot be attributed to
trap clearing via thermal excitation of pentacene, which is expected to be very slow (many
hours) [47]. Trap-clearing in intergrain traps has been shown to be light-insensitive, but
the time scale for intergrain trap-clearing is much slower (greater than 24 hours) than the
fast exponential clearing we observe [77]. Recently, evidence has been reported for proton
migration into SiO2 [78, 79] and for hole states in amorphous dielectrics [80]; trap-clearing
of charges near the surface in the dielectric might explain the light-independent fast clearing
we observe in these samples.
However, none of these cases explains why only P + PHO would exhibit a pentaceneabsorption-dependent exponential decay. One possibility could be that there really is an
additional and distinct fast trap-clearing mechanism in this sample. Perhaps PHO accepts
electrons from optically excited pentacene more readily in some configurations or local environments than others; a scenario like this could yield two light-sensitive trap-clearing processes. At this point, it is unclear whether or not a third trap-clearing mechanism (beyond
optical absorption by pentacene or the charged trap species) is needed to fully explain the
fast single-exponential decay portion of the data.
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2.5

Deposition control experiments

2.5.1

NMR

First, to be sure that PHO and DHP did not break down when exposed to the high temperatures required for deposition, I compared the 1 H NMR spectra of material recovered from
the evaporator crucible post-deposition with the corresponding spectra of the fresh material. 1 H NMR spectra were measured for PHO and DHP at 499.76 MHz and 599.50 MHz,
respectively. 16 scans of 2 seconds each with a 1 second relaxation decay were acquired for
each sample, and the final spectra were zero-filled to 32k or 64k data points. An exponential
window function (line broadening) of 0.3 to 1.0 Hz was applied prior to Fourier Transform.
Chemical shift values are referenced relative to 7.26 ppm (CDCl3 ). Peaks for PHO and DHP
are listed in section 2.6.1.
1

H NMR data for the trap precursors PHO and DHP, as-synthesized and after deposition,

is shown in Fig. 2.13. Fresh PHO (Fig. 2.13a) and PHO recovered from the crucible after
deposition (Fig. 2.13b) are essentially identical; the recovered PHO may contain slightly
more PQ. However, as I have discussed, this should not affect the conclusions we draw from
our study of pentacene + PHO since PQ does not act as a chemical trap. Likewise, the
spectra for fresh DHP (Fig. 2.13c) and DHP recovered from the crucible (Fig. 2.13d) are
nearly identical, demonstrating that the trap precursors do not degrade during deposition.
Some PQ is present in the PHO both before and after deposition; this is not surprising since
it is the starting material for the PHO synthesis. For both PHO and DHP, we found that
no new chemical species appeared as a result of heating.
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Figure 2.13: 1 H NMR spectra of (a) freshly purified PHO, (b) PHO recovered from the
crucible after deposition, (c) freshly purified DHP, and (d) DHP recovered from the crucible
after deposition. Starred (*) peaks are due to solvent impurities: CHCl3 (7.26 ppm) and
CH2 Cl2 (5.29 ppm). The regions marked with an ‘×’ contain peaks arising from residual
solvents used in column chromatography (hexanes; ethyl acetate). Peaks for PHO and DHP
are listed in section 2.6.1.
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2.5.2

Mass spectrometry

Second, I considered the distribution and chemical identity of the trap-precursors on the
sample surface. After AFM and EFM analysis, we performed laser desorption ionization
(LDI) mass spectrometry on the active region of the sample. Mass spectrometry was performed using a MALDI Micro MX time-of-flight benchtop mass spectrometer (Waters) with
a 10 Hz N2 UV laser in positive ion reflectron detection mode. 50-70 individual spectra from
each sample were combined for data analysis.
Mass spectrometry data from the active regions of the pentacene and the pentacene
+ PHO samples is shown in Fig. 2.14. The spectrum from the pentacene-only sample is
quite clean (Fig. 2.14a), with no evidence of dimerization or other chemical decomposition.
Consistent with the 1 H NMR data, the only chemical species present in the pentacene +
PHO sample (Fig. 2.14b) were those expected: pentacene, PHO, and PQ. The presence of
PQ, which is the starting material for PHO synthesis, is confirmed in the fresh PHO by
1

H NMR, so its presence is expected here as well. However, as we have seen, PQ is not

responsible for the chemical charge trapping effect that we observe in the pentacene + PHO
sample.
A limitation of my present work is that no further spectroscopy was performed on the P
+ PHO sample. This work therefore does not explicitly differentiate between the presence of
PHO or its tautomer (pentacene with a central −OH group) on the sample surface. However,
since both oxygenated defects are expected to form PHO+ , our conclusions regarding the
charged defect species are not affected [59].
In the case of the DHP-layered sample, the AFM topography clearly shows that a trap
precursor layer extends throughout the transistor channel. However, mass spectrometry was
unable to confirm that the deposited material was DHP. Since the chemical identity of this
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Figure 2.14: Mass spectrometry data for (a) 4 ML pentacene on bottom-contact transistor
substrate and (b) 4 ML pentacene and 1 ML PHO on bottom-contact transistor substrate.
Note the presence of pentacene (m/z = 278) in both spectra, and the additional presence
of PHO (m/z = 294) and PQ (m/z = 308) in (b). Based on the charge trapping and trap
clearing data for the PQ-layered device, PQ is not responsible for the chemical trapping in
the PHO-layered device.
precursor is crucial in the interpretation of the P + PHO trapping results (Figure 2.2c-d),
I collaborated with the Hines group to perform infrared spectroscopy on the co-deposited P
+ DHP transistor. Additional characterization techniques were not performed on the P +
PQ sample since its codeposition with pentacene is well established, and it is not expected
to break down under deposition conditions [64].

2.5.3

Infrared absorption spectroscopy

To identify infrared transitions characteristic of P and DHP, 4 ML (6 nm) of pentacene, 10.7
ML (16 nm) of DHP, or sequential layers of the two materials (4 ML pentacene + 10.7 ML
DHP) were deposited on a 520-nm-thick thermal oxide grown on 500-µm-thick, single-sidepolished, n-type Si samples. It was important that the silicon was not too heavily doped;
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Figure 2.15: Infrared absorption spectra for, from top to bottom: 4 ML pentacene on SiO2 ;
10.7 ML DHP on SiO2 ; 4 ML pentacene + 10.7 ML DHP on SiO2 ; 4 ML pentacene +
13 ML DHP on bottom-contact transistor substrate. The vertical dotted lines mark the
characteristic transitions for pentacene (red; 730 and 904 cm−1 ) and DHP (blue; 737, 742,
848, 934, and 952 cm−1 ).
in highly-conductive silicon, the dopants block infrared transmission. Infrared spectra of an
approximately 2.5mm×6 mm region of each sample were obtained at normal incidence and 1
cm−1 resolution in transmission mode with a nitrogen-purged FTIR spectrometer equipped
with a mercury-cadmium-telluride detector. The reported spectra consist of 2000 coadded
scans referenced to spectra of a similarly prepared, film-free oxidized sample. Interference
fringes in the spectra were removed computationally [81].
Infrared spectra of transistor structures were taken in a similar fashion, with the infrared
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radiation only probing the active region of the device. This was ensured both by the design
of the sample holder as well as the reflective nature of the 35-nm-thick gold electrodes.
The reported spectra were referenced to a similarly prepared, film-free transistor structure.
Codeposition of P and DHP is confirmed by the good agreement between the transition
intensities and energies in infrared spectra of the active-region of the transistor structure and
similarly prepared neat films, as shown by Figure 2.15. We believe the DHP is deposited
with no or minimal degradation; traces of “tetrahydropentacene” (alternating aromatic and
aliphatic rings) and 5,14-dihydropentacene may also be present. As our EFM data shows,
none of these species appears to be an active trap precursor since uniform trapping is not
observed in the DHP sample.
The thin films displayed a number of characteristic absorption bands in the 700-1000
cm−1 energy range, as shown by Fig. 2.15. Pentacene films, whether alone or in combination
with DHP, displayed two moderately intense bands at 730 and 904 cm−1 . According to Prof.
Melissa Hines, these transitions are assigned to the out-of-plane (oop) bend vibration of CH
bonds on the outer rings (hydrogen quartet) and inner rings (hydrogen solo) of pentacene,
respectively, by comparison to theoretical calculations [82, 83]. Analogous transitions are
observed at 731.3 cm−1 and 899.9 cm−1 in matrix-isolated pentacene [84].
The spectra of the DHP films were more complex, displaying at least five moderately
strong bands at 737, 742, 848, 934, and 952 cm−1 . The vibrational spectrum of DHP
in this region has not been previously reported or simulated. The bands at 737 and 742
cm−1 were assigned by Prof. Hines to predominantly oop bend vibrations of quartet hydrogens in analogy to the pentacene spectrum and trends in the spectra of polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) [85]. However, the calculated IR absorption spectrum of DHP (see
below, and Fig. 2.16) suggests that only the band at 737 cm−1 can be definitively assigned
to the DHP quartet bend vibrations. The band at 742 cm−1 may indicate the presence
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Figure 2.16: (a) Experimental infrared absorption spectra for pentacene and DHP, as shown
in the text. Red and blue bars represent the calculated infrared absorption peaks for pentacene and DHP, respectively. (b-e) Calculated infrared absorption spectra for tetrahydropentacene (alternating aromatic and aliphatic rings), 5,14-dihydropentacene, PHO, and
PQ, respectively.
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of an impurity in the DHP. Based on the calculated bands for the alternating aromaticaliphatic “tetrahydropentacene” defect, the main impurity we would expect based on our
synthetic route to DHP, our data does not exclude this species; however, DHP is a much
better match in terms of relative intensities [86]. The calculated spectrum for an asymmetric
5,14-dihydropentacene reproduces the band at 742 cm−1 , but also includes several bands at
higher energy that are not observed experimentally. The calculated spectra for oxygenated
pentacene defects PHO and PQ are not good matches for any of the experimentally observed peaks in the pentacene + DHP infrared absorption spectrum. We conclude that the
band at 737 cm−1 arises from DHP, and that there may be some tetrahydropentacene and
asymmetric 5,14-dihydropentacene present in the film. The bands at 934 and 952 cm−1
were assigned to predominantly oop bend vibrations of solo hydrogens by analogy to similar
changes between the calculated spectra of anthracene (C14 H10 ) and pentacene [82]. This
assignment is supported by the calculated IR absorption spectrum for DHP. The band at
848 cm−1 was assigned by comparison with the calculated spectrum of DHP to a complex
motion that combines the oop bend vibration of the four hydrogen atoms adjacent to the
central aliphatic ring with a moderate CH2 rocking motion. No similar band was observed in
the calculated IR spectra of any of the impurities discussed here, so we consider this strong
absorption to be diagnostic of the presence of DHP in our sample.
Absorption bands associated with CH stretch vibrations were not observed, although
a broad structured band in the 3000-3100 cm−1 range was observed in previous studies of
pentacene thin films taken in the more sensitive multiple-internal-reflection (MIR) geometry
[87]. The broad nature of this band likely prevented detection. An intense absorption band
near 1000-1200 cm−1 (not shown), characteristic of SiO2 phonons, [88] was also observed.
For comparison with the experimental IR data, IR spectra for pentacene and dihydropentacene were calculated by Prof. Richard Hennig using Gaussian 09 [89], [90] with the B3LYP
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functional [91] and the 6-311G basis set. The basis set was converged for the IR frequencies
in the range of 700 to 1000 cm−1 . For the 6-311G basis the relative position of the peaks is
converged to within 5 cm−1 . Molecular geometries, ground state energies and IR frequencies
were found by optimizing single molecule geometries with the 6-311G basis. To approximate
the chemical environment of the pentacene molecular solid, the calculations were performed
with solvation in a dielectric medium, using the Polarizable Continuum Model [92] with a
dielectric constant of 4.82, as suggested by previous calculations [93]. Figure 2.16b-c shows
the calculated IR spectra for the pentacene and dihydropentacene for the energy range of 700
to 1050 cm−1 . The intensities and frequencies of the calculated IR modes of both molecules
closely agree with the measured IR spectra. The largest deviation in IR intensity occurs
for dihydropentacene for the doublet of peaks at 737 and 742 cm−1 ; the calculation shows
a larger difference in the IR intensity of these peaks compared to the measurement. This
may be due in part to preferred molecular orientations in the sample. We would also like
to thank Dr. Alessandra Ricca and the group from the NASA Ames Research Center for
their calculation of the IR spectrum of DHP; this spectrum was calculated using the B3LYP
functional and the 4-31G basis set and was made available on the PAH IR spectral database
in October 2012.

2.6

2.6.1

Experimental

Sample Preparation

Pentacene for deposition was obtained from Kintec, HK (triple sublimed grade). 6,13pentacenequinone (PQ) for deposition and for synthesis of pentacen-6(13H)-one (PHO) was
obtained from Aldrich. Pentacene used for synthesis of 6,13-dihydropentacene (DHP) was
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obtained from VWR International. All commercially obtained chemicals were used without
further purification.
Synthesis of pentacen-6(13H)-one (PHO) was based on procedures from the literature:
PQ was heated to reflux in dry THF with sodium borohydride to yield 6,13-dihydroxypentacene
(13% after column chromatography) [94]; 6,13-dihydroxypentacene was then heated to reflux
in 100:1 THF:HCl to give PHO (18%) [95]. 1 H NMR (CDCl3 , 500 MHz): δ8.97 ppm (s, 2H);
8.07 ppm (d, 2H); 7.96 (d, 2H); 7.89 ppm (d, 2H); 7.61 ppm (t, 2H); 7.53 ppm (t, 2H); 4.71
ppm (s, 2H). Monitoring a sample of the purified PHO by thin film chromatography over
the course of a day revealed the appearance of an unidentified second species. The PHO
used in these experiments was therefore prepared fresh on the day of sample preparation.
The freshly purified compound was stored under argon and cold for less than 2 hours before
being transferred to the glove box housing the evaporator for sample preparation.
Synthesis of 6,13-dihydropentacene (DHP) was based on procedures [86] and characterization data [96] from the literature. Pentacene was mixed with HI and glacial acetic acid
and heated to reflux for 24 hours in dark under N2 . The reaction was quenched with sodium
bisulfite and DHP was separated from the reaction mixture by column chromatography
(17%). 1 H NMR (CDCl3 , 600 MHz): δ7.82 ppm (t, 8H); 7.44 ppm (dd, 4 H); 4.27 ppm (s,
4H).
Bottom-contact transistor substrates were fabricated by thermally growing 315 nm SiO2
on an n-type Si wafer (1-10 Ωcm) and patterning interdigitated gold source and drain electrodes (5 µm channel length, 150 cm channel length, 15µm electrode width, 3 × 6 mm total
active area) using standard photolithography techniques. The cleaning protocol for substrates is as follows: Bottom-contact substrates were rinsed with acetone and IPA, sonicated
in acetone, and soaked in microposit remover fluid 1165 (Shipley) for at least 8 hours to
remove the protective coating of photoresist; they were then rinsed with acetone and IPA
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before undergoing 10 minutes UV-ozone cleaning and additional sonication in acetone and
IPA. All substrates were then sonicated in nonionic detergent (Aquet), dried, and UV-ozone
cleaned 10 minutes more.
Substrates were heated to 60 ◦ C during PHO deposition and all pentacene depositions
except for the pentacene + PQ trial and the IR control sample. Substrates were not heated
for PQ or DHP deposition. Source material was resistively heated in a ceramic crucible to
achieve deposition rates of approximately 0.1 Å/s. 60 Å (nominally 4 monolayers, 4 ML,
measured by quartz crystal microbalance) pentacene was deposited first. For trap-precursor
candidates PQ and PHO, ∼1 ML (nominally 15 Å) trap candidate was deposited next;
for DHP, ∼13 ML (nominally 195 Å) was deposited on the pentacene film. Vacuum was
broken and samples were exposed to the glove box N2 atmosphere between deposition of
pentacene and the trap-precursor in order to remove the pentacene-only samples and place
clean substrates for trap-precursor-only controls.

2.6.2

Electric Force Microscopy (EFM)

Atomic force microscopy (AFM), EFM, and wavelength-dependent trap-clearing measurements were performed under high vacuum (1-2×10−6 mbar) with transistor source , drain,
and gate grounded. Samples were briefly exposed to ambient light and atmosphere (less than
30 minutes) while they were loaded into the microscope. A Ti-Pt coated Si cantilever was
used (MikroMasch, NSC18 series, resonant frequency f = 75 kHz, spring constant k = 3.5 N
m−1 ). Cantilever deflection was measured using a fiberoptic interferometer with operating
wavelength 1310 nm. Frequency demodulation was achieved using a PLLPro AFM controller
(RHK), providing a voltage output proportional to the cantilever frequency shift δf.
Bottom-contact transistor substrates with sequentially deposited pentacene and a trap45

precursor were characterized by tapping-mode AFM and EFM. Two-dimensional scan data
(AFM and EFM) was processed in Matlab to produce images. For AFM scans, the background plane was adjusted to be flat and a threshold was applied to the most extreme
topographical features for better contrast in the transistor channel. The resulting minimum
topography value was subtracted from all the data points, rescaling the topography so that
the new minimum was zero. For EFM scans, no processing was applied to the image.
Immediately prior to EFM measurements, traps were populated by applying a negative
gate bias for two minutes; neither a gate bias nor a source-drain bias was applied during all
AFM and EFM imaging. Modulated EFM was used to image surface potential (Figure 2.1b),
and swept-voltage EFM was used to measure surface potential during trap-clearing experiments (Figure 2.1c) [28]. Traps were populated by applying a negative bias to the gate for
2 minutes; upon returning gate to ground, remaining trapped holes appeared as regions of
positive surface potential.
In modulated EFM (used in Figure 2.1b), both an AC modulation voltage (ω, 2-3 V rms)
and a DC potential were applied to the cantilever. The first (ω) and second (2ω) Fourier
components of the cantilever frequency shift due to the modulation frequency were monitored
by lock-in detection (Stanford Research Systems, 30 ms time constant, and Perkin Elmer,
50 ms, respectively) with a sensitivity of 1V. The first component of the cantilever frequency
with applied AC and DC potential is related to the DC potential and the tip-sample contact
potential through the relationship:
f 0 VT,AC ∂ 2 C
fˆ(ω) =
(V T,DC − φ)
2k0 ∂z 2

(2.4)

where f0 is the cantilever resonance frequency, k0 is the cantilever spring constant, VT,AC and
VT,DC are the AC and DC components of the tip potential, ∂ 2 C/∂z 2 is the second derivative
of tip-sample capacitance with respect to cantilever position, and φ is the tip-sample contact
potential difference. The output of a PID (Stanford Research Systems SIM960 Analog PID
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Controller, P = − 0.1, I = 80 Hz, D = 5×10−4 sec) feeding back on the DC potential (VT,DC )
to nullify the first component of the frequency shift in Equation (2.4) is equal to the tipsample contact potential as mapped in Figure 2.3. The cantilever was scanned in the plane
60 nm above the sample plane (topography is not followed).
In swept voltage EFM (used in Figure 2.1c), a series of DC potentials (usually −3 to 3
V) was applied to the cantilever and the cantilever frequency shift was measured at each
point. This produced a parabolic frequency shift-tip voltage curve with a maximum where
the applied voltage is equal to the tip-sample contact potential, through the relationship:
δf (VT ) = f 0 −

f 0 ∂ 2C
(V T − φ)2
4k0 ∂z 2

(2.5)

with f0 the cantilever resonance frequency, k0 the cantilever spring constant, VT the cantilever tip potential, ∂ 2 C/∂z 2 the second derivative of tip-sample capacitance with respect to
cantilever position, and φ the tip-sample contact potential difference. The surface potential
was measured by extracting the maxima of these frequency shift-tip voltage parabolas. This
process is quite slow compared to modulated EFM. Modulated EFM was used for 2D imaging. Swept-voltage EFM was used for measuring the surface potential over a single location
over time (trap-clearing experiments).
In the trap-clearing experiments, the swept-voltage EFM measurement of the surface
potential was repeated at 2 Hz for up to 1200 seconds, producing a surface potential decay
transient. After measurement of the transient, traps were freshly repopulated by biasing the
gate at −5, −10, −20, or −40 V (PHO, DHP, pentacene, and PQ samples, respectively)
for 120 seconds before beginning the next transient measurement. The charged traps in the
PHO and DHP samples were so slow to clear that traps were further cleared by a white-light
LED (10 seconds and 8 seconds, respectively) between transient measurements and before
trap repopulation. This procedure did not yield a consistent initial surface potential for each
measurement. If the traps are not sufficiently cleared by the single-wavelength light (or by
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additional LED illumination), a different initial surface potential will be produced by the
next gate bias.
A decay transient was measured for each of 36 wavelengths between 370 and 750 nm.
The cantilever was maintained in position 60-120 nm (dependent on the sample topography)
above the charged trap site under study during transient measurement. A “dark” spectrum
was obtained for each sample by measuring the surface potential as a function of time
without illumination. The magnitude of this dark decay rate is strongly dependent on when
the scan is performed relative to the light-dependent trap-clearing experiment: if performed
first, traps may not be fully saturated for the given gate voltage, resulting in an artificially
fast clearing rate. The dark clearing data shown in Figure 4.9c was collected after the
light-dependent experiment.
The light source for variable-wavelength illumination was a Dolan-Jenner Fiber-Lite with
a 150W bulb (Ushio) connected to a scanning monochromator (Monoscan 2000, Micropack)
and attenuator (Oz Optics). The sample was illuminated with visible light from a 50 µm
fiber with numerical aperture 0.22 angled 30◦ away from horizontal towards and roughly 200
µm away from the cantilever tip. The illumination had a measured bandwidth of 5 nm and
a measured power of 0.015 µW cm−2 . We estimate the intensity of the illumination to be
0.05 mW cm−2 at the sample.

2.6.3

Trap-clearing spectra: data fitting

Trap-clearing data was processed in Matlab. As discussed in the results section (2.2.2), the
later two-thirds of the data was fit to a line and the slopes were plotted vs. wavelength.
Then, the best-fit line was subtracted from the raw surface potential decay data and the
resulting data was fit to a single exponential. These rates were also plotted vs. wavelength.
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Both fits were performed using a nonlinear least squares method in Matlab. The values of
the fit parameters were checked by finding the minima of the χ2 surfaces for each fit type.
The 95% confidence limits for each parameter were established by first plotting ∆χ2 = χ2
- χ2min vs. fit parameter, where χ2min is the minimum value of the χ2 surface calculated with
uniform error in the data, and then finding the values of the fit parameter where ∆χ2 =
χ2 (95%, M = 2), the χ2 value expected for 95% probability and 2 degrees of freedom in the
fit.

2.6.4

Pentacene Device Characterization

Transistor characterization was performed under high vacuum in the same apparatus as AFM
and EFM measurements with the cantilever far removed from the sample surface. Currentvoltage characteristics were measured by varying the drain current from 10 V to −30 V and
keeping source grounded. These measurements were repeated for sixteen gate biases spaced
between 10 V to −50 V. Current-voltage curves for the control pentacene transistor used in
this study are shown in Figure 2.17.
We expect low performance in our devices due to the bottom-contact geometry, untreated
SiO2 , and low material coverage. For the pentacene transistor used in this study, we observed
a clear gating effect, but the device had nonlinear turn-on behavior (usually indicating
poor contacts) and did not reach saturation. The low coverage required for our chargetrapping experiments is likely responsible for these non-idealities, especially the contact
effects. Although neither the saturation nor the linear-mobility regime was achieved, we
calculated the mobilities µsat and µlinear and from these we estimate a hole mobility on the
order of 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 in our 4 ML pentacene device.
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Figure 2.17: Current-voltage curves for the bottom-contact, 4 ML pentacene transistor used
in this study. Gate voltage is indicated in the right hand legend.

2.7

Conclusions

In summary, we have layered thin pentacene films with pentacene trap-precursor candidates,
imaged the trapped charge concentration in these samples, and detected light-dependent
trap-clearing rates at selected sample locations with time- and wavelength-resolved electric force microscopy. We have demonstrated that PHO is capable of readily producing
large charge trapping effects in pentacene that exhibit striking and direct verification of the
predicted charge clearing spectrum [25]. These observations, coupled with the control experiments in DHP, strongly indicate that PHO+ (and not DHP+ ) is responsible for chemical,
light-responsive charge trapping in pentacene thin film devices. The agreement between the
trap-clearing spectra of the P + PHO sample and aged pentacene also strongly suggests
that the trapping effects are the same, i.e., PHO+ is likely the charged defect that forms in
aged pentacene devices. This result contradicts the general understanding of charged traps
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in pentacene as arising from DHP or PQ, and is also surprising because DHP+ is expected
to be a thermodynamically more stable trap species than PHO+ [59].
More generally, this result should be of interest in the design of new organic semiconductors. Strategies for developing new n-channel materials are strongly based in meeting specific
electron affinities predicted to limit reaction with oxygen [97, 98]. For example, the growing
family of naphthalene and perylene diimides are not expected to undergo degradation under atmospheric conditions, especially with electron-withdrawing core substituents to lower
the LUMO level and stabilize the radical anion. However, positive threshold voltage shifts
indicating charge trapping are still observed in these materials, and neither the chemical nature of this trapping nor the role of impurities due to degradation during deposition has yet
been spectroscopically investigated [3, 99]. Our work demonstrates that in predicting and
understanding air sensitivity, reactivity, and degradation-related charge trapping processes,
thermodynamic considerations alone may not be sufficient. Our work also shows that EFM
is a potentially useful tool in studying these issues.
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CHAPTER 3
CHARGE TRANSPORT IN PERYLENE DIIMIDE DERIVATIVES

3.1

Introduction

Although a number of high-performing hole-transporting organic semiconductors are known,
robust organic electron-transporting (n−channel) materials are also needed to realize complementary circuits and enable devices with high operating speeds and low power consumption. The family of perylene-3,4:9,10-tetracarboxylic diimides (PDIs) have relatively high
n−channel mobilities compared with other small-molecule semiconductors and are wellknown in transistor applications [3, 99–101]. PDIs can also serve as the electron acceptor in
donor-acceptor photovoltaic systems [102, 103].
The Prof. Adam Braunschweig lab at the University of Florida is developing macromolecular self-assembled donor-acceptor systems for photovoltaics using custom-synthesized PDI
derivatives [104, 105]. In collaboration with the Braunschweig lab, we set out to measure
mobilities of these PDIs in field-effect transistors (FETs). In this chapter, we outline our
attempts to fabricate working FET devices using these specialized PDIs. We attempted to
measure bulk current-voltage curves for these custom high-LUMO PDIs (Section 3.2), and
for a commercially available PDI derivative (PDIF-CN2 , Section 3.3). Bulk current-voltage
curves were unsatisfactory measurements for mobility in each of these systems, leading us
to explore methods for extracting local mobilities from scanning-probe experiments (Section
3.4) [30]. Since the charge injection barrier from gold into the Braunschweig high-LUMO
PDIs was so large, we also investigated injection kinetics as a function of injection barrier
lowering via gate voltage (Section 3.5).
The PDI derivatives (and their abbreviations) mentioned in this thesis are illustrated
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in Fig. 3.1. The HOMO and LUMO levels for these derivatives are listed in Table 3.1.
The HOMO and LUMO levels reported in the table for the custom-synthesized PDIs were
measured by the Braunschweig group, using cyclic voltammetry versus ferrocene in CH2 Cl2
with 0.1 M TBAPF6 as the electrolyte. The reduction of dEO PDI is also reported in Ref.
105. The HOMO and LUMO levels for the commercially available PDIs (PDI-8, PDI8-CN2 ,
and PDIF-CN2 ) are reported by Jones et al. from cyclic voltammetry (saturated calomel
electrode, CH2 Cl2 , 0.1 M TBAPF6 ) [106]. We focussed attention on two materials: dEO
PDI, a high-LUMO (predicted unstable) derivative synthesized by the Braunschweig group,
and PDIF-CN2 , a commercial, air-stable PDI derivative.

Molecule

LUMO [eV]

HOMO [eV]

Source

dPyr PDI

-3.113

-4.759

Braunschweig group

dCH dPyr PDI

-3.451

-5.217

Braunschweig group

dEO PDI

-3.607

-5.392

Braunschweig group

dCH dEO PDI

-3.618

-5.096

Braunschweig group

dCH dBr PDI

-3.863

-6.109

Braunschweig group

PDI-8

-3.9

-6.3

Sigma Aldrich 663913 (CAS 78151-58-3)

– onset of stability to oxygen–
PDI8-CN2

-4.3

-6.7

Polyera ActivInk N1200

PDIF-CN2

-4.5

-6.8

Polyera ActivInk N1100

Table 3.1: HOMO and LUMO levels for PDI derivatives mentioned in this thesis.

3.1.1

Scanning-probe microscopy of PDIs

Although scanning-probe experiments have routinely been used to evaluate PDI film topography, there is little precedent for applying scanning-probe microscopy to study charge
transport in these materials. Palermo et al. used Kelvin-probe force microscopy (KPFM )
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Figure 3.1: Molecular structures and abbreviations for PDI derivatives mentioned in this
thesis.
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to study the surface potential of PDI on mica as part of a photovoltaic donor-acceptor blend
[107]. Liscio et al. studied the film thickness-dependent surface potential of unsubstituted
PDI molecules on graphite to elucidate band bending at the PDI-graphite interface [108].
KPFM has been used to measure surface potential line-scans across 50 µm channel working transistors of PDI8-CN2 on bare and OTS-treated SiO2 , similar to the experiments we
present in section 3.4 [32, 33]. These studies also used numeric derivatives of the surface
potential to obtain electric fields across the transistor channel, but since the measurements
were performed in air, the surface potential measurements and hence the calculated electric
fields had a much lower signal-to-noise ratio than the measurements presented here. Nevertheless, the electric field profiles observed by Luettich et al. had sufficient signal-to-noise
to reveal decreased electron injection and extraction barriers at the contacts for the OTStreated substrates. As discussed below in section 3.4, we employ a similar scanning-probe
method to extract local electric fields, and in one case, local mobilities, from surface potential
linescans and device currents.

3.2

Charge transport in Braunschweig PDIs

We prepared PDI transistors following the substrate cleaning and thermal deposition procedures given below (section 3.7). Cross-sections of the PDI transistors are sketched in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2a illustrates the position of our scanning probe cantilever above the transistor channel in our scanning probe measurements. Figure 3.2b-c shows labeled material cross-sections
and electrical connections for bottom- and top-contact transistors, respectively, studied in
this thesis. Most data was collected from 5 µm channel bottom-contact transistors in high
vacuum in the dark; exceptions are noted.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Sketch of cantilever above transistor channel with sample cross-section. (b)
Schematic of bottom-contact and (c) top contact transistor cross-sections, illustrating connections to ground and voltage/current sources.

Figure 3.3: Current-voltage curves for PDI transistors. (a-c) are bottom-contact, 5µm channel transistors, measured in high vacuum and dark in the EFM microscope. (a) Thermally
deposited dCH dBr PDI on bare SiO2 . (b) Thermally deposited dEO PDI on HMDS-treated
SiO2 . (c) Drop-cast dEO PDI on bare SiO2 . (d) Thermally deposited dEO PDI on a bottomcontact, 5µm channel, bare SiO2 transistor chip, measured in high vacuum and dark using
the CCMR probe station.

3.2.1

Current-voltage measurements

We measured current-voltage curves for several transistors using different PDI derivatives
(dCH dBr PDI; dEO PDI on bare and HMDS-treated SiO2 ). The currents were generally
very low, which was expected given the large energy gap between the work function of the
gold contacts and the PDI LUMO levels. The results for the dCH dBr PDI and dEO PDI are
shown in Figure. 3.3. Transistor curves for PDIF-CN2 on bare SiO2 are shown in Figure 3.4
and discussed in section 3.3.
The dCH dBr PDI transistor exhibited low (microamp) currents that increased with
increasing gate bias, but the device did not show saturation behavior (Fig. 3.3a). While
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the measured currents were low for all the dEO PDI devices studied, the drop-cast dEO
PDI device (Fig. 3.3c) had higher currents (microamps) than the thermally deposited dEO
PDI devices (nanoamps, Fig. 3.3b,d). The higher currents in the drop-cast device may have
arisen from its more crystalline film (Fig. 4.2 vs. Fig. 4.3).
In dCH dBr PDI and dEO PDI, the energy level alignment between the LUMO level (-3.6
eV or -3.8 eV, Table 3.1) and the gold (-5.2 eV) is particularly poor, so electron injection into
the PDI from gold is expected to be especially difficult. In both PDIs, neither a clear linear
nor saturation regime is achieved in the transistor current-voltage curves, so linear mobility
and saturation mobility cannot be calculated. We conclude that device measurements of
these high-LUMO PDI transistors are not an effective way to measure material mobility.

3.3

Short channel effects in PDIF-CN2

Unlike the low currents in dEO PDI transistors, devices made with PDIF-CN2 exhibit relatively large currents in the few milliamp range. The electron injection barrier from gold is
expected to be extremely low in this system, as suggested by the LUMO level (-4.5 eV). Our
measured surface potential profiles are also consistent with good electron injection in this
system, as we measure very low voltage jumps at the contacts (Fig. 3.7a). The 5 µm channel
bottom contact devices made with PDIF-CN2 do not exhibit saturation (Fig. 3.4a) and have
an almost supralinear shape, especially for devices tested in air (Fig. 3.4b). A 15µm channel
device tested in vacuum also exhibited this non-saturating behavior (Fig. 3.4c). However, if
top contacts are added to the same film, a top-contact device with a 125 µm source-drain
channel does exhibit gating and saturation, even when tested in air (Fig. 3.4d).
These observations could be consistent with short-channel effects. Short-channel effects
arise in organic field-effect transistors when the gradual channel approximation breaks down,
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Figure 3.4: Current-voltage curves for thermally deposited PDIF-CN2 transistors. (a) PDIFCN2 on a bottom-contact, 5µm channel, bare SiO2 transistor chip, measured in high vacuum
and dark. (b) PDIF-CN2 on a bottom-contact, 5µm channel, bare SiO2 transistor chip, measured in air and ambient room lighting. (c) PDIF-CN2 on a bottom-contact, 15µm channel,
bare SiO2 transistor chip, measured in high vacuum and dark. (d) Thermally deposited
PDIF-CN2 with 125µm-channel top contacts on a bare SiO2 transistor chip, measured in air
and ambient room lighting.
and it can no longer be assumed that the electric field due to the gate voltage drop through
the oxide is much larger than the source-drain electric field across the channel [109]. In a
typical long-channel device, the depletion region at the drain electrode is small relative to
the length of the channel, but in a device with short-channel effects, the depletion region
approaches the physical length of the channel. When the physical length of the channel is
entirely depleted, this scenario is called current punch-through; the punch-through current
density is expected to have a quadratic dependence on the drain voltage [109]. Some of our
5µm and 15µm devices (Fig. 3.4b and c) appear to approach this limiting case. High offcurrents are also a symptom of short-channel effects; our 5- and 15-µm channel transistors
exhibited off-currents on the order of a few µA. Finally, short channel effects can decrease the
measured mobility, which may explain our measured magnitudes on the order 10−4 cm2 Vs−1
(Fig. 3.7c); reported mobilities for this material are on the order of 0.1-1 cm2 Vs−1 [106, 110].
If we are seeing short channel effects, these observations are not without precedent: shortchannel effects have been reported for p-channel organic transistors at channel lengths as
long as 5 µm [111]. Most reported PDI transistors in the literature use channel lengths of
17µm or greater.
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However, our transport observations in PDIF-CN2 transistors are also all consistent with
a long depletion region in the channel, leading to a constant presence of injected charge in
the channel. Long depletion regions arise from alignment of the injecting contact closer to
the middle of the semiconductor band gap: there is less band bending in this case, but it
extends further into the channel. We expected good alignment of gold with the PDI LUMO
level, but a long depletion region would be consistent with a degraded or contaminated gold
contact. Our first IV-curves were reasonable, but later IV-curves with these non-gating
observations may have coincided with early stages of failure of our UV-ozone cleaner. In
addition, for a small-grained morphology in PDIF-CN2 films, contact resistances are known
to be quite large [110]. Therefore we find it more likely that our non-gating observations
are due to degraded gold contacts instead of short-channel effects. Although low-LUMO
PDIF-CN2 transistors yield overall much larger currents than the low-LUMO PDI devices,
we did not find transistor curves to be a satisfactory method of measuring mobility in these
small channel devices either.

3.4

Extracting local mobilities using electric force microscopy

To complement bulk charge transport measurements, we turned to a scanning-probe method
pioneered by Bürgi et al. that can extract local mobilities from surface potential measurements, circumventing contact effects [30, 31]. In this experiment, surface potential profiles
are measured using frequency-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy (FM-KPFM, [39])
across working transistor channels at different gate and drain voltages. The device current
at each gate and drain bias combination is also recorded.
The field-effect mobility can then be calculated using:
Ids = en(x)W µ(Vg0 , E)E(x)
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(3.1)

where Ids is the device drain current, en(x) is the gate-induced local charge carrier density,
W is the channel width, µ(Vg0 , E) is the field-effect mobility, Vg0 is the effective local bias,
and E(x) is the local electric field [30].

C=

Vg0 = φ(x) − Vg

(3.2)

en(x) = CVg0

(3.3)

r 0
∂φ(x)
E(x) = −
d
∂x

(3.4)

The effective local bias, Vg0 , is the difference between the measured surface potential and the
applied gate bias. The local charge carrier density, en(x), is calculated from the effective
local bias Vg0 and the dielectric capacitance per area, C, which is related to the dielectric
constant of the insulator and the insulator thickness d. For our SiO2 dielectric, r = 3.9
and d = 315nm. The electric field across the channel is calculated from the numeric spatial
derivative of the surface potential.
The expression in Eq. 3.1 makes use of the gradual channel approximation, which assumes
that the electric field across the channel is due only to the gate voltage. This assumption is
generally assumed to be valid for channels longer than 2 µm and for dielectric layers on the
hundred-nm thickness and greater, or for a channel length-to-oxide thickness ratio greater
than 10 [30, 112]. A major advantage of this scanning probe method is that it can distinguish
the distinct contributions of the gate bias (i.e., charge density) and transverse electric field
to the charge mobility. Also, if a device has large contact resistances, the mobility across
the channel may vary dramatically based on the varying local charge density. This method
can demonstrate this spatial mobility variation, whereas bulk measurements only register an
average mobility across the entire channel.
We measured surface potential profiles and device currents for bottom-contact PDI transistors at a range of gate and drain biases. All the thermally deposited films were very flat
and amorphous. Since the surface potentials were found to be essentially independent of
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Figure 3.5: Surface potentials and E fields for dEO PDI on bare and HMDS/SiO2 . Top
row: dEO PDI on HMDS-treated SiO2 ; bottom row: dEO PDI on HNO3 -soaked SiO2 . (a,c)
Surface potential profiles and (b,d) calculated E field profiles across the transistor channel.
Drain voltages are 0 to +7V in steps of 1 V. Gate voltage is +15 V.
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Figure 3.6: Linescan mobility measurements for dCH dBr PDI on bare SiO2 . (a) Surface
potential profiles, (b) calculated E field profiles, (c) calculated charge densities, and (d)
calculated local mobilities across the transistor channel. Drain voltages are 0 to +7V in
steps of 1V. Gate voltage is +15 V.
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the lateral position along the channel, we present our scanning probe results in the form of
line scans across the channel. The data is plotted in Figures 3.5 to 3.7. Fig. 3.5 shows the
surface potentials and electric fields for dEO PDI transistors on HMDS-treated SiO2 (a,b)
and HNO3 -soaked (c,d). Fig 3.6 shows the surface potentials, electric field profiles, local
charge densities, and local mobilities for dCH dBr PDI on bare SiO2 . Fig. 3.7 shows the
surface potentials, electric fields, and local mobilities for PDIF-CN2 on bare SiO2 . For the
measurements on dEO PDI and dCH dBr PDI, 16 surface potential profiles were measured
and averaged together for each drain voltage, while for the PDIF-CN2 , only one surface
potential profile was measured for each drain voltage.
There is substantial variation in the shapes of the surface potential profiles for the different transistors studied. We observed a large voltage jump at the extracting contact for dCH
dBr PDI (Fig. 3.6a), while for all dEO PDI samples studied, we measured a large voltage
jump at the injecting contact (Figs. 3.5a,c). There was virtually no voltage jump at the
injecting contact and only a small step at larger drain voltages at the extracting contact for
PDIF-CN2 (Fig. 3.7a). These observations are generally consistent with energy barriers to
injection predicted from alignment of the LUMO with gold (i.e., dCH dBr PDI should have
better injection than dEO PDI, but PDIF-CN2 should have far better injection than either
of the high-LUMO PDIs).
The difference in the barrier to injection from gold between dEO PDI and dCH dBr
PDI is probably sufficient to move from injection-limited to transport-limited devices. These
differences in injection behavior could account for the substantial differences in bulk currents
for evaporated films of dCH dBr PDI and dEO PDI (section 3.2.1, Fig. 3.3). Assuming that
Arrhenius-type injection holds with similar prefactors for these systems, an energy barrier
difference of 256 meV would yield a difference in injection rates of eEa/kt = e10 = 2.2 × 104 ,
sufficient to explain the observed difference in device currents (recall that kT = 25 mV
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at room temperature). The reader should keep in mind that surprisingly small activation
barriers to injection have been observed in polymer transistors, indicating that Arrhenius
injection into organic materials does not always hold; instead, injection can be assisted by
energetic “tail” states arising from molecular disorder at the injecting contact [15, 23].
Similarly, there is also variation in the electric field magnitude and distribution in the
transistor channel (along the y-direction in Fig. 4.6) for each of these samples (Fig. 3.6b
to3.7b). Surface treatment of the channel dielectric influences the electric field distribution in dEO PDI transistors: the electric field peaks are broadened in the HMDS-treated,
hydrophobic sample, while the field is large at the contacts but constant in the middle of
the channel for the HNO3 -soaked, hydrophilic sample (Figs. 3.5b,d). Note that the electric
fields in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 are the derivative of an average surface potential profile compiled
from 16 separate linescans, while the electric fields in Fig. 3.7 come from the derivative of
one measured surface potential linescan. As a numeric derivative, the electric field can be
quite noisy (even after averaging the surface potentials) since taking the derivative amplifies
high-frequency noise in the surface potential data. This observation was a motivation for
the work presented in Chapter 5.
Since satisfactory currents could not be measured in the dEO PDI devices, local mobilities were only calculated for dCH dBr PDI using currents measured in the microscope
but separately from the linescan experiment (shown in Fig. 3.3a; the offset from zero was
corrected before using the currents in the calculation of mobilities). The results are shown
in Figure 3.6c. The calculated mobility is extremely noisy over the electrodes (since the
electric field is small, we are nearly dividing by zero in these regions); results are shown for
the channel region where the estimated mobility does not suffer from division-by-zero errors.
The mobility laterally varies across the transistor channel. As expected from Eq. 3.1, the
mobility is higher where the source-drain lateral electric field is lower. However, the mobility
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Figure 3.7: Linescan mobility measurements for PDIF-CN2 on bare SiO2 . (a) Surface potential profiles, (b) calculated E field profiles, and (c) calculated local mobilities across the
transistor channel. Drain voltages are 0 to +8 V in steps of 1.14 V. Gate voltage is +8 V.
does not appear to be strongly charge density dependent, since µ does not seem to follow an
inverse proportionality with the charge density. Local mobilities for the PDIF-CN2 device
were calculated from currents measured concurrently with the scanning-probe measurement.
In Fig. 3.7c, we plot only the channel region since the mobilities are again noisy over the
electrodes. As suggested by the smooth surface potential profiles, the mobilities are relatively constant in the channel for low drain biases, but they shift to slightly higher values
at the extracting contact for higher drain biases. Since the electric fields are higher at the
extracting contact, this trend suggests a charge density dependent mobility, rather than an
electric field dependent mobility (recalling that mobility should be inversely dependent on
both charge density and electric field).
For PDIF-CN2 , we can compare the locally measured mobility in the device with the
5 µm channel (3.7c) with the saturation mobility calculated from a 125 µm long-channel
device (3.4d). In the scanning-probe short-channel measurement, we find mobilities on the
order 10−4 − 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 . For the long-channel device mobility, we measure µsat =
1.07 × 10−7 cm2 V−1 s−1 . Decreasing mobility with increasing channel length has also been
observed for PDIF-CN2 in solution-deposited films [113]. This discrepancy in measured mobilities is consistent with short-channel effects in the 5 µm device, since these effects can
artificially increase currents (and therefore the mobility inferred using the gradual-channel
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Figure 3.8: Schematic illustrating injection barrier lowering upon application of a gate voltage.
approximation) [114]. The mobility measured in air is also likely lowered by electron trapping, as evidenced by the substantial threshold voltage shift (+20 V, Fig. 3.4d).
In the data presented in this section, the source-drain biases were stepped sequentially
from low to high voltage. For a more accurate measurement that avoids trends that might
arise from device aging, this experiment can be improved by randomly varying the order in
which gate and drain biases are applied, rather than simply varying the biases sequentially.
Keeping track of these randomly ordered gate and drain biases allows us to distinguish
between effects due to the specific applied biases and stress or degradation effects that vary
with time.

3.5

Charge injection kinetics in perylene diiimides

Because there is a substantial energy difference between the gold electrode work function
and the dEO PDI LUMO level, these transistors provide a system where charge injection
should be highly sensitive to shifts in the injection barrier [115]. As sketched in Fig. 3.8, one
way to lower the injection barrier in a working transistor is to adjust the gate voltage. As
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Figure 3.9: (a) Sketch of applied gate voltage and measured surface potential versus time.(b)
Representative surface potential data measured at different gate voltages. (c) Rate of surface
potential equilibration (i.e., charge injection rate) versus gate voltage.
the gate is turned on, a lateral electric field is created that decreases the injection barrier,
via the Schottky effect, thereby increasing the rate of charge injection. The greater the gate
voltage, the greater the injection barrier lowering and the greater the charge injection rate
(Fig. 3.9b-c).
In a scanning-probe context, this injection barrier lowering can be observed by measuring
the surface potential as a function of time when the gate is turned on, for a range of different
gate voltages. An applied gate pulse and expected surface potential profile are sketched in
Fig. 3.9a. The surface potential peak is expected to increase with increasing gate voltage,
but will not necessarily match the applied gate bias due to contact potential differences
between the electrode and the semiconductor material in the transistor channel. We used
frequency-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy (FM-KPFM) to continuously monitor
the surface potential, employing a LabView-triggered delay to turn on the gate bias a few
seconds into the measurement.
We measured surface potential transients following gate turn-on in dEO PDI films on
our usual transistors with bare SiO2 and 5 µm channel, gold bottom-contact electrodes.
Representative surface potential transients are shown in Fig. 3.10, where 3.10a is a closeup
view of the short-time data in 3.10b. Note that as discussed above, it is similarly important in
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Figure 3.10: (a) Surface potential transients measured at different gate voltages for a dEO
PDI transistor on bare SiO2 . (b) Same data set as (a) shown to longer times.
these experiments to randomize the order of the gate voltages applied to distinguish between
device aging and gate voltage-dependent effects. The sample data shown in Fig. 3.9b-c
was measured while sequentially stepping through gate biases, while the data presented in
Figs. 3.10 and 3.12 was collected using random gate bias steps.
We measured charge injection surface potential transients at three locations in the transistor channel, marked on the topography map in Fig. 3.11. We fit the surface potential
transients to single exponential decays and extracted the rates from these fits. For the sample shown in Fig. 3.11, the injection rates for the three locations are shown in Fig 3.12a.
The data in Fig. 3.10 corresponds with the red dataset in Fig. 3.12. The fits are excellent
and there is very good agreement in the injection rates from different locations in the same
transistor channel.
We expect the injection rates to increase with the (time-dependent) gate-induced electric
field, which depends on the applied gate voltage. This so-called Schottky barrier lowering
can be written as: [116]
r
∆φ =
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qE
4π0 r

(3.5)

Figure 3.11: Topography of dEO PDI transistor and locations where charge injection measurements were made. The colors of the location dots correspond to the colors of the data
in. Figs. 3.12 and 3.13.
The charge injection rates we measure show a roughly quadratic dependence on the gate
voltage for low VG , then appear to level out at higher VG . This effect is consistent at different
locations in the same transistor channel. As a control measure, we plot the exponential charge
injection rates versus time in Fig. 3.12b. As we expect, there does not appear to be a trend
in the injection rate versus time. This control confirms that the dependence of rate on gate
voltage is not in part due to any kind of device aging effect. The location independence of
the rates also indicates that we are observing an injection process, not a transport process.
The steady-state surface potentials are also expected to have a gate voltage dependence,
since the amount of free charge present in the channel should be related to the gate bias
through the dielectric capacitance. However, our measured steady-state potentials are not
strongly dependent on either gate voltage or time (Fig. 3.12c-d). The steady-state potentials
do generally appear to increase linearly at larger gate biases, and this linear trend may start
at the same gate bias where the injection rates start to slow down. However, the steady70

Figure 3.12: Charge injection rates versus gate voltage (a) and time (b). Steady-state surface
potentials versus gate voltage (c) and time (d).
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Figure 3.13: Charge injection rates versus gate voltage for two dEO PDI transistors. Rates
are consistent within a single sample, but vary substantially between transistors. Circles,
diamonds, and triangles represent three different devices.
state potential versus gate voltage trend is inconsistent between transistor locations, so we
are hesitant to draw strong conclusions from these data. Overall, these observations suggest
that trap-clearing is incomplete between transient measurements, so both the device history
and the gate voltage are influencing measured steady-state potentials.
Although injection rates are fairly consistent within a single sample, when we compare
the charge injection rates versus gate voltage for two different dEO PDI transistors, we find
considerable variation in the absolute rates of charge injection between samples (Fig. 3.13).
While both devices show an approximately quadratic dependence of charge injection rate on
the gate voltage, the magnitude of these rates are quite different. In addition, it is unknown
from our data whether the first sample, measured at fewer gate biases, would also have
exhibited the transition in the shape of its gate bias dependence at larger VG .
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Unfortunately, a third dEO PDI sample prepared on the same bottom-contact transistors
exhibited no charge injection whatsoever; the only difference in this sample was that it had
not been UV-ozone cleaned immediately before deposition of the dEO PDI. Taken together,
these observations lead us to conclude that the injection rates from gold into PDIs are
extremely sensitive to the cleanliness of the gold contacts, and that we cannot expect the
absolute values of charge injection rates between samples to be identical. Due to these
concerns regarding irreproducibility, we chose not to pursue further temperature-dependent
measurements of charge injection rates for this material.
In general, however, the reproducibility of these injection transients at different locations
in a single sample, and for randomized gate biases, suggests a surprisingly robust effectespecially given that dEO PDI traps charge! Further study of injection rate dependence
on gate bias will require careful modeling. The relevant electric field is the one between
the injecting electrode and the semiconductor, at the semiconductor-dielectric interface [23].
How the gate bias influences the length of band bending into the channel from the electrode
is not obvious. If this dependence could be modeled and/or measured, it would be interesting
to study injection rates versus both gate bias and temperature.

3.6

Conclusions

In summary, we investigated charge transport properties in a variety of high- and low-LUMO
PDIs. Bulk current-voltage characteristics were not useful for high-LUMO PDIs since the
currents were extremely small due to the large electron injection barrier from gold into the
LUMO. We measured bulk current-voltage curves in 5 and 15 µm-channel PDIF-CN2 on
bare SiO2 , and found a larger-than-expected mobility possibly consistent with short channel
effects.
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To circumvent the resulting difficulties interpreting transistor transport characteristics,
we applied a scanning-probe method for measuring mobilities locally [30]. This method allowed us to estimate mobilities for devices that would not have been characterizable with
transport measurements alone, and to comment on the electric field and charge density dependence of the mobility. We were able to evaluate the energetic barriers to charge injection
and extraction for different PDIs. However, the electric field and mobility profiles obtained
in this method were noisy, in part due to the inherent noise in the surface potential, and
also in part to the amplification of this noise when taking the numeric derivative to obtain
the electric field. This noise was a motivating factor for our work in Chapter. 5.
Finally, we explored charge injection from gold into dEO PDI films by measuring surface
potential as a function of time upon application of a gate bias. We believe we have observed
Schottky-barrier lowering in the dependence of the injection rate on the applied gate bias.
The overall rates of charge injection varied substantially between samples, most likely due to
variation in gold electrode cleanliness. However, the measurement is reproducible within a
single sample, and with further theoretical work could yield new insights into charge injection
for high-LUMO n−type semiconductors.

3.7

3.7.1

Experimental

PDI transistor substrates

For bottom-contact transistors, the substrates were fabricated in CNF and cleaned as follows. To remove dicing saw resist, the chips were rinsed with acetone and isopropanol (IPA),
then sonicated for 10 minutes in acetone and then 10 minutes in IPA. The chips were soaked
overnight (12-18 hours) in fluid 1165 microposit remover. For top-contact transistor sub74

strates, highly n−doped silicon with 315 nm thermally grown SiO2 was prepared in CNF,
cleaved in the lab by hand, and cleaned as below.
Both bottom-contact and top-contact substrate chips were cleaned in the following manner. The chips were gently scrubbed using a clean room swab in DI water with Aquet
detergent, followed by 5 minutes of sonicating in DI water with Aquet detergent and 5 minutes in DI water. The chips were dried with a nitrogen gun and UV-ozone cleaned for 10
minutes. If the bottom-contact chips were cleaned well in advance, it was important to
UV-ozone clean them again immediately before film deposition to ensure that the gold was
as clean as possible.
Top-contact transistors were completed after deposition of the PDI film by thermally
depositing 15 nm gold at a rate of 0.1 Å/s onto the film through a shadow mask. The
shadow mask creates an array of devices with 75µm or 125µm channels. When depositing
metals on top of organics, it is important to alternate depositing for 5Å and waiting with
the shutter closed for 5Å. Dr. Vladimir Pozdin suggested that frequently pausing the metal
deposition this way may help to prevent the hot metal from damaging the organic film; hot
gold has been shown to penetrate into organic films, and the heat of the metal impacts the
final contact resistance [117, 118].
For HMDS-treated bottom-contact transistor substrates, the chips were exposed to hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) vapor in the CNF YES vapor prime oven following the standard
tool recipe for silicon wafers. The samples were held in a glass dish during treatment.
This treatment binds trimethylsilane groups to dangling Si-OH groups on the SiO2 surface,
rendering the transistor channel hydrophobic. For HNO3 -soaked bottom-contact transistor
substrates, the chips were soaked in HNO3 for 10 minutes, then rinsed with DI water. Contact angles for these and for standard SiO2 transistors were measured using the Rame-Hart
500 Contact Angle Goniometer in the NBTC facility at CNF, Duffield 226.
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3.7.2

Thermal deposition of PDI films

Thermally deposited thin films of PDI were prepared in a custom-built glove box evaporator
housed in Baker 146. See Appendix A for further details of glove box operation. PDI powders
were loaded into ceramic crucibles which were resistively heated until a deposition rate of
0.1 Å/s was achieved; the shutter was then opened and films deposited on the substrates. A
copper substrate heater was used to hold the substrates at 125°C before, during, and for a
few minutes after deposition. High substrate temperatures are important for achieving the
highest possible degree of lateral motion of molecules at the sample surface when thermally
depositing PDIs[17, 119–122]. These high temperatures promote molecular reorganization
into crystalline domains during film deposition, generally yielding higher device mobilities
[123].
Since PDIF-CN2 is substantially more conductive than the other PDIs studied, precautions had to be taken to keep the material deposited on the transistor source-drain electrodes
isolated from any material touching the edges of the chip. The highly conductive gate layer
is exposed in cross-section on the chip edges, so if the material touching the electrodes also
touches the sides of the chip, then the source and drain electrodes will be automatically
shorted to the gate and the transistor will not work. The electrodes were isolated prior to
deposition by painting a thin layer of QDope around the interdigitated region, taking care to
be sure the gate pads were entirely covered. If the QDope layer is too thick, it will melt onto
the active area when the substrates are heated. The QDope was allowed to cure overnight
before a final UV-ozone cleaning and loading the chips into the evaporator. After depositing
PDI, the QDope can be carefully pried and lifted up using a razor blade so that electrical
contact can be made to the transistor pads with silver paint. Masking with Kapton tape
is less effective. It is difficult to get the tape smoothly adhered to the surface of the chip,
and after PDI deposition, it is extremely difficult to remove the tape without cracking or
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flaking on the chip edges. These cracks may not necessarily ruin the chip, but are advisably
avoided since they often send bits of conductive silicon flying, which can land on and short
the transistor active region.

3.7.3

Drop-casting of PDI films

Drop-cast PDI films were prepared by the Braunschweig group from solutions in pyridine,
used as received. The PDI concentration in solution was 10−5 M or approximately 6 mg/mL.
A drop of PDI solution was placed on the transistor active area and the solvent was allowed
to evaporate under ambient atmospheric conditions.
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CHAPTER 4
CHARGE TRAPPING IN PERYLENE DIIMIDE DERIVATIVES

4.1

Introduction

Our second interest in PDIs stemmed from a curiosity about the chemical stability of the
PDI radical anion for derivatives of different LUMO levels. The enhanced stability of PDIs
with lower LUMO levels (-4.0 to -4.3 eV, and below) has been argued from a thermodynamic
perspective [98, 124]. However, as our work with pentacene demonstrated, thermodynamic
predictions are not always an accurate reflection of the actual solid-state chemistry in organic
electronics [13]. No specific trap species has been demonstrated in PDIs, and we hoped that
the trap-clearing spectroscopy technique we developed with pentacene could offer insights
into PDI trapping chemistry.
In this chapter, I describe the current understanding of charge trapping in PDIs, and
review other scanning-probe microscopy studies on these materials. I then outline EFM
experiments designed to shed light on charge trapping processes in a range of PDI derivatives. In these experiments, we used custom-synthesized “high-LUMO” PDI derivatives that
were designed for macromolecular donor-acceptor photovoltaics by the Braunschweig group
[104]. These molecules were not thermodynamically expected to be air-stable due to their
higher LUMO levels (Table 3.1), and our aim was to evaluate their charge trap chemistry. I
will discuss two efforts to investigate charge trap chemistry in these materials: the application of trap-clearing spectroscopy to several PDI derivatives, and attempts to measure trap
formation rates in dEO PDI.
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4.1.1

Trapping mechanisms in PDIs

For electron conductors like PDIs, the major source of charge trapping and performance
instability is expected from thermodynamics to be reaction of the anion radical (PDI.− )
with water and oxygen to form shallow, reversible traps [3, 98, 124, 125]. Permanent film
degradation appears less likely, but has been observed in the presence of water for a related
naphthalene diimide polymer [126]. To counter the oxidation of the anion radical, several
strategies have been introduced. Lowering the PDI LUMO level via electron-withdrawing
substituents such as cyano groups on the core “bay” positions and fluoroalkyl chains at the
nitrogen positions have proven highly effective [100, 106, 127, 128]. These fluoroalkyl chains,
such as those in PDIF-CN2 , are credited by some with providing a kinetic barrier to the
penetration of oxygen and water into the PDI film [3, 106]; however, others have observed
similar rates of mobility degradation in air for a range of film morphologies and fluorination
patterns, suggesting that this kinetic barrier idea is insufficient to explain the high mobilities
in fluorinated PDIs [120].
Substrate dielectric treatment also plays an important role in minimizing charge trapping
in n−channel transistors. Yoon et al. observed from a broad study of several n−channel
organic materials and a range of dielectrics that n−channel semiconductors on dielectrics
with free hydroxyl or carbonyl groups were especially prone to electron trapping [129]. In
particular, this study suggested that the silanol (-SiOH) groups on the silicon dioxide are
acidic enough to sustain electron traps, regenerating the neutral semiconductor radical and
releasing hydrogen:
≡ Si − OH + H2 O
≡ Si − O− + H3 O+ + Semiconductor.−

SiO− + H3 O+

1
SiO− + H2 O + H2 + Semiconductor
2

In our case, the semiconductor is a single PDI molecule.
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(4.1)
(4.2)

Many take this mechanism at face value despite its having been originally written to
describe electron current flowing across bare hydrated SiO2 [130]. The primary spectroscopic
evidence for a silanol electron trapping mechanism is a report that during n−channel device
operation, the silanol H-stretching and bending vibrational spectroscopic peak shifted from
the slightly H−bonded state to the isolated state, finally disappearing altogether after many
hours of device operation [131]. However, this IR spectroscopy signal is extremely small, and
we consider this evidence weak on its own.
In addition, the mechanism as written in Eqs. 4.1-4.2 seems complex and thermodynamically unlikely. A rough back-of-the-envelope calculation of the reaction ∆G suggests this
process would be significantly endothermic. For a silanol pKa of 5 [132], T = 298 K, and R
= 8.314 kJ/mol · K:
SiO− + H3 O+

(4.3)

∆G = −RT ln(Ka) = +28.5 kJ/mol

(4.4)

≡ Si − OH + H2 O

With the pKa of H3 O+ = -1.74: [133]
H3 O+

H2 O + H+

(4.5)

∆G = −9.9 kJ/mol

(4.6)

We next need to calculate the ∆Grxn for the oxidation of the anion radical and the production
of hydrogen:
2PDI.− + 2H+

2PDI0 + 2H·

(4.7)

For the first half of the reaction, we must convert the oxidation energy of the PDI anion
radical versus ferrocene to an oxidation versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). Here,
I choose dEO PDI for the anion radical, whose reduction has been measured versus ferrocene
by the Braunschweig group [105]. I adjust this measured reduction relative to NHE using
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an offset of −0.64V [134].
PDI.−

PDI0 + e−

(4.8)

Eox = −Ered = +1.176V vs. ferrocene

(4.9)

Ferrocene Ered vs. NHE ∼ −0.64V

(4.10)

Eox dEO PDI vs. NHE ∼ +0.536V

(4.11)

The reduction of a proton vs. NHE is defined as zero volts:
H+ + e−

H.

(4.12)

Ered = 0V

(4.13)

Ecell = Ered − Eox = 0 − 0.536 = −0.536V

(4.14)

So,

For n = 2 and F = 96,485.3 C/mol, the ∆Grxn is then:
∆G = −nFEcell = 103.4kJ/mol

(4.15)

∆G for the final step in the overall mechanism, the combination of two hydrogen radicals to
give hydrogen gas, is defined as zero. The overall ∆G for the reactions outlined in Eqs. 4.1-4.2
is then:
∆Gtot = 28.5 − 9.9 + 103.4 + 0 + 0 = +122 kJ/mol = +1.26 eV

(4.16)

The numbers in Eqs. 4.3-4.16 should only be considered rough estimates, especially the conversion of the oxidation energy of PDI.− from an energy vs. ferrocene to vs. NHE; converting
electrochemical potentials between standard electrodes is an extremely suspect procedure
since changes of solvents and electrolytes are usually involved. Even so, an estimated reaction energy of +1.26 eV suggests that a reaction between PDI anion radicals, water, and
silanols to form electron traps is strongly thermodynamically unfavorable. If such traps do
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form, this large reaction energy could explain why their supposed spectroscopic signature
only occurs slowly over hours of device operation [131].
If the acidic silanol reaction is an important source of trapping, then other reasonably
acidic alcohols should also lead to charge trapping. Yoon et al. pursue this line of reasoning
in terms of dielectric chemistry, but oxygenated organic defects or impurities could also lead
to trapping. Silanol groups have a pKa of either 5 or 8 depending on their microscopic
environments [132], while organic alcohols have pKas that can range below 4, especially
for aromatic substituents [133]. In addition, if acidic silanols or other alcohols are present,
it seems that the PDI.− could also react directly with a silanol group without introducing
hydrogen formation.
≡ Si − OH + PDI.−

SiO− + PDI-H

(4.17)

However, this reaction would suffer a large energetic penalty for breaking the resonance of
the PDI molecule.
In all these cases, importantly, the long-lived electron trap species resides at the SiO2
dielectric-organic interface, not on the PDI molecule. A key difference between these proposed trapping mechanisms is that the Yoon et al. mechanism regenerates the neutral
PDI radical (Eq. 4.2), while the mechanism in Eq. 4.17 yields a protonated PDI radical.
Atmosphere-induced trapping in PDIs has been shown to be reversible by annealing or returning the device to vacuum, so it seems reasonable that a mechanism that does not involve
loss of hydrogen would be more readily reversible [17, 135, 136].
Whether any or none of these trapping mechanisms plays a role in electron trapping
in PDIs, dielectric chemistry clearly does influence PDI air stability. More hydrophobic
dielectric surfaces seem to improve air stability, presumably by deterring the penetration of
water into the charge-transporting interfacial organic layers [33, 137, 138]. The presence of
water is expected to facilitate the Yoon et al. reactions discussed above. Multiple groups
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have pointed out that adsorbed water could form a disordered dipole layer on the dielectric,
a phenomenon that leads to gap states in hole conducting polyacenes such as pentacene and
rubrene [139, 140]. Others have suggested that water confined in the film itself or at the
dielectric interface is a source of charge trapping in n-channel devices [128, 141].
Dielectric chemistry also shapes the morphology of PDI films, which in turn influences
charge trapping. For films with smaller grains, transport is expected to be poorer due to the
increased number of grain boundaries [21, 115, 142] and the increased chance for diffusion
of air into the film, leading to charge trapping [143]. Treatments such as HMDS or OTS can
combine desirable hydrophobicity with larger grain sizes in PDIs, both of which are expected
to increase mobilities [100, 110].

4.1.2

Hückel predictions of PDI HOMO-LUMO electron densities

In the discussion of PDI trap chemistry, above, we propose the possibility that the PDI anion
radical might accept a proton from silanols or H3 O+ , generating an electron trap SiO− at
the organic-dielectric interface. Curious what a protonated anion radical PDI might look
like, we turned to simple Hückel theory. We generated a Hückel matrix for an unsubstituted
PDI core, assuming that the carbon-carbon self interaction was zero, and assigning arbitrary
interaction values to the remaining atomic interactions as shown in Table 4.1.
The Hückel matrix we generated is shown in Fig. 4.1a. As a check that we had correctly
assigned and located all atoms, we used the matrix to generate a sketch of the molecule with
color-coded atoms; this successful check is shown in Fig. 4.1b. We used our Hückel matrix
to calculate relative atomic electron densities for different energy levels in the PDI core. The
first two levels are shown in Fig. 4.1c-d; as we expect, the lowest energy level is a single
phase, while the second energy level has one node. Since the PDI core has 32 π-electrons,
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Figure 4.1: (a) Hückel matrix for PDI core. (b) PDI core generated by the Hückel matrix
as a geometry check; black = carbon, blue = nitrogen, red = oxygen. (c-f) Electron density
for energy levels n, where each level is filled by 2n electrons. Pink and green represent
opposite phases. The PDI core HOMO and LUMO electron densities are shown in (e) and
(f), respectively.
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Atomic interaction Symbol

Value

C (self)

α

0

C-C

β

-4.18

N (self)

αN

-0.2

C-N

βN

-4.5

O (self)

αO

-0.4

C-O

βO

-5

Table 4.1: Values used in generating a Hückel matrix for an unsubstituted PDI core.
the HOMO level is given by n=16 and the LUMO level is given by n = 17. These electron
density maps are shown in Fig. 4.1e-f. The HOMO level shows that the nitrogen and oxygen
atoms have the greatest electron density in the neutral PDI core, as we would expect from
their relative electronegativity. When the PDI accepts an electron and becomes an anion
radical charge carrier, the additional electron density can be found on any of the peripheral
atoms, as shown in the LUMO. This calculation suggests that a PDI anion radical could
be protonated (or undergo other reactions) at several different positions on the molecule,
including core carbon atoms and the amide oxygen atoms, with similar probability.

4.2

Trap-clearing spectroscopy of perylene diimides

We prepared a variety of PDI transistors for trap-clearing spectroscopy measurements. We
studied films of dPyr PDI, dEO PDI, and dCH dEO PDI drop-cast from pyridine onto
bare SiO2 bottom-contact transistors, prepared by the Braunschweig group on our transistor
substrates as described in Ch. 3.7.3. AFM topography of these films is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The drop-cast PDI films were polycrystalline, but the drop-casting method appeared to yield
incomplete channel coverage and gave dramatic topography that was difficult to study with
scanning-probe measurements.
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Figure 4.2: AFM topography of drop-cast transistors: (a) dPyr PDI, (b) dEO PDI, and
(c) dCH dEO PDI. Solution preparation and drop-casting was performed by Dr. Zhong Li,
Braunschweig group. Scale bar in (a-c) is 4 µm.
We also studied thermally deposited films of dEO PDI and dCH dBr PDI, prepared as
described in Ch. 3.7.2. These films were very amorphous and flat, as shown in Fig. 4.3. In
fact, we found these AFM images disturbingly flat, despite the apparent color change (pink)
on our transistor chips indicating the presence of a film. To confirm that depositions were
successful, we used laser desorption ionization (LDI) mass spectrometry to examine which
species were present. Representative mass spectroscopy results are shown in Fig. 4.4. In
all cases, LDI mass spectrometry produced the molecular ion expected for the given PDI,
reassuring us that the PDIs survived deposition despite their smooth films. (In one case, we
even identified a PDI mislabeled by our collaborators through mass spec- we deposited dCH
dBr PDI that had been labeled as dCH dEO PDI.)

4.2.1

Spatially uniform charge trapping in PDI transistor channels

We examined the distribution and lifetimes of traps in our PDI films by applying a positive
gate bias for 2 minutes and then imaging the surface potential in a 10µm region. A typical
gate bias is +5V. The gate must be off in order to image trapped charge, since free charged
induced by the gate will screen the trapped charge [26]. The source and drain were grounded
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Figure 4.3: AFM topography of thermally-deposited transistors: (a) dEO PDI on bare SiO2 ,
(b) dEO PDI on HMDS-treated SiO2 , (c) dEO PDI on HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , (d) dCH dBr
PDI on bare SiO2 , and (e) PDIF-CN2 on bare SiO2 . Scale bar in (a-e) is 2 µm.

Figure 4.4: Representative LDI mass spectrometry results for thermally deposited (a) dEO
PDI (m/z= 670.9) and (b) PDIF-CN2 (m/z= 804.4) on bare SiO2 . The insets show the same
spectra on a larger m/z scale; we do not find any dimerization of our PDIs during deposition
or laser desorption.
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during the measurement. The samples are kept in the dark during these scans.
Charge trapping maps are shown in Fig. 4.5a-d and Fig. 4.6. Trapped charge appears as
regions of negative potential (blue), while the more positive source and drain electrodes are
visible above and below the transistor channel. The most negative regions at left are not
trapping “hot spots” but rather represent the initial concentration of trapped charge after
the gate is turned off.
In every high-LUMO sample studied, electron trapping was observed uniformly across the
transistor channel. As the image progresses from left to right (slow scan direction, labeled
x), the traps clear thermally over time on the order of ∼ 5 minutes, suggesting that they
may be relatively shallow in energy relative to the LUMO level. For a point of reference,
traps in pentacene require 20 minutes or longer to clear to the same extent. Traps were
not associated with obvious morphological features in any of the samples examined. These
observations suggest that electron traps are not due to physical defects in the films. This
uniformity across the channel width is consistent with traps forming everywhere due to a
spatially independent process such as trapping at or in the dielectric, or a chemical reaction
of the PDI anion radical. The PDIF-CN2 film did not show any significant electron trapping.
Transient surface potentials obtained by averaging several rows of potential data in the
channel are plotted below each transistor map (Fig. 4.5e-h, Fig. 4.6c-d). For the PDI derivatives studied, traps clear thermally in 5-10 minutes. In dEO PDI, which was studied on both
bare and HMDS-treated SiO2 , the traps on the HMDS-treated sample exhibited a slightly
slower thermal clearing while the traps in the evaporated film on bare SiO2 cleared faster.
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Figure 4.5: Top row: surface potential of PDI transistors after a 2 minute positive gate bias.
The gate bias was +5 V prior to all images except (b) which was taken after +15 V. Bottom
row: average surface potential transients from mid-channel, showing thermal trap-clearing.
(a,e) dCH dBr PDI evaporated on bare SiO2 . (b,f) dEO PDI drop cast on bare SiO2 . (c,g)
dEO PDI evaporated on HMDS-treated SiO2 . (d,h) dEO PDI on bare SiO2 . Scale bar is 2
µm.

Figure 4.6: Top row: surface potential of PDI transistors after a 2 minute positive gate
bias. The gate bias was +5 V prior to both images. Bottom row: average surface potential
transients from mid-channel, showing thermal trap-clearing. (a,c) dEO PDI on HNO3 -soaked
SiO2 . (b,d) PDIF-CN2 evaporated on bare SiO2 . Scale bar is 2 µm.
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4.2.2

Trap-clearing spectra: results

We next examined the effects of visible illumination on traps in PDI derivatives. In p−type
semiconductors such as pentacene, visible illumination can cause traps to clear more quickly
[47]. In pentacene, measured rates of trap-clearing versus illuminating wavelength can reveal
trap-clearing spectra, where absorptions in the neutral semiconductor or even a charged
defect can lead to de-trapping faster than the thermal rate [13, 25]. A similar increase in
trap-clearing rate due to light has also been observed in other PDI derivatives [17], but the
wavelength dependence of this process has not been studied.
The relevant light-enhanced and thermal processes for the PDI case are sketched in
Fig. 4.7. Traps can be cleared by visible light through two possible processes: excitation of
the neutral semiconductor (Fig. 4.7, k1 ) and excitation of the trap (k3 ). In both cases, after
excitation, the trapped electron is transferred to the neutral PDI (k2 or k4 ). These lightenhanced trap-clearing processes compete with the thermal trap-clearing process, where the
electron is transferred directly from the trap to a neutral PDI molecule with no additional
excitation (Fig. 4.7, k5 ). When the PDI anion radical is formed (PDI.− , final state), the
charge is mobile again and can be transported to an electrode and out of the film.
In our microscope, the visible light source is a halogen lamp fiber-optically coupled to
a scanning monochromator and an attenuator. The intensity at the sample surface is lowapproximately 0.5 mW/cm2 - so competition between the light-dependent and the thermal
processes is expected. In addition, we note that excitation of the neutral semiconductor
(Fig. 4.7, k1 -k2 ) should be a more efficient trap-clearing process than excitation of the trap
(k3 -k4 ). In processes k1 -k2 , any molecule within an exciton diffusion radius of the trap
should be able to clear it, while only excitation of the trap itself would lead to the second
light-enhanced process.
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Figure 4.7: State diagram of light-enhanced (k1 -k4 ) and thermal (k5 ) trap-clearing processes
in n−type semiconductors. k1 -k2 : excitation of neutral PDI leads to electron transfer from
trap to neutral PDI. k3 -k4 : excitation of charged trap leads to electron transfer from trap
to neutral PDI. k5 : thermally activated electron transfer from trap to neutral PDI. Once
the electron is transferred to the neutral PDI, it is mobile and can be transported to the
electrode.
To obtain trap-clearing spectra, traps in the transistor channel were populated with a
two-minute positive gate bias (typically Vg = +5V), then the surface potential was measured
as a function of time while illuminating the sample from above with the optical fiber. Since
trap-clearing spectroscopy is a point measurement, we collected frequency shift parabolas
at a rate of 1 Hz to obtain the surface potential. Remaining traps were cleared as much
as possible with the white LED followed by a dark wait of 1-3 minutes. This measurement
was repeated for 36 different visible wavelengths (350-720 nm). The trap-clearing transients
were fit to single exponential decays in Matlab. Finally, the rates were normalized by photon
energy in eV since the experiment was carried out at constant power, not constant photon
flux. This procedure is essentially identical to the experiments discussed in Ch. 2.2.2, except
that the gate bias is positive here to induce electron trapping (rather than negative to induce
hole trapping).
From our previous experiments in pentacene, we expected to find enhanced rates of
trap clearing for illuminating energies absorbed by the neutral PDI, as well as possible rate
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Figure 4.8: Top row: trap-clearing surface potential transients for several illumination wavelengths (black) with single exponential fits (gray); arrow indicates increasing energy. Bottom
row: Trap-clearing rates versus wavelength. (a,b) Drop-cast dPyr PDI on bare SiO2 . (c,d)
Drop-cast dCH dEO PDI on bare SiO2 . Rates are not enhanced above the thermal floor.
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Figure 4.9: Top row: trap-clearing surface potential transients for several illumination wavelengths (black) with single exponential fits (gray); arrow indicates increasing energy. Bottom
row: Trap-clearing rates versus wavelength (black open circles) with thermal floors indicated
by black solid lines. Absorption spectra of the neutral PDIs overlaid in grey. (a,b) Thermally
deposited dCH dBr PDI on bare SiO2 . (c,d) Thermally deposited dEO PDI on HMDS-treated
SiO2 . (e,f) Drop-cast dEO PDI on bare SiO2 . (g,h) Thermally deposited dEO PDI on bare
SiO2 .
enhancements due to absorption by other chemical species [13, 25]. In two of the PDI
derivatives studied, dPyr PDI and dCH dEO PDI, both drop-cast on bare SiO2 , we found
that light did not increase the rates of trap-clearing faster than the thermal process. The
upper plots in Fig. 4.8 shows representative surface potential transients at long, medium, and
short visible wavelengths (solid black lines) with single exponential fits (grey line with open
circles), while the lower plots show all the trap-clearing rates measured versus wavelength
for illumination across the visible spectrum. Although the concentration of trapped charge
increases as the experiment proceeds, leading to the vertical offset between the transients
for dPyr PDI and dCH dEO PDI, none of the measured trap-clearing rates are enhanced
above the thermal rate by light. The y-axis in Figs. 4.8a,c is chosen to reflect this absence
of light-enhancement for comparison with Fig. 4.9. The thermal trap-clearing rate for dPyr
PDI is approximately 8E-4 s−1 eV−1 , and for dCH dEO PDI is 1E-3 s−1 eV−1 .
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In contrast, traps in dEO PDI and dCH dBr PDI are cleared faster than the thermal rate
when exposed to certain wavelengths of visible light. The plots in the upper row of Fig. 4.9
show representative surface potential transients with single exponential fits; the rates are
clearly different for different illumination wavelengths. The plots in the lower row of Fig. 4.9
show the trap-clearing rates versus wavelength, which in this case appear to have spectral
shape. For comparison, the thermal rates are plotted as solid horizontal lines and the optical
absorption spectra are plotted in grey. In Fig. 4.9b,d,f,h, from left to right, thermal trapclearing rates are 9E-3 s−1 eV−1 for dCH dBr PDI, 9.5E-3 s−1 eV−1 for dEO PDI evaporated
on HMDS-treated SiO2 , 1.1E-2 s−1 eV−1 for dEO PDI drop-cast on bare SiO2 , and 4.5E-3
s−1 eV−1 for dEO PDI evaporated on bare SiO2 .
The enhancement in trap-clearing rate closely tracks the absorption of the neutral semiconductor for dCH dBr PDI on bare SiO2 (Fig. 4.9a,b) and roughly also for dEO PDI on
HMDS-treated SiO2 (Fig. 4.9c,d). However, the trap-clearing spectrum for dEO PDI dropcast on bare SiO2 is slightly blue-shifted relative to absorption by the neutral molecule, and
there is a low-energy peak in the trap-clearing spectrum that is absent in the optical absorption spectrum of the neutral PDI (Fig. 4.9e,f). The same molecule evaporated onto bare SiO2
(instead of drop-cast) exhibited slower thermal clearing rate and a slower light-enhancement:
the single exponential rates are not wavelength-dependent in this sample (Fig. 4.9g,h), but
the slopes of the transients at longer times do exhibit a wavelength dependence- although
these “slope” rates are not strongly enhanced above the corresponding thermal rate either
(Fig. 4.10).

4.2.3

Trap-clearing spectra: discussion

The thermal trap-clearing rates illustrated in Figs. 4.5e-h, 4.8b,d, and 4.9b,d,f,h exhibit
variation in magnitude. For dPyr PDI and dCH dEO PDI, the thermal trap-clearing rate
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Figure 4.10: Trap-clearing spectrum for evaporated dEO PDI on bare SiO2 . Linear fits to
longer-time data (black open circles), linear fit to thermal transient at longer times (black
horizontal line), optical absorption spectrum for dEO PDI (blue line).
is approximately ten times slower than thermal trap-clearing rates in dEO PDI and dCH
dBr PDI. An exception to this trend is the sample of dEO PDI evaporated on bare SiO2 ,
where the thermal trap-clearing rate is only five times faster than thermal clearing in dPyr
PDI and dCH dEO PDI. These trends in thermal trap-clearing behavior do not appear to
depend on PDI LUMO level, substrate dielectric, or film preparation method.
As shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, the family of PDI derivatives studied exhibited a wide range
of different trap-clearing behaviors when exposed to visible light. All the PDIs investigated
strongly absorb visible light, but in only two of the four were electron trap clearing rates
enhanced by light. Interestingly, the traps with the slower thermal trap-clearing rates (dPyr
PDI and dCH dEO PDI) are the ones that do not exhibit a response to light, while the traps
with faster thermal trap-clearing rates (dEO PDI and dCH dBr PDI) do respond to light.
For dPyr PDI and dCH dEO PDI, the unresponsiveness of trap-clearing to light could
indicate that the thermal rate of trap-clearing (Fig. 4.7, k5 ) is faster than any of the other
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light-related electron transfer processes (Fig. 4.7, k1 tok4 ). However, since the thermal trapclearing rates here are slower than the thermal rates in the light-responsive materials, this
idea seems less likely. The other possible interpretation is that in these samples, electron
transfer from the trap (Fig. 4.7, k2 or k4 ) is not the limiting process in trap-clearing. For
example, transport in the neutral PDI could be slow to move free charge away from the trap
site; this might be the case for dCH dEO PDI, given the somewhat discontinuous morphology
of the film (Fig. 4.2c).
In contrast, dCH dBr PDI on bare SiO2 and dEO PDI on HMDS-treaded SiO2 exhibited
trap-clearing spectra close to the neutral PDI absorption spectra (Fig. 4.9a-d). This observation is consistent with trap-clearing processes k1 and k2 in Figure 4.7. We do not find
evidence here for processes k3 and k4 ; however, this does not mean there are no chemically
distinct traps in these samples. Processes k3 and k4 could simply be slower, or the energy
required to drive k1 and k3 could be similar enough that a distinct peak is not visible in the
trap-clearing spectrum. In addition, the process involving excitation of the neutral PDI (k1
and k2 ) should clear traps much more efficiently than excitation of the trap: any excitation
within an exciton diffusion length of the trap site should be able to drive clearing via process
k2 , but only direct excitation of the trap leads to clearing via processes k3 and k4 . We note
that light-enhanced trap-clearing is ∼10 times faster in dCH dBr PDI than dEO PDI.
A film of dEO PDI drop-cast on bare SiO2 was the only sample to show enhanced rates
of trap clearing with a significantly different lineshape than the neutral PDI absorption
(Fig. 4.9e-f). Compared with the trap-clearing spectrum in the same PDI on HMDS-treated
SiO2 , the main peak in the trap-clearing spectrum is blue-shifted, and there is a new lowenergy feature. This blue-shifted absorption might be consistent with excitation of a 1,6
instead of the 1,7 isomer, as has been observed in pyrrolidine core-substituted PDI derivatives
[144], although it is unclear why an isomer would play an important role in trap-clearing for
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Figure 4.11: Solution absorption spectrum of dEO PDI anion radical; dEO PDI was reduced
by fluoride ions in DMSO (Braunschweig group).
the same material on one substrate but not another. The low energy feature could indicate
absorption by the PDI anion radical (Fig. 4.11) [145].
We note that in dEO PDI evaporated on bare SiO2 , thermal trap-clearing was slower,
and there was not a strong light-induced rate enhancement for single exponential rates
(Fig. 4.9g-h). A weak wavelength dependence is observable in the longer-time linear slopes,
with a similar lineshape as the film of dEO PDI drop-cast on bare SiO2 (Fig. 4.10). Film
preparation method has been shown to have a strong effect on trap distribution and formation
in pentacene derivatives [28], so it is reasonable that different film preparations of the same
PDI would show different thermal trap-clearing rates. However, as an intermediate case
between the apparently light-insensitive traps in dPyr PDI and dCH dEO PDI, and lightsensitive traps in dCH dBr PDI and other samples of dEO PDI, this sample suggests that
films with slower thermal trap-clearing rates are also slower to respond to light.
Between films of dEO PDI evaporated on bare or HMDS-treated SiO2 , traps are cleared
much faster both thermally and with light in the film on HMDS. This observation seems
consistent with the observation of faster rates of trap-clearing in OTS-treated versus bare
SiO2 p−type transistors [46]. Thermal and light-enhanced trap-clearing rates in drop-cast
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dEO PDI are on the same order as dEO PDI evaporated onto HMDS-treated SiO2 . The
more crystalline morphology of the drop-cast film may be partially responsible for these
faster trap-clearing rates in drop-cast dEO PDI (Fig. 4.2b vs. Fig. 4.3a).
Comparing the spectral lineshapes for trap-clearing in dEO PDI evaporated on HMDStreated SiO2 and drop-cast on bare SiO2 , the traps on HMDS/SiO2 seem to be cleared via
excitation of the neutral PDI (k1 and k2 ), the shifted peak on bare SiO2 may be evidence
for excitation of another chemical species (k3 and k4 ). These differences in the trap-clearing
spectra could indicate that light-enhanced trap-clearing processes are different for the same
PDI on HMDS-treated versus bare SiO2 . Different trap-clearing processes would suggest
that trap chemistry could be different for electron traps in PDI thin films on HMDS-treated
versus bare SiO2 , but whether the traps on bare SiO2 arise from silanol groups (-SiO− ) is not
clarified by these measurements. Further computational study would help revise our peak
assignments and aid interpretation of these spectra; however, calculations for PDIs and their
anion radicals will be more demanding than those performed for pentacene cation radicals
[25], due to their larger size.

4.3

Trap formation kinetics and surface treatments

Since our trap-clearing spectroscopy did not offer decisive information regarding the chemical
mechanism of trapping in PDI transistors, we thought a kinetics study of the trap formation
process might shed light on the trapping process reaction order for the free charge carrier,
anion radical PDI.− . Here, we focus on the trapping process in thermally deposited dEO
PDI transistors on three different substrates: bare SiO2 , HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , and HMDStreated SiO2 . These substrates were selected for their different silanol concentrations. HNO3
treatment increases the silanol concentration on SiO2 but also increase surface roughness
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Figure 4.12: Water contact angle measured for (a) bare SiO2 , (b) HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , and (c)
HMDS on SiO2 bottom-contact transistor chips. Angles were measured on the Rame-Hart
500 Contact Angle Goniometer in the Nanobiotechnology Center (NBTC) at CNF.
[146, 147]. HMDS treatment should passivate silanol groups [129].
The water contact angles for the three different substrates studied are shown in Fig. 4.12.
Since the acid soak increases the SiO2 roughness, the water contact angle is increased despite
the increased surface hydrophilicity. Our measured contact angle of 38° is consistent with
literature values [147]. We anticipated that if mechanisms like as Eqs. 4.1-4.17 were at play,
increasing the silanol concentration on the transistor dielectric surface would increase trap
formation rates.

4.3.1

Trap formation rate experiment

To measure trap formation rates, we employ an alternating series of gate bias pulses and
surface potential measurements. When the gate is on, trap states in the channel are being
filled. When the gate is off, traps are not shielded by free charge, and a surface potential
measurement reflects the amount of trapped charge [26–28]. This scheme is sketched in
Fig. 4.13. We employ tip voltage-cantilever frequency shift parabolas to measure the surface
potential in the few hundred-millisecond pauses when the gate is off, Fig. 4.13a. Since we
know the length of tpulse , we can plot the surface potential as a function of the time the
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Figure 4.13: (a) Alternate gate pulse and measurement scheme used in trap formation kinetics measurements. The gate is repeatedly pulsed on for a duration tpulse ; when the gate
is off, the trapped charge is measured. Since tpulse is known, the potential versus gate “on”
duration can be extracted, as shown in (b). For each gate voltage, the trap formation rate is
extracted from the surface potential transient. These rates can be plotted versus free charge
calculated from the gate voltage and dielectric capacitance, as in (c). (b) and (c) do not
correspond to the same dataset.
gate bias is turned on, Fig. 4.13b. Finally, by fitting the raw transients, we can extract the
trap formation rates versus gate voltage, Fig. 4.13c (b and c do not correspond to the same
dataset). These measurements are all performed in high vacuum.

4.3.2

Trap formation rate results and discussion

Example raw data sets from this trap formation kinetics experiment are shown in Fig. 4.14
for trap formation in dEO PDI on bare SiO2 , HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , and HMDS-treated SiO2 .
We measured substantial noise in the surface potential at higher gate voltages in the HNO3 soaked SiO2 sample, but this noise was determined to be related to a malfunction in our
microscope, not the sample (at the end of its lifetime, our interferometer laser diode was
unstable, perhaps mode hopping frequently, causing intermittent lapses in our surface potential parabola tracking). Looking at all three data sets, the surface potentials all generally
decrease over time as traps form, and the overall magnitude of trapping is generally larger
for greater gate voltages. These trends are consistent with our expectation that electron trap
formation rates depend in part on the concentration of available free charge in the channel.
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Figure 4.14: Sample raw trap formation surface potential transients collected from dEO PDI
transistors on (a) bare SiO2 , (b) HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , and (c) HMDS-treated SiO2 .
At first glance, it is also apparent that trap formation rates are not identical between the
three data sets.
We collected at least one, but usually a few trap-formation transient surface potential
data sets for dEO PDI films on these treated SiO2 substrates. The best fit for these surface
potential transients was, again, an assumed two-exponential process where the slow portion is
fit to a line and the fast portion is fit to an exponential decay, as in Eq. 2.3. Intriguingly, the
slow portion of this trapping process contains a gate bias dependence, while the fast portion
does not. The electron trapping mechanism we are observing appears to be a combination
of a fast and a slow trapping process. This finding might be consistent with the Yoon et al.
mechanism in Eq. 4.2, but could also reflect a different process, such as a fast chemical
trapping in the PDI that is slowly transferred to silanols.
We focus here on the slow process that shows a dependence on the amount of available
charge. To obtain the free charge at each gate voltage, the applied gate bias was converted
to a free charge concentration via the dielectric capacitance:
Free Charge = C × Vg × e =

0 r Vg e
d

(4.18)

where C is the SiO2 dielectric capacitance, Vg is the gate bias, e is the elementary charge of
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Figure 4.15: Sample trap formation rates versus free charge collected from dEO PDI transistors on (a) bare SiO2 , (b) HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , and (c) HMDS-treated SiO2 . These plots
correspond to the raw data in Fig. 4.14. The insets in (a) and (b) are zoomed-in plots of the
same data for clearer viewing on an expanded y-axis.
an electron, 0 is the vacuum dielectric constant, r is the dielectric constant (r = 3.9 for
SiO2 ), and d is the dielectric thickness (typically ∼ 300 nm thermal SiO2 ). This calculation
assumes that all the applied voltage is converted to free charge, or in other words, that
threshold voltage Vth = 0 V. To incorporate Vth , Vg should be replaced with Vg − Vth in
Eq. 4.18.
The slow trap formation rates as a function of free charge are shown in Fig. 4.15, corresponding to the raw data sets in Fig. 4.14. For these example data sets, the rates of trap
formation exhibit some unexpected behavior. First, the rates of trap formation on bare
SiO2 (Fig. 4.15a) are low compared with the other samples. Not only are these rates low,
but they also exhibit a saturation around Vg = 2V (see inset)- in other words, the rate of
trap formation is constant as free charge in increased- despite the evident presence of silanol
groups on the surface.
The trap formation in dEO PDI on HNO3 -soaked SiO2 (Fig. 4.15b) reaches rates twice
as great as the rates in dEO PDI on bare SiO2 . This observation is consistent with our
expectations for the greater concentration of silanols on this acid-treated surface. However,
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the greatest surprise was the high rate of trap formation on HMDS-treated SiO2 (Fig. 4.15c).
Not only are these rates much faster than the other samples, but they also continue to increase
as the amount of free charge increases, whereas the rates on the other substrates saturate
at larger gate biases. This finding suggests that trapping rates in dEO PDI on HMDSpassivated SiO2 are not decreased by the decreased number of silanols on the substrate, and
are instead strongly related to the amount of available charge in the working device.
The faster rates of trap formation in HMDS-treated devices might actually be consistent
with our observations of increased trap-clearing rates in HMDS-treated sample, as discussed
in Ch. 4.2.3. Traps in HMDS-treated devices may be shallower than traps on bare SiO2 .
The observation that these HMDS-related trap states are also filled faster than traps on bare
SiO2 could fit with this overall picture.
With these surprising results in mind, we found it was important to collect the trapformation rate information from all the experiments we performed in one plot. This data
is presented in Fig. 4.16; Fig. 4.16a shows a zoomed in view of the same data shown in
Fig. 4.16b. The solid lines are linear fits to individual data sets and are meant only as guides
to the eye. The datasets with connecting lines represent data that was collected without
gate randomization.
Clearly, the first measurements we made (Fig. 4.15) are not representative of general
device behavior. Instead, Fig. 4.16 shows that we essentially have a scatter plot of trap
formation rate dependence on free charge. We may observe a general trend of faster trap
formation rates for samples with silanol groups (black circles, bare SiO2 , and blue squares,
HNO3 -soaked) versus passivated samples (red triangles, HMDS-treated), but this trend is
contradicted by some particularly slow-trapping SiO2 samples and an outlying measurement
of very high trap formation rates in an HMDS-treated sample (Fig. 4.16b).
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Figure 4.16: All the trap formation kinetics data are plotted in (a) and (b). Black circles
represent bare SiO2 , blue squares represent HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , and red triangles represent
HMDS-treated SiO2 . (a) is a zoomed-in version of (b) to show the variation in the lower-rate
portions of the data. The solid lines are guides to the eye. Different values of tpulse were used
to generate many of these data sets, but accounting for tpulse does not reveal any trends.
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Evidently, our manipulation of dielectric surface chemistry is not controlling the rates of
trap formation in these dEO PDI transistors. We expected that increasing or decreasing the
concentration of silanol groups on the substrate would correspondingly increase or decrease
trap formation rates in the transistors. However, we cannot conclude that such a dependence
exists, a finding that seems to refute the silanol trapping mechanism. Instead, another factor
that we do not control here must be more important; candidates for this factor could include
humidity [128] (although HMDS treatment would be expected to decrease the amount of
water in the film), interfacial disorder in our amorphous films, or the formation of long-lived
intermediate species.
If an intermediate species is preventing the reproducible measurement of initial trap formation rates, a new device geometry might improve this trap formation kinetics experiment.
Instead of using the same device for repeated measurements, an array of smaller devices
could be fabricated on the same chip. Trap formation rates could be measured for one gate
bias in each single device. This “fresh reaction vessel” approach would avoid residual trap
intermediates arising from device reuse. Such a multi-device chip would require modification to the microscope to enable wiring of multiple devices, as well as an improved sample
positioning system to make sure the different devices are simple to find.

4.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented the results of two experiments exploring the chemistry of
trapping in PDI films. First, we used trap-clearing spectroscopy to learn whether other chemical species besides the semiconducting PDIs were involved in light-assisted trap-clearing. In
dEO PDI transistors on bare SiO2 , the trap-clearing rate enhancement around 720 nm suggests that the PDI anion radical might be involved in trap-clearing. These devices also
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exhibit the fastest trap-clearing rates at wavelengths slightly blue-shifted relative to the
neutral PDI absorption; further theoretical study is required to determine whether this shift
could be attributed to a different species such as a protonated PDI anion radical or a PDI
isomer. This experiment also revealed that dEO PDI transistors on HMDS-treated SiO2
exhibit more trapping than devices on bare SiO2 , but that these HMDS traps clear faster
than traps on SiO2 , consistent with observations in F8T2 on OTS-treated SiO2 [46].
Second, we performed measurements of trap-formation rates in dEO PDI transistors
with different channel dielectric chemistries (bare SiO2 , HNO3 -soaked SiO2 , and HMDStreated SiO2 ). We were unable to discern a strong trend based on dielectric chemistry in the
trap formation rates versus free charge concentration data. We conclude that despite the
regular citation of silanols as an important source of electron trapping in n-channel devices
[3, 129, 131, 148], passivation of the dielectric surface with monolayers like HMDS does not
seem to slow the formation of traps. In future work, a new multi-device sample geometry
and a reliable method for locating these devices without breaking vacuum are needed to
carefully investigate trap formation kinetics.
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CHAPTER 5
POSITION-MODULATED FM-KELVIN PROBE FORCE MICROSCOPY

5.1

Introduction

High-quality local measurements of electric fields are critical to understanding charge injection and transport in organic semiconducting materials. In this chapter, we report a new
variation of frequency-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy (FM-KPFM) that enables
local measurements of electric field by employing position modulation and lock-in detection
instead of the usual numeric differentiation of the surface potential. We present, to the best
of our knowledge, the first formal expressions for the electric field signal-to-noise in both the
numeric-differentiation and position-modulation methods. As we will show, these methods
can in principle yield similar results in terms of the overall electric field noise (δErms ) if
treated carefully and with attention to detail.

5.1.1

Motivation

Charge transport theory predicts device behavior as a function of electric field. Making local
measurements of electric fields is especially important for understanding local performance
in less ordered materials like organic semiconductors. Scanning probe techniques that are
sensitive to electrostatic forces usually measure contact potential differences between the
cantilever tip and the sample, not electric fields. These voltage measurements can be transformed into lateral electric fields by taking the numeric spatial derivative [30, 34], yielding
electric field line scans.
Electric field profiles obtained by differentiating local potentials can shed light on charge
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Figure 5.1: Electric field profiles across a two-terminal TPD-PS device at different channel
biases [16] and sketches of corresponding charge distributions. The electric field steps at the
contacts correspond to charge density at the electrodes, and the difference in electric field
at the contacts corresponds to space charge in the channel. The size of the electric field at
the injecting contact is a measure of the contact quality; an ideal contact would not require
a field to inject charge into the channel.
injection and transport in organic devices. If a scanning probe measurement of surface
potentials reveals a minimal voltage drop at the injecting contact, charge transport is often
assumed to be bulk-limited, rather than injection-limited. However, even in the “bulklimited” case, there can be substantial variation in the quality of the injecting contact [16].
σ = E

(5.1)

The quality of injection can be assessed by measuring the local electric field between two
contacts. We can then use a simple Gauss’ law relationship (Eq. 5.1) to sketch the amount
of charge on each contact (Fig. 5.1). The difference in the amount of charge on each contact
is space charge in the channel. The key point here is that there is a nonzero electric field
at the injecting contact, meaning that the contact is not ideal. Measuring the electric field
at the injecting contact as a function of channel voltage can offer a metric for the quality of
charge injection that is not accessible from simple surface potential profiles.
Variations in contact quality are often thought to be the result of energetic barriers to
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Figure 5.2: Injection processes for a traditional metal-inorganic semiconductor interface
(left) and a metal-organic interface (right). In traditional models, injection is considered
an activated process (1). On the other hand, organic semiconductors can have a range of
possible energy band widths based on the degree of disorder in the system. If the organic
energy band is narrow, injection can be an activated process (1), but if the tail states extend
down to the metal states then injection can appear activationless (2).
charge injection, but for organic semiconductors, the energetic picture can be more complex
(Fig. 5.2). Injection is usually an activated process for metal-inorganic semiconductor junctions, and may also be an activated process for metal-organic junctions if the organic energy
band is narrow and offset from the metal band. However, organic semiconductors are often
much more disordered than inorganic materials, and this disorder can lead to broadening
of the organic material’s energy bands. In this limit, charge injection can be essentially
activationless if the organic tail states overlap with the filled metal states. Measurements of
electric field profiles at various channel voltages and temperatures can help determine which
limiting case best describes charge injection in a given device [14, 29].
Electric fields are crucially important to charge transport as well as charge injection.
Even when injection is poor, it is often of great interest to evaluate the semiconducting
material itself. Scanning probe measurements can help decouple material performance from
device performance. Transistor current can be defined as:
ISD = W Ci (φ(x) − VG )µE
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(5.2)

Figure 5.3: Voltage noise versus position in k-space, before (black) and after amplification
by a spatial derivative (red).
where ISD is source-drain current, W is channel width, Ci is the dielectric capacitance, φ(x)
is the measured surface potential, VG is the gate voltage, µ is mobility, and E is electric field
[30, 31]. Surface potential profiles can be measured and differentiated to obtain calculated
electric fields, leaving mobility as the only unknown [30]. An example of such a measurement
is shown in Chapter 3, Fig. 3.6. This method of calculating material mobility is powerful
because it extracts local material properties from a bulk current and does not need to address
any poor performance due to charge injection. The charge density dependence, temperature
dependence, and electric field dependence of the mobility can all be studied independent of
charge injection [30].
In most electrical scanning probe measurements, like those discussed above, the electric
field is calculated from the surface potential with a numeric derivative. However, this method
inherently introduces noise into the electric field measurement. To see this, we can write the
surface potential versus position as a Fourier transform and take the spatial derivative in
k-space:
d
d
− φ(x) = −
dx
dx

Z

ikx

φ̂(k)e

Z
dk =

(φ̂(k)ik)eikx dk

(5.3)

The spatial derivative leads to multiplication by k, amplifying signals at high spatial fre-
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quencies. In Fig. 5.3, the original signal is show in black, and the noise-amplified signal is
shown in red. The amplification translates to increased noise in the potential signal when
the inverse Fourier transform is applied. This brief explanation illustrates why derivatives
act as high-pass filters.
The inherent noise in obtaining electric fields via potential differentiation could help
explain why such scanning probe measurements are rarely employed for material studies.
The potential linescans must be obtained in high vacuum to be clean enough to obtain
reasonable electric fields [30, 31]. Some efforts have been made to calculate electric fields
from potential measurements taken in air, but these fields are quite noisy and difficult to
interpret in detail [32, 33]. In this chapter, we set out to modify the usual FM-KPFM to
enable direct spatial imaging of electric fields while avoiding numeric derivatives.

5.2

Concept: Position Modulated FM-KPFM

Our approach to avoiding taking the numeric derivative is to allow the charged cantilever to
take the spatial derivative of the potential for us (Fig. 5.4). Rather than simply scanning
the tip continuously across the sample in the x direction, a small oscillation on the order of
50-150 nm in the x direction is added to the scan position. This position modulation means
that the surface potential, φ, is now a function of both position and time, as in Eq. (5.4),
where ω is the frequency of the position modulation.
φ(x, t) = φ(x) +

∂φ
δx cos(ωt)
∂x

(5.4)

The time-dependent portion of the surface potential measurement can then be rewritten in
terms of the local electric field, as in Eq. 5.6. By adding a small oscillating component to
the cantilever scanning position, the local electric field can be extracted from the surface
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Figure 5.4: (a) Sketch of cantilever above transistor channel with scan direction and modulation. (b) Schematic of transistor cross-section, illustrating connections to ground and
voltage/current sources. (c) Sketch of DC ramp and AC position modulation summed to
give the overall scanning motion used. This motion yields an oscillating surface potential in
time, also sketched. The amplitude of this signal is related to the electric field.
potential signal.
φ(x, t) = φ(vtip t + xm cos(ωt))

(5.5)

φ(x, t) ≈ φ(x) − Eδx cos(ωt)

(5.6)

We note that the expression in Eq. 5.6 is an approximation. We have recently discovered
that an exact analytical expression can be written for the expansion of φ(x, t), which will be
discussed in a future publication.
φ(vtip t + xm cos(ωt)) =

∞
X

eikvtip t eikxm cos(ωt) φ̂(k)

(5.7)

k=0

In practice, the position-modulated EFM surface potential signal oscillates in time. The
local electric field is extracted from the amplitude of this signal as in Eq. (5.8), where A is
the zero-to-peak amplitude of the oscillating surface potential. The surface potential for a
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given position is the average value of the oscillating signal.
E∝

A
∂x

(5.8)

As we show in our derivations below, for this relationship to hold it is very important
that the change in surface potential due to the position modulation is tracked in real time
and not cut off by any of the lock-in detectors in the experiment. When the oscillating
potential is measured accurately, the experiment avoids artifacts in the electric field arising
from position-dependent capacitance changes. This caveat limits the speed of the experiment
because the position modulation must be slow enough to pass through the tip modulation
lock-in detector and feedback loop.

5.3

Data workup process

We process our position-modulated potential signal in Python, using the Marohn group
“freqdemod” package [http://freqdemod.readthedocs.org/en/latest/intro.html]. Although in
principle it is possible to use a third lock-in detection step to read in the position-modulated
term, in practice it can be difficult to track this signal in real time with small modulations
and large lock-in bandwidths. In this work, we instead consider the data a function of
time and use filters in Fourier space at 0 Hz and ωx /2π Hz to examine the DC and AC
components of the signal, respectively. We use the DC signal obtained in this manner as a
direct constant-time comparison with the position-modulation method. In this section, we
illustrate an example data workup process.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the transformation of the raw signal in time into the Fourier domain.
We first perform several small adjustments to the raw data to facilitate this transformation.
We shift the baseline of the potential scan to zero, and we double the size of the dataset to
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Figure 5.5: (a) Raw surface potential signal as a function of time and position. Inset shows a
few seconds’ worth of data, where the modulation oscillations are visible. (b) The raw data
is shifted to a zero baseline and symmetrized. (c-d) Fourier transformed symmetrized data;
(c) shows the DC, ωx , and 2ωx components of the signal; (d) shows a zoomed out view of
the DC and modulation peaks.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Fourier transformed, symmetrized data with filter at 0 Hz. (b) Inverse Fourier
transforming the filtered data yields the surface potential profile with no modulation. The
spatial numeric derivative of (b) produces the electric field profile in (c).
create a symmetric signal. The number of data points collected is chosen to be a power of
two to speed up the Fourier transform, but the length of the data set can be trimmed at
this point if the data set is not a power of two in length. The signal can then be Fourier
transformed.
To obtain the surface potential with no modulation component, we apply a filter at 0 Hz.
Inverse Fourier transforming this filtered data yields the surface potential profile that would
be measured in typical FM-KPFM. We can take the numeric derivative of this signal to
obtain an electric field profile in the conventional manner. These steps are shown in Fig. 5.6.
In contrast, Fig. 5.7 shows the process for working up the position modulation signal.
We apply a filter at the modulation frequency, ωx /2π Hz, and inverse Fourier transform this
filtered signal. We obtain an oscillating signal whose amplitude corresponds to the size of
the electric field. We obtain the envelope of this oscillating potential and scale it by 2xm
to obtain the electric field profile. This approach can be improved by implementing a true
“software lock-in” to accurately track the sign of the electric field signal.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Fourier transformed, symmetrized data with filter at ωx = 4.5 Hz. (b)
Inverse Fourier transforming the filtered data yields only the modulated surface potential.
The amplitude envelope of (b), shown in red, is scaled by the size of the modulation to give
the electric field profile in (c).

5.4

Experimental details

The block diagram for the experiment is shown in Fig. 5.8. The cantilever frequency shift
(RHK ∆f) is obtained with an RHK PLL Pro frequency demodulator. The cantilever frequency shift is tracked at the cantilever tip voltage modulation frequency ωtip with an SRS
830 Lock-in amplifier, and at twice the tip voltage modulation frequency (2ωtip ) with a
Perkin-Elmer Lock-in amplifier. The 2ωtip frequency shift tracked by the Perkin-Elmer Lockin is related to the second derivative of the tip-sample capacitance with respect to height, so
this term is read in by the computer. The SRS 830 Lock-in amplifier generates the oscillating
tip voltage at ωtip , and sends the frequency component f(ωtip ) to the PID feedback loop. The
PID loop nullifies f(ωtip ) with a DC voltage output equal to the surface potential. This DC
bias and the SRS 830 AC bias at ωtip are summed to generate the cantilever tip bias. The
output of the PID loop is the surface potential, which is read into the computer. The setup
thus far is generally consistent with a typical FM-KPFM experiment.
In position-modulation, a third lock-in amplifier is used to generate the oscillating position. An AC voltage at ωx is generated by a Signal Recovery lock-in and summed with the
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Figure 5.8: Block diagram of position modulated FM-KPFM experiment. The setup is
similar to standard FM-KPFM, with the addition of a third lock-in amplifier and a second
summing circuit.
DC ramp that is generated in Labview and output through a National Instruments DAQ
board. This combined ramp and oscillating voltage is sent to the x piezo to create the
position modulation. The modulation is thus in the same direction of the overall scan, so
the probe backtracks over the same areas as it scans. This modulation is what generates
the time-dependent component of the surface potential. If desired, the same lock-in can be
used to track the surface potential at ωx and extract the amplitude directly. For the data
discussed in this chapter, we instead use the Python freqdemod package as described above
to obtain the DC and AC components of the surface potential from the output of the PID
loop.

5.4.1

Instrument settings

Several important experimental details must be considered in order to obtain accurate
position-modulated FM-KPFM signal. I shall list instrument settings here for the experiment outlined in the block diagram above. Below, I will discuss the general considerations
that led us to choose these settings.
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SRS 830 Lock-in

• Input = ∆f RHK
• ωtip = 160 Hz, 0.5-3 Vrms ; typically 1.5 Vrms
• fˆ(ωtip ) = channel 1; use x output (not display)
• TC = 10 ms
• slope = 6dB/oct
• sync filter ON

Perkin-Elmer Lock-in

• Input = ∆f RHK
• Reference = SRS 830 Lock-in channel 1 output, f(ωtip )
• TC = 50 ms
• slope = 6dB/oct

Signal Recovery Lock-in

• Input = surface potential, φ(x,t)
• ωtip = 4.5 Hz, 0.01-0.1 Vrms ; typically 0.07 Vrms
• φ(ωx ) = channel 1, if using lock-in detection to measure φ
• TC = 10 ms
• slope = 6dB/oct

PID

• P = 0.1 to 10; typically ∼ 3
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• I = 50 rad/s
• D = 5E−5 s

5.4.2

Choosing a position modulation frequency and amplitude

There are two important considerations when choosing the position modulation frequency ωx .
First, the frequency of the position modulation must be lower than the tip-modulation lockin time constant cutoff (the SR830 in Fig. 5.8). If this condition is exceeded, the modulation
signal will be severely attenuated or lost. In our experiments, this limiting time constant is
usually set at 10 ms (1/TC = 100 rad/s = 15.9 Hz). Note that the lock-in bandwidth set
by the time constant is in rad/seconds, not Hz!
Second, the position modulation frequency should be relatively noise-free. In other words,
ωx should be chosen from a minimum in the frequency noise spectrum. In Fig. 5.9a, we plot
frequency noise for a variety of tip voltages swept from low to high voltage and back again.
The tip voltage dependence of the frequency noise reveals whether cantilever frequency noise
arises from mechanical or sample (dielectric fluctuations) sources: mechanically-derived fre4
) while sample-derived frequency noise is quadratic
quency noise is quartic in tip voltage (Vtip
2
in tip voltage (Vtip
) [149]. In Fig. 5.9b-d, we show that the frequency noise at 1 Hz (b) and

9 Hz (b) arises from mechanical vibrations because it has a quartic tip voltage dependence.
The frequency noise at 4 Hz (Fig. 5.9c) is not strongly tip-voltage dependent, suggesting
that there are no major peaks in mechanical or sample noise at this frequency. In most of
the data in this chapter, we used a modulation frequency of 4 or 4.5 Hz.
One might guess that the size of the position modulation should be optimized so that
the modulation is as large as possible without compromising the resolution of the surface
potential image, in order to maximize the measured signal. However, the size of the position
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Figure 5.9: (a) Tip voltage-dependent frequency power spectra for a cantilever 60 nm above
a transistor sample. (b-d) Black dots represent frequency noise versus tip voltage at (b)
1 Hz, (c) 4 Hz, and (d) 9 Hz. Red lines represent a quartic fit and blue lines represent a
quadratic fit to the data.
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modulation also sets the bandwidth for filtering out the AC and DC components in Fourier
space; too large a modulation results in too narrow a filter. It turns out that a smaller
modulation is desirable to maximize the amount of signal passed through the filter in Fourier
space; the signal lost in this filtering step explains why the position-modulation signal appears
smaller than the derivative signal at high spatial frequencies (see Fig. 5.16). An optimal size
for this filter will be discussed in future publications, since it has to do with the full expression
for the surface potential with position modulation; if this filter shape can be analytically
described, it may also be possible to correct for this loss in the position modulated signal.
For transistor samples, where the electric field is on the order of 1 Vµm−1 , I have found
that the position modulation can be set as large as 140 nm (0-pk) for a 10×10 µm scan,
but the electric field measurement is cleaner for smaller modulations (50-75 nm 0-pk). The
conversion for our x piezo is 100 nm/V, and our bipolar amplifier has a gain of 15. The
lock-in rms output must also be accounted for. I show an example conversion between lockin voltage and nanometers to assist in the conversion between lock-in output and physical
position modulation. The factor of 95% comes from the resistance of the PCB summing
circuit output, which can be corrected by replacing the output resistors (see section B.2).
0.035 Vrms (0-pk) ×

√

2 = 0.049 V (0-pk) × 15 × 100 nm/V
= 74.2 nm (0-pk)[×0.95] = 70.5 nm (0-pk) (5.9)

5.4.3

Feedback gains

It is critically important for the success of this position modulation technique that the
feedback loop and all gains within the circuitry controlling the tip voltage are accurately
characterized. The electric field measured by the position-modulation method depends on
the amplitude of the oscillating component of the surface potential, so it is essential that the
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surface potential is not attenuated at the position modulation frequency.
Ideally, in position-modulation, the tip voltage feedback loop will have a constant gain
for both the DC frequency shift and the position modulation frequency. If the feedback is
not carefully tracked, i.e., if the gains are not the same at 0 Hz and 4.5 Hz, then small
changes in the magnitude of the frequency shift will cause large changes in the electric field
measured via position modulation. Two key factors that can influence the magnitude of the
frequency shift are tip-sample separation and the tip voltage:
f0 VAC
fˆ(ωtip ) =
Czz (VDC − φ)
2k0

(5.10)

The frequency shift is increased for smaller tip-sample separations, since these result in
larger tip-sample capacitances Czz , and is increased at greater AC tip biases. If feedback is
not correctly enabled, these dependencies of the frequency shift will manifest themselves as
height- and tip-dependent measured electric fields.
In Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, we illustrate the dramatic importance of proper feedback in
position-modulation measurements of electric field. Fig. 5.10 shows the electric field dependence on tip-sample separation for attenuated feedback at the position modulation frequency
ωx . Note that the measured electric fields, 5.10d, are greater at close tip-sample separations,
as are the measured capacitance terms 5.10b.
Similarly, Fig. 5.11 shows the electric field dependence on tip AC bias (VAC ) for attenuated
feedback at the position modulation frequency. The measured electric field is greater for
larger tip AC biases. The largest measured electric fields in this experiment came from a
moderate tip bias that coincided with a drift closer to the sample, as seen in the capacitance
values (5.11b).
The feedback gains can be evaluated by measuring the frequency response of the feedback
loop over a range of frequencies and viewing the results as gain and phase Bode plots. We
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Figure 5.10: (a) Surface potential profiles, (b) capacitance derivative profiles, (c) electric
fields calculated from the numeric derivative of the surface potential, and (d) electric fields
determined using the position-modulation signal, for different tip-sample separations.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Surface potential profiles, (b) capacitance derivative profiles, (c) electric
fields calculated from the numeric derivative of the surface potential, and (d) electric fields
determined using the position-modulation signal, for different tip voltages VAC .
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Figure 5.12: Block diagram for feedback network frequency analysis (Bode plots). The
cantilever is driven, and the tip-sample separation should be in a relevant experimental
range (60-180 nm).
employed an Analog Discovery Network Analyzer to make these measurements. A block diagram illustrating the wiring for position-modulation closed-loop feedback analysis is shown
in Fig. 5.12.
The results of our network analysis are shown in gain and phase Bode plots in Fig. 5.13.
We have overlaid the Bode plots for our standard FM-KPFM feedback settings (blue) with
the updated feedback settings for position modulation (black). In standard FM-KPFM feedback, the gain response at 4.5 Hz is clearly not constant, but is rather dramatically sloping.
In addition, the phase response in standard FM-KPFM feedback at 4.5 Hz is approaching
instability at -180°. In contrast, the position modulation gain response is constant beyond
10 Hz, and the phase response is much more stable at low frequencies.
In practice, the settings of the PID loops should be adjusted for each sample studied.
The I and D terms are usually small, so the major adjustment to be made is in the P term.
To tune the feedback, the P term should be increased until the feedback loop is unstable; this
value should be noted so that P can then be decreased to half this value where instability
begins. P will need to be adjusted for different tip-sample separations or AC tip biases, but
when the feedback loop is properly tuned, the position-modulation electric field is no longer
height-dependent (Fig. 5.14)
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Figure 5.13: Gain (top) and phase shift (bottom) for typical FM-KPFM tip voltage feedback
(blue) and position-modulated FM-KPFM tip voltage feedback (black).

5.4.4

Choosing a tip-sample separation

As discussed above in section 5.4.3, changes in the overall size of the cantilever frequency shift
signal (Eq. 5.10) will change the frequency response of the tip voltage feedback loop (i.e.,
change/shift the Bode plots in Fig. 5.13). If the size of the frequency shift signal changes
dramatically during an experiment, the tip voltage feedback loop will become unstable. In
practice, the AC tip bias is constant throughout a single scan, but the capacitance derivative
is both tip height- and sample-dependent. Avoiding large changes in Czz is therefore a critical
parameter in maintaining stable feedback.
Two factors in a sample influence the measured Czz : topography, for its influence on
tip-sample separation, and the material itself. In practice, this means that scanning from an
organic semiconductor to gold can increase the capacitance enough to destabilize the feedback
loop. Feedback is thus usually most stable at slightly larger tip-sample separations. We found
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Figure 5.14: (a) Surface potential profiles, (b) capacitance derivative profiles, (c) electric
fields calculated from the numeric derivative of the surface potential, and (d) electric fields
determined using the position-modulation signal, for different tip-sample separations (90210 nm, 30 nm steps). The capacitance derivative clearly shows that different tip-sample
separations are used, but the electric fields measured in each method agree well.
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Figure 5.15: Fourier transforms of position modulated surface potential for different scanning
step sizes. (a) Large step sizes at low frequency cause noise that can interfere with the
position modulation. Here the step size is 78 nm at 1 Hz, with a 4 Hz position modulation;
the 1 Hz sidebands overlap with the 4 Hz signal. (b) Same step size and frequency as (a),
but the position modulation has been moved to 4.5 Hz, avoiding the 1 Hz sidebands. (c)
Step size has been decreased to 0.038 nm with a step frequency of 2.048 kHz. The 4.5 Hz
position modulation signal is now clean.
the range 120-150 nm to be an empirically nice operating distance. Tracking topography
while scanning would likely improve feedback stability by mitigating the varying tip-sample
separations, but would not remove the challenge of neighboring materials with very different
capacitances.

5.4.5

Scanning speed and spatial grid

If too large a step grid is used, the low frequency of these spatial steps adds mechanical
vibration sidebands to the DC and position-modulation signals. For example, in preliminary
experiments using a step frequency of 1 Hz, these 1 Hz sidebands are evident in the Fourier
transformed signal. In Fig. 5.15a, a 1 Hz step frequency causes sidebands that overlap with
a 4 Hz modulation. The position modulation frequency can be shifted slightly to avoid
contributions from these sidebands (Fig. 5.15b), but a better solution to avoid this stepfrequency noise is to use a much smaller spatial step size (Fig. 5.15c).
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We created a very fine grid of 218 position steps for each linescan, yielding an almost
continuous spatial output. Of course, the NI-DAQ board cannot give a perfectly continuous
output since it is a 16-bit system; in addition, we are not using the full range of the NI-DAQ,
so we are probably operating on the order of 212 bits. Our output ramp signal therefore is
composed of tiny steps in voltage, and is not exactly a smooth continuous ramp. However,
this near-continuity is sufficient to prevent any low-frequency position-step sidebands from
interfering with the position-modulation signal. In the future, an analog filter could be added
to the NI-DAQ output to blur these steps into a more continuous function if desired.
The scanning speed in points/second needs to be relatively slow to accommodate the
position modulation. As we will show in our derivations below, the tip velocity is the
conversion factor between the surface potential as a function of time versus a function of
space. For our grid of 218 steps and a data read-in rate of 2048 Hz, each line scan is completed
in 128 seconds. For a 10 µm scan, the tip velocity for these grid conditions is ∼ 78 nm/s.

5.5

Interconverting signals and noise measured as functions of
time and position

As we have discussed above, our experimental surface potential signal is a function of both
time and position. Before we can explore the theoretical noise in each of the electric field
measurement methods, we will demonstrate that the signal as a function of time can be
converted to a function of position through the tip velocity. We will show that this conversion
factor is also valid for changing variables in Fourier space and for changing variables of power
spectra.
We begin by defining a signal measured in time, V (t). The signal is measured over a
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distance x, for a measurement velocity vtip = x/t. Fourier transforming this signal, we
obtain:
∞

Z

dt V (t)e2πif t

V̂ (f ) =

(5.11)

−∞

We can write the measurement time t in terms of position x and the velocity:
x
vtip
1
dt =
dx
vtip
t=

(5.12)
(5.13)

Substituting back into Eq. 5.11, we can write V̂ (f ) in terms of x:
Z ∞
f
1
x 2πi vtip
x
V̂ (f ) =
dx
V(
)e
vtip vtip
−∞

(5.14)

We can also consider the same signal V (t) as a function of x, V (x). We can write down the
Fourier transform of V (x) as in Eq. 5.11:
Z
V̂ (k) =

∞

dx V (x)e2πikx

(5.15)

−∞

We can see by inspection that Eq. 5.11 = Eq. 5.15 if:
k=

f
vtip

(5.16)

In other words, comparing our signal versus time and position in Fourier space:
vtip V̂ (f ) = V̂ (k)

(5.17)

V̂ (k) = V̂ (f = vtip k)vtip

(5.18)

The units for this equivalence work since V̂ (f ) has units of V/Hz and vtip has units of m/s,
giving V̂ (k) the correct units of V/m−1 .
Can we use these Fourier space relationships to define a relationship between the power
spectra of the noise in a measured signal in terms of the frequencies f and k? The rmssquared noise in the signal VT is defined as:
δVT2 rms

1
= lim
T →∞ 2T
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Z

T

−T

δVT (t)2 dt

(5.19)

VT is the signal measured over a finite time T and δVT is the noise in signal VT . In addition,
the power spectrum of voltage noise in terms of frequency for a finite time measurement
from −T to T is defined as:
1
|δ VˆT (f )|2
T →∞ 2T

PδV (f ) = lim

(5.20)

where δ VˆT (f ) is the Fourier transform of the noise δVT .
We need to confirm that the relationships in Eqs. 5.73-5.18 hold for a finite measurement
(from time −T to T or position −X to X). We write the Fourier transforms:
Z ∞
ˆ
VT (f ) =
dtVT (t)e2πif t
Z ∞ −∞
f
1
x 2πi vtip
x
dx
VˆT (f ) =
VT (
)e
vtip
vtip
−∞
Z ∞
VˆX (k) =
dxVX (s)e2πikx

(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)

−∞

For finite time measurements, we see that we again recover relationships between f and k
Fourier space through the measurement velocity vtip :
X
vtip
f
k=
vtip

T =

VˆX (k) = VˆT (f = vtip k)vtip

(5.24)
(5.25)
(5.26)

If we move from the Fourier relationship in Eq. 5.26 to a power spectrum of voltage in
terms of frequency as defined in Eq. 5.20, we obtain:
1
VˆT (f = vtip k) = VˆX (k)
vtip
1 ˆ
1 ˆ
1
|VT (f = vtip k)|2 =
|VX (k)|2 2
2T
2T
vtip
1 ˆ
1 1 ˆ
PδV (f ) = lim
|VT (f = vtip k)|2 = lim
|VX (k)|2
2
T →∞ 2T
T →∞ 2T vtip
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(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)

Using the equivalence in Eq. 5.24, we can simplify 5.29:
1
1 vtip 1
1 1
=
=
2
2
2T vtip
2 X vtip
2X vtip
1
1 ˆ
|VX (k)|2
PδV (f ) = lim
X→∞ 2X
vtip
1
PδV (f ) = PδV (k)
vtip

(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)

Just as the signal could be converted in Fourier space between f and k, we also find that the
power spectra of the noise can be interconverted through the scanning speed vtip . The units
for the power spectra are V2 /Hz for frequency and V2 /m−1 for k-space; sure enough, the
unit conversion works when the tip velocity is employed (V2 /Hz × m/s = V2 /m−1 ). These
relationships will be helpful as we proceed.

5.6

Overview of electric field noise derivations

In the following two sections, we will describe the noise in the measured electric field for
the numeric derivative of standard FM-KPFM and for the electric field extracted from our
position-modulated FM-KPFM experiment. For each derivation, we will first define the
measured signal and the potential noise δVn in terms of the cantilever frequency shift noise
δf . In the numeric derivative case, we will use δVn to obtain a power spectrum of the potential
noise PδVn in terms of f and k. We will show mathematically that taking a derivative in x is
equivalent to multiplying by k in Fourier space, leading to a power spectrum for the electric
field noise that is proportional to k 2 , or an rms-squared noise proportional to

1
.
x3

In the position modulation case, we examine the Fourier transformed signal and separately treat the filtered components at 0 Hz and the modulation frequency fx . We will show
that the position modulation electric field noise depends on both the physical size of the
position modulation and the size of the filter used to extract the signal. When the derivative
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of potential is treated with the same spatial filter as the position modulation size, the rmssquared electric field noise is comparable between the two methods. However, the methods
have very different responses to high frequency components of the electric field.

5.7

Electric field noise in the potential derivative from standard
FM-KPFM

5.7.1

Signal and voltage noise in terms of frequency noise

In standard tip voltage-modulated EFM, an AC and a DC voltage are summed and applied
to the cantilever tip while the cantilever resonance frequency shift (∆f ) arising from electrostatic interactions with the sample is monitored at the AC modulation frequency by lock-in
detection. The resulting cantilever frequency shift can be written as in Eq. 5.33, and the
first harmonic of this frequency shift can be written as Eq. 6.2.
∆f = f0 −

f0 ∂ 2 C
(VDC − φ + VAC cos(ωt))2
4k0 ∂z 2

f0 VAC ∂ 2 C
fˆ(ω) =
(VDC − φ)
2k0 ∂z 2

(5.33)
(5.34)

where VAC is the AC tip voltage, k0 is the effective cantilever spring constant, ∂ 2 C/∂z 2 is
the second derivative of the tip-sample capacitance (C) in terms of the tip-sample separation
(z), VDC is the DC tip voltage, and φ is the surface potential [25, 26, 28]. By feeding back
on the DC tip voltage to nullify the first harmonic in Eq. 6.2, the surface potential φ is
obtained as the output of the feedback loop. In our measurements, the tip is normally held
at a constant height z above the sample surface while scanning. In this discussion, we refer
to the fast “linescan” direction as x and the slow lateral scan direction as y (i.e., a 2D image
would be built up in the y direction of many scans in the x direction).
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We now need to include a term in Eq. 5.33 for the frequency noise, δfn (t).
∆fshift = −

√
f0 ∂ 2 C
(VDC − φ + 2VAC,rms cos(ωv t))2 + δfn (t)
2
4k0 ∂z

(5.35)

This expression for the cantilever frequency shift signal can be expanded into:
∆fshift = −

f0 ∂ 2 C
{(VDC − φ)2
4k0 ∂z 2
√
2
cos2 (ωv t)} + δfn (t) (5.36)
+2 2(VDC − φ)VAC,rms cos(ωv t) + 2VAC,rms

where only the red terms contain components at the tip voltage modulation frequency, ωv .
A lock-in amplifier referenced to ωv will only detect these terms in red.

5.7.2

Defining a lock-in operator

Let us review the mathematical operations that lead to lock-in detection at a frequency ωv .
If we define Vs as:
f0 ∂ 2 C
(VDC − φ)2VAC,rms
Vs = −
4k0 ∂z 2

(5.37)

we can rewrite the cantilever signal read into the lock-in:
∆fshift-lockin =

√
2Vs cos(ωv t) + δfn (t)

We read this signal into the lock-in detector, where it is multiplied by
√
of 2 comes from the lock-in rms output), giving the product:
2Vs cos2 (ωv t) +

(5.38)
√
2 cos(ωv t) (the factor

√
√
1
1
2δfn (t) cos(ωv t) = 2Vs ( + cos(2ωv t)) + 2δfn (t) cos(ωv t) (5.39)
2
2

We drop the 2ωv term since it gets filtered out by the lock-in reference and time constant.
When we resubstitute Eq. 5.37 for Vs , we obtain the lock-in output as:
√
f0 ∂ 2 C
fˆ(ωv ) = ∆fLI (ωv ) = −
(V
−
φ)2V
+
δf
(t)
2 cos(ωv t)
DC
AC,rms
n
4k0 ∂z 2
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(5.40)

This result confirms that the lock-in operator can be described as

√

2 cos(ωt), and that the

lock-in output is what we would expect from the input signal:
Vout = Low-Pass [Vin ×

5.7.3

√
2 cos(ωv t)]

(5.41)

Potential noise in FM-KPFM feedback

When we perform PID loop feedback in standard FM-KPFM, we set the lock-in output in
Eq. 5.40 equal to zero by adjusting VDC . When this output is zero, our measured signal VDC
equals φ, the surface potential. If we then solve for the (VDC − φ) term, representing the
difference between the real and measured signal, we obtain the potential noise δVn :
δVn = (φ − VDC ) =

2k0
f0 VAC,rms Czz

√
δfn (t) 2 cos (ωv t)

(5.42)

where we have inverted the sign of the difference term and eliminated the leading negative
sign. What we now need is an expression for the power spectrum of this voltage noise.
(We cannot define it precisely as a function of time, but we can define it as a function of
frequency.) The power spectrum of a value fluctuating in time is equal to the square of the
Fourier transform of the noise, normalized by the measurement time. Changing units from
angular momentum to frequency, and taking the Fourier transform of Eq. 5.42, I obtain:
√
2k0
ˆn =
δV
[δ fˆn (f − fv ) + δ fˆn (f + fv )]
(5.43)
f0 VAC,rms Czz
where the Fourier transform of cos(2πfv t) = 12 [(f + fv ) + (f − fv )].
As described in John’s group report “Frequency Noise (2008),” moving from the Fourier
transform of the noise to a power spectrum requires a limit corresponding to the measurement
time T . We have written the definition of this power spectral transformation in Eq. 5.20.
Applying this definition to Eq. 5.43, we find:
1 ˆ ˆ ∗
δVn δVn
T →∞ 2T

PδVn (f ) = lim
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(5.44)

√
1
2k0
(
)2 [δ fˆn (f − fv ) + δ fˆn (f + fv )]
PδVn (f ) = lim
T →∞ 2T f0 VAC,rms Czz
∗
∗
× [δ fˆn (f − fv ) + δ fˆn (f + fv )] (5.45)

√
∗
∗
1
2k0
PδVn (f ) = lim
(
)2 [δ fˆn (f − fv )δ fˆn (f − fv ) + δ fˆn (f + fv )δ fˆn (f + fv )]
T →∞ 2T f0 VAC,rms Czz
√
∗
∗
1
2k0
+ lim
(
)2 [δ fˆn (f − fv )δ fˆn (f + fv ) + δ fˆn (f + fv )δ fˆn (f − fv )] (5.46)
T →∞ 2T f0 VAC,rms Czz
PδVn (f ) =

2k0 2
2
f0 2 VAC,rms
Czz 2

[Pδfn (f + fv ) + Pδfn (f − fv )] + Cross terms → 0

(5.47)

The cross terms moving from 5.46 to Eq. 5.47 do not survive averaging at long times T , as
summarized in the report “Frequency Noise (2008).” This expression of potential noise in
terms of frequency noise (5.47) is a key finding.
The terms in Eq. 5.47 are all either known or measurable. The power spectrum of the
surface potential noise (PδVn (f )) can be computed from the residual noise in a steady-state
surface potential versus time measurement. The cantilever resonance frequency and spring
constant are measurable from the cantilever Brownian motion. The AC tip bias is known (set
as an rms voltage on the SRS 830 lock-in amplifier) and the tip-sample capacitance derivative
term Czz is usually measured simultaneously with the surface potential. The Pδfn (f ± fv )
terms can be computed from measurements of δf versus time (as in regular FM-KPFM, with
the feedback off and the DC tip voltage adjusted to match the surface potential).
When the surface potential is measured for a finite time T , the rms-squared value of the
surface potential in time is related to the power spectrum of surface potential fluctuations
in frequency:
2
δVrms

Z

1/(2T )

=

PδVn (f ) df

(5.48)

0

Analogously, the rms-squared value of the surface potential in space is related to the
power spectrum of surface potential fluctuations in k-space. Converting measured time to
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measured position using the tip velocity vtip :
2
δVrms
(f )

Z

1/2T

=
0

2
δVrms
(k)

PδVn (k)
dk × vtip
vtip

(5.49)

k/2vtip

Z
=

PδVn (k) dk

(5.50)

0

where k = 1/X, with X = T × vtip being the distance measured. In principle, Eq. 5.48 =
Eq. 5.50. Both versions of this expression are valid and we can interconvert between them
using the tip velocity.

5.7.4

Relationship between power spectra of electric field noise
and voltage noise in k-space

We next need to use our knowledge of the surface potential noise δVn to determine the expected noise in the electric field arising from the derivative of the surface potential (Eq. 5.52).
This derivation is analogous to the derivation of frequency shift noise from phase noise in
John’s 2008 “Frequency Noise” report. We define the electric field in terms of potential as:
E(x) = −

d
φ(x)
dx

(5.51)

where φ(x) is the local surface potential. Analogously, we can write the noise in the electric
field in terms of the potential noise, δVn (x):
δEn (x) = −

d
δVn (x)
dx

(5.52)

Instead of considering the measurement as a function of time, we treat the noise as a function
of position, having shown that these expressions in frequency and k-space are interconvertible. We can write the correlation function for electric field noise at position x versus x + X,
and substitute our expression for the electric field in Eq. 5.52. This argument is analogous
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to writing the signal over a finite time T , but in this case we use a finite distance X.
1
CδEn (χ) = lim
X→∞ 2X

Z

+∞

−∞

hδEn (x)δEn (x + χ)i dx
Z +∞
1
d
d
= lim
h− δVn (x)(− δVn (x + χ))i dx (5.53)
X→∞ 2X −∞
dx
dx

where χ is an arbitrary position and X is the total measurement length.
Next we will show that the position derivative of the surface potential requires multiplication by k in position Fourier space. We write the Fourier transform of Vn (x) and take the
spatial derivative for a position x and a position x + χ:
Z

+∞

dn (k)e(−2πjkx) dk
δV

δVn (x) =

(5.54)

−∞

d
δVn (x) =
dx

Z

+∞
(−2πjkx)

dn (k)(−2πjk)e
δV

+∞

Z

dn (k)ke(−2πjkx) dk
δV

dk = −2πj

−∞

(5.55)

−∞

Similarly,
d
δVn (x + χ) = −2πj
dx

Z

+∞

dn (k)ke(−2πjk(x+χ)) dk
δV

(5.56)

−∞

We have changed the Fourier coefficients but this has not changed the Fourier transform
term at all. Substituting back into Eq. 5.53, we obtain
1
CδEn (χ) = lim
X→∞ 2X

Z

+∞

Z

2

+∞

dn (k)ke(−2πjkx) dk
δV

−4π dx
−∞

Z

+∞

dn (k 0 )k 0 e(−2πjk0 x)) e(−2πjk0 χ)) dk 0
δV

−∞

−∞

(5.57)
1
CδEn (χ) = lim
− 4π 2
X→∞ 2X

Z

+∞

(−2πjkx) (−2πjk0 x))

e

e

Z

+∞

dx

−∞

Z

+∞

dn (k)k dk
δV
−∞

dn (k 0 )k 0 e(−2πjk0 χ)) dk 0
δV

−∞

(5.58)
The first integral term in the above expression collapses to 1 as an integral over the delta
function if k + k 0 = 0, i.e., k 0 = −k. We then rewrite, converting the k 0 integral to an integral
over k and passing the limit into the integral:
CδEn (χ) = 4π

2

Z

+∞

1 d d
δVn (k)δVn (−k)] dk
X→∞ 2X

k 2 e(2πjkχ)) [ lim

−∞
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(5.59)

The term in brackets is the definition of the power spectrum of spatial surface potential
fluctuations.
CδEn (χ) = 4π

2

Z

+∞

k 2 e(2πjkχ)) [PδVn (k)] dk

(5.60)

−∞

We would normally write the Fourier transform of CδEn (χ) as:
Z +∞
e(−2πjkχ)) [PδEn (k)] dk
CδEn (χ) =

(5.61)

−∞

Setting Eqs. 5.60 and 5.61 equal, we observe:
e(−2πjkχ)) PδEn (k) = 4π 2 k 2 e(2πjkχ)) PδVn (k)

(5.62)

PδEn (k) = 4π 2 k 2 PδVn (−k)

(5.63)

or

The relationship in Eq. 5.63, relating the power spectrum of electric field position noise to
the power spectrum of potential position noise, is the main finding of this section.

5.7.5

Electric field noise in derivative of FM-KPFM potential

The result in Eq. 5.63 relates the power spectrum of the electric field noise to the power
spectrum of the surface potential noise in k-space. This result should be generally valid for
both electric field measurements we explore in this chapter (numeric derivative and position
modulation). If we can find an expression for the power spectrum of the potential noise in
k-space, then we can also write the power spectrum of electric field noise in k-space. We will
now examine the electric field noise for the numeric derivative case, defining the error signal
simply as:
δVDC (x, t) = VDC(x,t) − φ(x) = δVn (t)

(5.64)

where VDC(x,t) is the measured surface potential signal, φ is the actual surface potential, δVn (t)
is the potential noise. A full expression for δVn is written in Eq. 5.42. In this notation, the
power spectrum of the potential noise as a function of frequency is PδVn (f ).
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From Eq. 5.48, the definition of the rms-squared potential noise is related to the power
spectrum of potential noise by:
δVn2 rms

Z

1/(2∆tpt )

PδVn (f ) df

=

(5.65)

0

where we have written the total time T as the time per point, ∆tpt (i.e., the dwell time of
the cantilever at each spatial grid point). We can approximate the rms-squared potential
noise per point as the product of the power spectrum at a constant frequency f = kvtip and
the measurement bandwidth b:
δVn2 rms

1/(2∆tpt )

Z

Z

1/(2∆tpt )

PδVn (f = kvtip ) ' PδVn (f = kvtip )

=

df

(5.66)

0

0

δVn2 rms ' PδVn (f = kvtip )b =

PδVn (f = kvtip )
2∆tpt

1
2∆tpt

b=

(5.67)
(5.68)

where b is the measurement bandwidth and ∆tpt is the measurement time per point (i.e., how
long the potential is measured at each spatial grid point). Removing the power spectrum term
from the integration reflects the assumption that the noise is constant over the integration.
Similarly, we can also relate the potential noise per point to the spatial power spectrum
of potential noise:
δVn2 rms

Z

1/2∆xpt

' PδVn (k = f /vtip )

dk =
0

PδVn (k = f /vtip )
2∆xpt

2
PδVn (k = f /vtip ) = δVnrms
2∆xpt

(5.69)
(5.70)

where ∆xpt is the spatial grid step size. For our finest position grids, xpt = 10µm/218 = 0.038
nm. With a tip velocity of vtip = 10µm/128s = 78.125 nm/s, tpt = 0.5 ms.
Combining Eqs. 5.67 and 5.70, and solving for PδVn (k = 0), we find:
PδVn (k = f /vtip ) = PδVn (f = kvtip )
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∆xpt
= PδVn (f = kvtip ) × vtip
∆tpt

(5.71)

where vtip is the tip velocity. This is a nice result, confirming that the power spectra of the
potential noise in time and position are related through the scanning speed as we demonstrated in section 5.5.
If our experiment noise were white, we approximate the power spectra using the noise at
zero frequency:
PδVn (k = 0) = PδVn (f = 0) × vtip

(5.72)

In practice, however, the noise δVDC is correlated point-to-point by the RHK PLLPro frequency demodulation, and therefore the noise is bandwidth limited as in Eq. 5.71. The
correlation time τc is the inverse of the RHK frequency filter cutoff, 1/fRHK . For our usual
400 Hz filter, τc = 2.5 ms. As we have seen, the spatial frequency k is related to the time
frequency f through the tip velocity vtip :
f = kvtip

(5.73)

We can use Eq. 5.73 convert the RHK frequency cutoff to a spatial frequency roll-off. For a
400 Hz fRHK and vtip = 10µm/128s = 78.125 nm/s, kRHK = 5.12 nm−1 , corresponding to a
spatial blurring width of 0.2 nm.
Using the result we found in Eq. 5.63, we can use Eq. 5.71 to write a power spectrum for
the spatial electric field noise:
PδEn (k) = 4π 2 k 2 PδVn (f = kvtip ) × vtip

(5.74)

This expression should be true for any k.
As we showed in Eqs. 5.3 and 5.55, taking a derivative in potential leads to a multiplication by k in spatial Fourier space. For the power spectrum of the electric field, which
is the square of the Fourier transform, we expect a k 2 dependence on the noise (Eq. 5.74).
We also expect a 1-pole filter roll-off due to the RHK at ∼ 5nm−1 . Finally, in our workup
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we are applying a spatial filter kFILT the same size as our zero-to-peak position modulation,
for a fair comparison between the two methods. We have tried kFILT values in the range
0.007-0.056 nm−1 , corresponding to 0-to-peak position modulation values (∆xFILT ) in the
range 141-17.6 nm.
Assuming the filter is produces a hard cutoff in frequency, we can write the expression
for the electric field rms-squared noise from Eq. 5.74 as:
Z kFILT
2
2
δEn rms = 4π
PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip k 2 dk
0
Z kFILT
2
' 4π PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip
k 2 dk
0

= 4π 2 PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip

1
1 i 4 2
= π PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip
(5.75)
3
3 ∆xFILT
3
∆x3FILT

h1

Since the spatial frequency filter ∆kFILT is small, we can approximate the power spectrum
of the potential noise at f = kvtip as the power at f = 0. We then find:
1
4
δEn2 rms = π 2 PδVn (f = 0)vtip
3
∆x3FILT

(5.76)

However, the assumption of a hard filter cutoff at kFILT is not exactly what we do in
practice. The real filter, as shown in Figs. 5.6-5.7, is curved using a cosine to avoid ringing
in the inverse Fourier transform. An expression for the electric field rms-squared noise that
reflects what we do in practice is:
Z kFILT
 k π
2
2
PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip cos
δEn rms = 4π
k 2 dk
k
2
FILT
0

(5.77)

Again, we approximate the power spectrum of potential noise as constant, moving it outside
the integration:
δEn2 rms

2

Z

kFILT

π 2
)k dk
kFILT 2
0
h 2(π 2 − 8)k
3i
FILT
= 4π 2 PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip
π3

' 4π PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip

cos(

k

= 4π 2 PδVn (f = kvtip )vtip
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h 2(π 2 − 8) i
∆x3FILT π 3

(5.78)

and again, we further approximate the power spectrum of potential noise as the noise at zero
frequency:
δEn2 rms =

8(π 2 − 8)
1
PδVn (f = 0)vtip
π
∆x3FILT

(5.79)

The definition of the rms-squared electric field noise for the numeric derivative of potential in
Eq. 5.79 is the main finding of this section. We see that changing the definition of the filter
in frequency space changed the numeric constant in calculating the rms-squared electric field
noise from Eq. 5.76 to Eq. 5.79, but the 1/∆x3FILT dependence was unchanged. In the next
section, we will find an analogous expression for the rms-squared electric field noise in the
position modulation case for comparison.

5.8

5.8.1

Electric field noise in position-modulated FM-KPFM

Definition of position modulated signal and voltage noise in
terms of frequency noise

To begin, we need an expression for the potential noise in the position-modulated FM-KPFM
experiment. We first rewrite the cantilever frequency shift from Eq. 5.35, adding terms (in
blue) to describe the frequency shifts arising from the position-dependent capacitance and
position-dependent surface potential (electric field term).
∆fshift = −

√
f0
(Czz + 2xm cos (ωx t)Czzx )×
4k0
√
√
(VDC − φ−Ex 2xm cos (ωx t) + 2VAC,rms cos (ωv t))2 + δfn (t) (5.80)

where xm is the zero-to-peak amplitude of the position modulation, ωx is the frequency of
the position modulation, Czzx is the position-dependent tip-sample capacitance, and Ex is
the electric field. When we expand Eq. 5.80, we obtain Eq. 5.81. Only the term in red
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depends on the tip-modulation voltage alone (ωv ), and is passed through the lock-in that
modulates the tip voltage.
√
√
f0
(Czz + 2xm cos (ωx t)Czzx )[(VDC − φ − Ex 2xm cos (ωx t))2
4k0
√
√
2
+2 2VAC,rms (VDC − φ − Ex 2xm cos (ωx t)) cos(ωv t) + 2VAC,rms
cos2 (ωv t)] + δfn (t) (5.81)

∆fshift = −

The signal read in by the tip voltage-modulation lock-in is then:
∆f (ωv ) = −

√
f0
(Czz + 2xm cos(ωx t)Czzx )×
4k0
√
√
[2 2VAC,rms (VDC − φ − Ex 2xm cos(ωx t))] cos(ωv t) + δfn (t) (5.82)

As we can see, the tip voltage modulation and position modulation signals mix, yielding
harmonics in the signal at ωv ± ωx .
We now consider the case where the position modulation frequency is small enough to
pass through the tip-modulation lock-in filter. In other words, this derivation assumes that
the tip feedback is correctly tracking the surface potential in time.
If ωx , the position modulation frequency, is less than the inverse of the lock-in time
constant (i.e., ωx < 1/T C), then the harmonics at ωv ± ωx will not be cut off and the
entire signal in Eq. 5.82 is passed through the lock-in amplifier. In this case, the tip voltage
feedback tracks the local potential as the tip is moved back and forth in space, yielding
an oscillating voltage in time. This makes some physical sense: the average value of the
oscillating surface potential signal is the local surface potential, and the amplitude of the
oscillating signal is proportional to the local electric field, as shown in Eq. 5.8.
By analogy to the arguments in Eq. 5.37-5.40, we can write the lock-in output signal as:
∆fLI (ωv ) = −

√
f0
(Czz + 2xm cos(ωx t)Czzx )
4k0

√
√
[2VAC,rms (VDC − φ − Ex 2xm cos(ωx t))] + 2δfn (t) cos(ωv t) (5.83)
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Expanding this expression yields
∆fLI (ωv ) = −
+

√

√
f0 VAC,rms
[Czz (φ − VDC ) − Ex 2xm Czz cos(ωx t)
2k0

2xm Czzx cos(ωx t)(φ − VDC ) − Ex 2xm 2 Czzx cos2 (ωx t)] +

√
2δfn (t) cos(ωv t) (5.84)

Setting the output in Eq. 5.83 equal to zero and solving for (φ − VDC ), with a =
we find the potential noise δVn :
√
√
a 2Czz Ex xm cos(ωx t) + 2aEx xm 2 Czzx cos2 (ωx t) + 2δfn (t) cos(ωv t)
√
δVn = −
aCzz + a 2xm Czzx cos(ωx t)

f0 VAC,rms
,
2k0

(5.85)

Or, with simplification:
√

δVn = − 2Ex xm cos(ωx t) −

√

2δfn (t) cos(ωv t)
2k0
√
Czz + 2xm Czzx cos(ωx t) f0 VAC,rms

(5.86)

Equation 5.86 describes the measured potential noise in the position-modulation experiment,
and is the main finding of this sub-section. Perhaps counterintuitively, if feedback is properly
maintained, then capacitive effects do not influence the measured amplitude of the oscillating
field and therefore the measured electric field.

5.8.2

Electric field noise in position-modulated FM-KPFM

We would now like to find the rms electric field noise for the position-modulation case. We
will begin by writing down the measured signal, as it is read out of the tip voltage feedback
loop (similar to Eq. 5.86):


x  √
x 
− 2Ex t =
xm cos(2πfx t) + δVn (t)
Vsignal (t) = φ t =
vtip
vtip

(5.87)

where Vs is the overall position modulation signal, φ is the usual KPFM surface potential,
Ex is the electric field, xm is the zero-to-peak amplitude of the position modulation, fx is
the frequency of the position modulation, and δVn (t) is the time-dependent noise in the
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measured potential. Since we wish to obtain a power spectrum and an expression for the
rms-squared noise in each component of this signal, we need to pass into Fourier space; the
integrals are defined from time zero to finite time T .
Vˆs (f ) =

T

Z

Vs (t)e2πif t dt

(5.88)

0

Vˆs (f ) =

Z
0

T


x  2πif t
φ t=
e
dt
vtip
Z T
Z T 
√
x 
2πif t
δVn (t)e2πif t dt (5.89)
− 2xm
cos(2πfx t)e
dt +
Ex t =
vtip
0
0

Vˆs (f ) = φ̂(f = kvtip ) −

√ Z
2
0

T

Ex



x 
ˆ n (f = kvtip ) (5.90)
t =
cos(2πfx t)e2πif t dt + δV
vtip

Since in practice we filter the first term (DC) and second term (modulation) separately
in Fourier space, we will treat them separately here. We have already described the electric
field noise that arises from a derivative of the filtered DC signal in section 5.7.5. Let us now
focus on the signal at fx , the second term in Eq. 5.90. Using the definition the cosine, we
can rewrite the Fourier transform of this term:
Z
√
2nd term
ˆ
Vs (f )
= − 2xm

T



x  1  2πifx t
Ex t =
e
+ e−2πifx t e2πif t dt
vtip 2
0
Z T 
√
x h 1 2πi(f +fx )t 1 2πi(f −fx )t i
Ex t =
e
+ e
= − 2xm
dt (5.91)
vtip 2
2
0

This expression is equivalent to:
h1
i
√
1
nd
Vˆs (f )2 term = − 2xm Eˆx (f + fx ) + Eˆx (f − fx )
2
2

(5.92)

Equation 5.92 shows that the Fourier transform of the position modulated signal at the
modulation frequency fx is related to the Fourier transform of the electric field at +fx and
−fx . This result makes sense intuitively since we expect copies of the modulation signal at
+fx and −fx in Fourier space. We note that filtering out this second term to extract the
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electric field information assumes that Ex (f ) has no information outside the frequency range
+fx to −fx . For our typical position modulation frequencies of 4.5 Hz and tip velocities of
vtip = 10µm/128s = 78.125 nm/s, the relevant spatial frequency cutoff is ∼ 0.06 nm−1 , or in
space, about 17 nm. Since the spatial resolution of our FM-KPFM apparatus is on the order
of ∼10-20 nm, this is a fair assumption: we do not expect to measure electric field features
smaller than this.
For a small frequency step ν away from fx , the Fourier transform of the modulated
potential in Eq. 5.92 is:
h1
i
√
1
nd
Vˆs (fx + ν)2 term = − 2xm Eˆx (2fx + ν) + Eˆx (ν)
2
2
√
1
nd
Vˆs (fx + ν)2 term ' − 2xm Eˆx (ν)
2

(5.93)
(5.94)

We assume that the electric field component at 2fx + ν is negligible, giving 5.94. Solving
for the electric field term, we obtain:
√
h
i
2
ˆ
BP Vˆs (fx + ν)
Ex (ν) ' −
xm

(5.95)

where the band-pass operation BP requires multiplying the signal by a filter around fx .
This filtering procedure corresponds to (a) in the position modulation signal workup chain
illustrated in Fig. 5.7. We use the same filter as described in Eq. 5.77, defined formally as:



0 : f < fx − fFILT





−fx
BP (f ) =
(5.96)
: fx − fFILT < f < fx + fFILT
cos π2 ffFILT





0 : fx + fFILT < f
We can write the Fourier transform of the electric field noise in terms of frequency in the
same form as Eq. 5.95:
√
δ Eˆx (ν) ' −

2

xm

h
i
BP (fx + ν) δ Vˆs (fx + ν)
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(5.97)

The power spectrum of the electric field noise in terms of frequency for the position modulated
electric field is then:
2
BP 2 (fx + ν)PδVn (fx + ν)
2
xm
2vtip
PδEx (k) = PδEx (ν = kvtip )vtip = 2 BP 2 (fx + kvtip )PδVn (fx + kvtip )
xm
PδEx (ν) =

(5.98)
(5.99)

where we have passed to spatial frequency using the relationships defined in section 5.5. As
a check that we are still in reasonable territory, the units are still correct: PδEx (k) has units
of V2 /m−1 , and the units on the right side of Eq. 5.99 turn out to be (m/s)(1/m2 )(V2 /Hz)
= V2 m or V2 /m−1 .
Finally, we can convert the power spectrum for the electric field noise to the rms-squared
noise. This procedure is analogous to the derivation in Eqs. 5.78-5.79.
Z ∞
Z ∞
2
2
δEx rms =
PδEx (ν)dν =
BP 2 (fx + ν)PδVn (fx + ν)dν
2
x
−∞ m
−∞
Z ∞
2
2
δEx rms ' 2 PδVn (f = fx )
BP 2 (fx + ν)dν
xm
−∞

(5.100)
(5.101)

We assume in Eq. 5.101 that the power spectrum of potential noise in the filter window
around fx is constant, allowing us to move this term outside the integration. Setting the
limits of integration to the filter size, and using the definition of the filter from Eq. 5.96, we
evaluate:
δEx2 rms

δEx2 rms

2
' 2 PδVn (f = fx )
xm

Z

fFILT

BP 2 (fx + ν)dν

(5.102)

0

Z fFILT
2
π ν
' 2 PδVn (f = fx )
cos2 (
)dν
xm
2 fFILT
0
Z fFILT 
1 1
ν 
2
= 2 PδVn (f = fx )
+ cos(π
) dν
xm
2 2
fFILT
0
Z fFILT
Z fFILT
2
1
1
ν 
= 2 PδVn (f = fx )
dν +
cos(π
) dν (5.103)
xm
2
2
fFILT
0
0
δEx2 rms '

2
fFILT
P
(f
=
f
)
δV
x
n
x2m
2
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(5.104)

The units here are accurate: V2 /m2 does indeed equal (1/m2 )(V2 /Hz)(1/s). W convert the
filter frequency to a spatial frequency via the tip velocity, and finally to a spatial position
filter:
1
PδVn (f = fx )kFILT vtip
x2m
1
vtip
' 2 PδVn (f = fx )
xm
∆xFILT

δEx2 rms '

(5.105)

δEx2 rms

(5.106)

The rms-squared electric field noise for the position-modulation experiment in Eq. 5.106 is
the main finding of this section.

5.9

Discussion: comparing electric field noise in standard and
position-modulated KPFM

Let us compare the results of sections 5.8 and 5.8 by examining the electric field noise
expected for the two measurements we have discussed. For the numeric derivative of a
standard FM-KPFM measurement, blurred in space by the size of the derivative step ∆xFILT ,
we found Eq. 5.79:
δE 2rms '

8(π 2 − 8)
1
PδVn (f = 0)vtip
π
∆x3FILT

(5.107)

Whereas for the position-modulation experiment, we found Eq. 5.106:
δE 2rms ' PδVn (f = fx )

1
vtip
2
xm ∆xFILT

(5.108)

We observe that the rms-squared noise of the electric field in both methods depends on
a factor of 1/x3 . In the limit that xFILT , the spatial filter size, is set equal to xm , the size of
the position modulation, the main difference between the two expressions is the frequency
dependence of the voltage noise. If these values are comparable, i.e., if PδVn (f = 0) equals
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PδVn (f = fx ), then the two methods should give rms-squared electric field noise comparable
to within a numerical factor of ∼ 5.
In what limit would position modulation give a much cleaner electric field signal than
a numeric derivative? If PδVn (f = 0) is much greater than PδVn (f = fx )- in other words,
if the surface potential noise at low frequencies is much greater than the potential noise at
the position modulation frequency- then the position modulation experiment is expected to
yield a less noisy electric field. In our current microscope, we operate closer to the limit
where the rms-squared electric field noise is fairly comparable, since the surface potential
noise is not too different for f = 0 Hz and f = 4.5 Hz.
The spatial resolution is limited by the position modulation frequency fx and our assumption that no electric field information lies below that frequency. If we could operate
at a much greater position modulation frequency, the theoretical spatial resolution of the
measurement would be increased. However, our detector (the photodiode that registers the
cantilever position, the signal that we demodulate to obtain the cantilever frequency shift)
suffers from noise proportional to f 2 that sets in around 12 Hz (see Fig. 5.9).
When choosing fx for a position-modulation experiment, we see that there are several
constraints to balance. The first goal is to minimize the surface potential noise at fx as
compared with f = 0, to minimize the rms-squared electric field noise. The second goal
is to maximize fx , which improves the position modulation spatial resolution, while still
maintaining real-time tip voltage feedback. In other words, as fx is increased, the entire
modulation signal must still pass through the tip-voltage feedback loop, without being cut
off by the lock-in time constant for the tip voltage feedback. One must also work around
mechanical vibration peaks in the apparatus.
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5.10

Varying size of position modulation

In our experiment, the frequency noise (Fig. 5.9) has a minimum around 4-5 Hz. Therefore,
our position modulation frequency of 4.5 Hz should place us in the limit where the potential
noise at the modulation frequency is smaller than the potential noise at 0 Hz. In practice,
whether the position modulation method yields a less noisy electric field than the derivative
method depends on the size of the position modulation.
In Fig. 5.16, we show electric fields measured using the numeric derivative and our position modulation method for a pentacene (p− type) bottom-contact transistor. The gate
bias is set to zero, and the source-drain bias is set to -2 V. The top row of figures shows
the DC potential linescan extracted as shown in Fig. 5.6. The bottom row of figures shows
the electric fields measured in each method overlaid with one another. As expected from
the potential profile, we find a small peak in the electric field at the injecting contact (left)
where there is a small potential drop, and a large electric field peak at the extracting contact
(right) where the potential drop is large.
For large position modulations, as seen in the left-most plots (dx = 141nm), the electric
field features in both methods are blurred. On the other hand, when the position modulation
is small (right-hand plots, dx = 35 or 17 nm), the electric field in both methods is quite
noisy. This result is not surprising since a small modulation in space corresponds to a large
filter window in frequency space and therefore more noise. The pleasing result in Fig. 5.16
is the plot second from the left, for dx = 70 nm. When an appropriate modulation size is
chosen, the position modulation method does indeed appear to yield a cleaner signal than
the numeric derivative method.
Note that the magnitude of the electric field peaks appears to increase as the size of
the modulation decreases. Since the electric field is defined as a potential difference over
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of derivative and position modulated electric fields for different size
modulations. Top row: DC surface potential profiles. Bottom row: Electric fields obtained
via numeric derivative (red) and position modulation (black).
a spatial distance, it makes sense that the field appears larger when the spatial distance
considered is smaller. We also note that both methods of obtaining electric fields distort
the “real” electric field. The numeric derivative amplifies high-frequency noise, as we have
seen. On the other hand, while the position modulation method avoids a great deal of high
frequency noise by filtering the signal through the position modulation fx , it underestimates
the magnitude of sharp features in space due to details of the filtering in Fourier space (to be
expanded in future publication). In addition, we only measure the component of the signal
at fx , yet we know that the Fourier transform of a square edge has components at a range
of frequencies. One method overestimates noise; the other underestimates real signal. If we
were to use these electric field profiles to estimate local mobilities, the position-modulation
method would overestimate mobility since E ∝ 1/µ.
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5.11

Conclusions and future directions

We have demonstrated that position-modulation can be combined with FM-KPFM to extract electric fields from surface potential measurements without taking a derivative. We
have defined the electric field noise as a function of the potential noise for both the numeric
derivative and position modulation methods. We show that in order to measure smaller
electric field features, a higher modulation frequency is needed. Faster measurements would
also be enabled by faster position modulation. Our position modulation frequency is currently limited by our photodetector, where noise increases as f 2 at high frequencies. The
method in general is also limited by the requirement that the position modulation signal
pass cleanly through the tip feedback loop in real time. We note again that a full analytical
expression for the surface potential in position modulation is forthcoming, which will help
explain the different frequency-dependence of the derivative and position-modulated electric
fields obtained in this chapter.
We anticipate that this simple modification of FM-KPFM will be useful for electric field
measurements in a variety of systems. When clean electric field profiles are accessible via
the derivative method, such as for high-voltage transistor measurements in high vacuum,
position modulation may not offer a substantial improvement in the electric field noise.
However, for systems where electric fields are small, such as organic donor-acceptor solar cell
blends, position modulation could be a useful technique.
In addition, if lateral position modulation measurements are made in perpendicular directions, it should be possible to produce 2D images of the electric field. Such 2D E field
images would be a great advance from lateral E field linescans. In the future, we hope to
apply this technique to measuring local electric fields in bulk heterojunction solar cell blends.
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CHAPTER 6
COLLABORATIVE WORK: PRELIMINARY EFM MEASUREMENTS ON
PHOTOVOLTAIC MATERIALS

6.1

Introduction

A strength of EFM is the wide variety of materials it can be used to study. At Cornell, I
have had the opportunity to work on a range of samples prepared in collaboration with other
researchers. In this chapter, details are provided for two of the most promising collaborations
I worked on during this thesis: studies of covalent organic frameworks with the Dichtel group
and experiments on lead-halide perovskites with Dr. David Moore. None of this data has
been published, but I hope that the background literature and preliminary experiments
detailed here will stimulated future localized measurements via scanned probe microscopy
of these exciting systems.

6.2

6.2.1

EFM of Covalent Organic Frameworks

Introduction: Chemistry of COFs

Covalent organic frameworks, or COFs, are a relatively new class of materials featuring
porous, crystalline, regular structures with potential applications in gas storage [150, 151],
catalysis [152], and organic semiconducting devices [153, 154]. Similar to metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs), which are usually composed of metal atoms linked in a regular pattern
by organic ligands, COFs are generally composed of two monomer species covalently bonded
in long-range porous networks. Two-dimensional networks with hexagonal [155, 156] or
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square pores [157] and three-dimensional networks with tetrahedral pores have all been
synthesized [158, 159]. The covalent bonds are usually boronate esters, but imine bonded
COFs have also been demonstrated [160]. This study will focus on 2D COFs with boronate
ester bonds prepared by the Dichtel group, who have shown that it should be possible to
build a wide range of structures by varying the COF building blocks functionalized with
either the diboronic acid or the polycatechols [161, 162]. The particular COF of interest
in these initial studies will be the 2D, hexagonal-pore HHTP-DPB COF synthesized by the
Dichtel group [163].
A major challenge in COF synthesis is the decreasing solubility of the COF network as
it grows [158]. Of the several examples of COFs that have been synthesized, most have
been purified as powders. The growth of macroscopic, continuous COFs is an important
step towards incorporating these materials into functional electronic devices. One general
approach to growing COF films is vacuum-deposited surface assembly. For example, 2-D
COFs can be grown by polymerization on a metal surface, often Au(111), by annealing a
vacuum-deposited layer of monomer precursors [164, 165], or by direct vacuum deposition
onto heated well-ordered noble metal surfaces [166]. Taking a different approach, Colson et al.
recently demonstrated that 2D COFs can be grown from solution in a layered, highly ordered
fashion on single-layer graphene [167]. This is a promising development for incorporation of
these materials into devices.

6.2.2

Characterization Techniques for COFs

Several characterization techniques are commonly employed to characterize COFs. Adsorption isotherms, usually with nitrogen, argon, or CO2 , are regularly used as a measure of a
material’s porosity. By measuring the gas uptake as a function of pressure, metrics such
as cumulative surface area and pore size distribution can be calculated using Brunauer157

Emmett-Teller (BET) theory [155]. Experimental gas adsorption isotherms are commonly
compared to those predicted by DFT calculations to estimate the percentage of “activated”
material [153, 163].
Current-voltage characteristics of an arene-based COF have been measured by placing a sample of material across two platinum electrodes and measuring current as a function of source-drain bias [153]. Very simple photocurrent measurements on COF powders sandwiched between two metal electrodes have been made in arene-based [153] and
metallopthalocyanine-based COFs [154, 168], and one wavelength-dependence of photogenerated current measurement has been made [154].
Flash photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (FP-TRMC) experiments are another common characterization metric for two-dimensional COFs [154, 168, 169]. In FPTRMC measurements, a sample in a microwave cavity is irradiated with a laser pulse that
generates charge carriers in the sample; the interaction of the charge carriers with the microwave field changes the microwave power and this change can be related to the sample
conductivity [170]. These experiments have the advantages of accessing extremely short
time scales and not requiring electrodes. However, since photogenerated charge carriers
move such a tiny distance on the time scale of the high microwave frequencies used for
conductivity detection, FP-TRMC experiments tend to overestimate conductivity. These
measurements are most sensitive to ordered regions and insensitive to bulk phenomena like
grain boundaries and domain edges; in addition, the charge carrier mobilities cannot be
deconvoluted from one another or from the photogenerated carrier quantum yield.
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6.2.3

COFs for Devices

As yet there are no examples of COFs in working transistors or photovoltaics. The currentvoltage characteristics measured by Wan et al. demonstrated that the COF in question was
conductive with an applied bias [153], and the existing photocurrent measurements show
that some COFs can generate charge carriers under illumination [153, 154, 168]. Blunt et al.
have shown that a COF thin film can capture C60 clusters in its pores [164], but these films
could not be made into solar cells since the COF was grown on a non-transparent Cu(111)
substrate. With so much promise and so few measurements made, COFs are an excellent
candidate for further study with scanning-probe techniques.

6.2.4

Scanning-Probe Microscopy for COFs

Scanning-probe microscopy (SPM) techniques have the major advantage of allowing correlation between topographic and electronic properties like current, surface potential, and
photovoltage. The only SPM data on COFs thus far are scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) images of thin COF films on highly ordered metal substrates; these measurements
have been used to identify several COF growth defects [165, 166, 171, 172] and verify the
presence of C60 clusters in the COF pores [164]. Here, I propose several SPM experiments
that each will be the first measurement of its type on COF thin films, each yielding quantities not measurable by the current COF characterization techniques; I also present some
preliminary data.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of conductive-probe atomic force microscopy experiment. The sample
is composed of a conductive substrate such as ITO topped with graphene and ∼100 nm COF.
The cantilever is scanned across the sample, in contact with the surface, while tip-sample
current is measured for a set tip-sample bias.

6.2.5

Conductive-Probe AFM for COFs

In conductive-probe atomic force microscopy (cp-AFM), a metal-coated cantilever tip is
brought in contact with a sample surface, a tip-sample bias is applied, and current is measured locally while the probe is scanned at constant force across the sample (Fig. 6.1). To
study COFs with cp-AFM, a conductive substrate is required. The graphene used in templating COF growth may be sufficient [167], or the graphene can be transferred to a conductive
substrate before COF growth.
Initial cp-AFM measurements were made by Dr. James O’Dea on the Veeco AFM system maintained by the Cornell Center for Materials Research (CCMR). This setup requires
imaging in ambient atmosphere and offers the choice of an opaque hood (dark) or ambient
lighting. This study used HHTP-DPB COF [163] on graphene on a fused silica substrate,
with silver-painted electrical connections to the underlying graphene. We anticipated that
current collection would be fairly homogeneous across the COF film. It is unlikely that a
cantilever tip would give sensitive enough resolution to distinguish between the conductive
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COF framework and the nonconductive pores since the pores in HHTP-DPB COF are 4.7
nm wide (although this seems like a small feature size, these are the largest COF pores to
date) [163].
The measurements in Fig. 6.2 show generally low conductivity with small scattered regions of higher conductivity. The high-conductivity regions appear to be correlated with
regions of lower topography, and may represent conduction through graphene. Also, some
of the measured morphology is artificially lowered by attraction between the tip and the
sample. Exposing the sample to ambient lighting did not increase the conductivity. The
graphene substrate is ∼1000 times more resistive than the usual conductive substrates such
as ITO; this may explain the low measured currents through the COF. Another possible
explanation for the low COF current is chemical degradation. COFs break down upon exposure to moisture. The sample was stored in air for a few days before cp-AFM experiments
and the cp-AFM experiments themselves are performed in ambient atmospheric conditions.

6.2.6

Electric Force Microscopy for COFs

Electric force microscopy (EFM) is a technique that measures the potential between a metalcoated cantilever tip and the sample surface. For fastest 2D imaging, modulated EFM is
often used. In modulated EFM, an AC modulation voltage and a DC bias are summed and
applied to the cantilever tip. The interaction of the biased cantilever tip with charges in the
sample causes the cantilever frequency to shift; the component of the cantilever frequency
shift at the modulation frequency ω can be written as in Equation (6.2) [27]:

2

f0 VAC ∂ C
(VDC − φ)
fˆ(ω) = −
2k0 ∂z 2
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(6.1)

Figure 6.2: Preliminary cp-AFM data on a COF/graphene/fused silica sample, collected by
Dr. James O’Dea. Data was collected under white light illumination. From left to right,
the three columns represent -50 mV, 0 mV, and +50 mV tip-sample bias. Topography is
mapped in the first and third row. The currents collected from the COF film at different
biases are mapped in the second and fourth rows. The average COF currents are listed in
the blue boxes below row 2, while the average low-topography currents are listed in the red
boxes below row 4. The high current areas are masked out in the fourth row, and when
overlaid with topography in row three, it is clear that the high currents come from regions
of low topography.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of electric force microscopy experiment. The sample is composed of a
conductive substrate such as ITO topped with graphene, ∼100 nm COF film. The cantilever
is scanned in the plane 60 nm above the sample while the tip voltage is adjusted to track
the surface potential (modulated EFM).
with f0 the cantilever resonance frequency, VAC the modulation voltage, k0 the cantilever
spring constant, ∂ 2 C/∂z 2 the second derivative of the tip-sample capacitance with respect
to tip height z, VDC the DC tip bias, and φ the surface potential. A feedback loop is used
to adjust the tip bias VDC to nullify fˆ(ω), at which bias VDC = φ. By tracking VDC while
the tip is raster-scanned in close proximity (60 nm) to the sample surface, φ is measured as
a function of position.
Preliminary AFM and EFM measurements of a 100 nm HHTP-DPB COF film on graphene
on fused silica, with silver paint contacts to the graphene, are shown in Fig. 6.4. The film is
grainy; there are clearly visible particles of a fairly uniform height (70-80 nm), with scattered
tall spires (>125 nm). The surface potential is roughly constant around −0.45 V in a large
scale scan (10 × 10 µm), but on a smaller scale (1 × 1 µm) the surface potential is clearly
seen to vary with morphology. There is an overall slow, negative shift in surface potential
under white LED illumination; this shift is slowly recovered when the LED is turned off.
The sign of this shift suggests that holes are extracted by the graphene under illumination,
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Figure 6.4: Preliminary EFM on HHTP-DPB COF on graphene. Topography of a (a) 10
×10 µm and (b) 1×1 µm region of the film. (c) Surface potential of same region as (b). (d)
Surface potential in dark, under white light, and in dark again (left to right). (e) Surface
potential data versus position, average of data in (d). (f) Histograms of photovoltage data
in (d). The scale bar in (a) is 2 µm and 0.2µm in (b-e).
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Figure 6.5: Preliminary EFM on COF-5 on ITO. (a) Topography of a 1×1 µm region of
the film. (b) Surface potential of same region as (a). Scale bar in (a-b) is 0.2 µm. (c-d)
Capacitance derivative and surface potential (V) measured as a function of time in dark,
under LED light, and returned to dark, for the point marked with the circle (c) and square
(d).
leaving excess electrons in the COF film.
I made similar AFM and EFM measurements of an approximately 100 nm COF-5 film
on an ITO substrate. I used silver paint to make contact to the ITO. The data is shown
in Fig. 6.5. Although the COF grains in this film are larger, I observe a similar correlation
between lower topography and more positive surface potential. The sign of the photovoltage
under a white LED is negative again, and the magnitude of the photovoltage is comparable or
smaller (about 150 mV in COF-5 on ITO versus 200 mV in HHTP-DPB COF on graphene).
In this sample, the surface potential recovers much more slowly after exposure to light,
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suggesting that hole transfer back into the COF-5 from ITO is more difficult than the
HHTP-DPB COF/graphene case. The surface potential can be restored to its “neutral”
potential by biasing the ITO.

6.2.7

Future COF Experiments

It would be extremely interesting to compare the photovoltage behavior of a COF film with
and without a layer of an electron acceptor like a fullerene. If the fullerene efficiently accepts
electrons from the COF, I would expect to observe a more negative photovoltage in such a
donor-acceptor bilayer sample. Holes would still be extracted by ITO, but electrons would
be transferred to the top fullerene layer. The photovoltage would be more negative because
there would be a greater charge separation distance between the electrons in the sample and
the grounded substrate, essentially forming a larger dipole for the probe to measure.
Luria predicted that for samples with laterally invariant surface potential, the surface
potential shift under illumination for a bilayer donor-acceptor film is expected to depend on
the electron donor film thickness:

φ=−

1
ρtrap − ρfree
(σex dex + σsep t +
)
20
2

(6.2)

with 0 the dielectric constant, σex the exciplex planar density, dex the depth of the exciplex
concentration, σsep the planar density of separated charge, t the donor film thickness, ρtrap
the volume density of trapped charge, and ρfree the volume density of free charge.
If this relationship holds, the determination of σex dex , σsep , and ρnet free would all be new
measurements in a COF + fullerene system. For the most recent COF films fabricated, the
morphology is probably too rough to yield a consistent lateral surface potential. Tightly
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controlling COF film thickness is also a sample preparation challenge. Unfortunately, donoracceptor COF bilayer samples did not become available during the thesis period.

6.2.8

COF Acknowledgements

HHTP-DPB COF on graphene and COF-5 on ITO were prepared by John Colson in the
Dichtel group. Dr. James O’Dea collected the cp-AFM data for the HHTP-DPB COF on
graphene. This work was supported by an NSF graduate research fellowship as well as
funding from NSF-DMR 1006633 and NSF-DMR 1309540.

6.3

EFM of Perovskites

The term “perovskite” refers to an ABX3 crystal structure, not to any particular materials,
although recently the term has been used increasingly to refer to organometallic halide
materials- especially methylammonium lead halides (usually trioxide). These organometallic
perovskites are extremely exciting photovoltaic materials. I will refer to methylammonium
lead halide perovskites simply as “perovskites” in the remainder of this chapter.
Photovoltaic devices using perovskites started out using perovskite as the dye in a TiO2
dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) architecture. It was then found that meso-structuring the
perovskite and removing the TiO2 worked even better, calling into question the role of the
TiO2 . Most recently, p-i-n photovoltaic devices with vapor deposited perovskites as the
active layers have also produced high efficiencies [173]. A typical device composition is
ITO/TiO2 /perovskite/Hole Transport Material (usually spiro-OMeTad)/gold.
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6.3.1

Perovskite performance pros and cons

The reason for perovskites’ strong photovoltaic performance remains somewhat of an open
question. The high performance is probably due in part to long (greater than 1 µm) exciton diffusion lengths and long recombination lifetimes. These exciton behaviors have been
characterized using photoluminescence in mixed halide perovskite films [174]. On the other
hand, perovskite excitons are fairly weakly bound [175], so less energy may be lost in splitting
excitons compared with the larger exciton binding energies in organic photovoltaics. The
question of whether photovoltaic perovskites should be considered ferroelectric, and what
influence any ferroelectricity has on solar cell performance, also remains unanswered.
On the other hand, optimizing perovskite photovoltaics does pose several challenges.
First, although perovskites are relatively easy to prepare from solutions of precursors, processing conditions strongly influence film morphology and performance. Dr. David Moore
has shown that the choice of counterion in perovskite fabrication is extremely important
because it sets the time frame for film formation; acetate yields the slowest film formation
so far. Second, perovskite photovoltaic performance can be difficult to accurately report
since current-voltage curves often suffer from hysteresis which might come from halide ion
migration in the film [176]. Finally, perovskite solar cells suffer from long-term performance
instability, due perhaps to water sensitivity and/or UV light sensitivity in the presence of
TiO2 . The interfaces in the solar cell are extremely important in determining overall performance.

6.3.2

Previous scanning probe microscopy of perovskites

Two scanning Kelvin probe studies have examined the surface potential at perovskite grain
boundaries. A mixed iodide/chloride perovskite on TiO2 /ITO showed increased band bend168

ing (sharper, more negative surface potential) at the grain boundaries compared with the
iodide-only device; the authors concluded that the presence of chloride gave rise to this difference [177]. A second study examined the influence of annealing on iodide-only perovskites,
and proposed that annealing creates a layer of lead iodide around each grain, reducing recombination and yielding a more uniform surface potential [178].
Two other scanning Kelvin probe studies have looked at cross-sections of perovskite
devices [179, 180]. Both papers measure potential profiles (and numerically differentiated
electric fields) across working devices. Electron extraction is clearly more efficient than hole
extraction since positive charge builds up in the film under illumination, but when light is
turned off electron traps yield a negative surface potential. These microscopic measurements
are consistent with macroscale Kelvin probe measurements of perovskite surface potentials
[181]. The macroscale Kelvin probe study also measured the spectral dependence of the
surface potential, revealing the band absorption edge.

6.3.3

Preparing a perovskite transistor

With the help of Dr. David Moore, we prepared the precursor solutions for a perovskite solar
cell and spun-cast the film onto transistor substrates. ITO substrates are normally prepared
by sonicating in DI + Aquet, then DI water, followed by scrubbing, sonicating in acetone
and then isopropanol. The chips are rinsed with IPA, dried with nitrogen, and UV-ozone
cleaned.
We prepared methylammonium lead iodide perovskites from lead chloride (PbCl2 ) and
methylammonium iodide (MAI). To remove water arising from air exposure, it is good practice to rinse the MAI with ether on a Buchner funnel. Methylammonium iodide turns
yellowish when water is present. Perovskites can also be made from a lead acetate precursor;
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this precursor should be rinsed with ether to remove hydrates. The precursors were weighed
out in a 3:1 MAI:PbCl2 ratio. There should be a slight excess of MAI to ensure that all the
lead is used. We used 0.149 g PbCl2 and 0.276 g MAI for a total of 0.425 g solids.
MW (g/mol)

Ratio Amount used

MAI

158.97

3

0.276 g

PbAc2

325.29

1

n/a

PbCl2

278.10

1

0.149 g

Table 6.1: Molecular weights, ratios, and amounts used in preparing the perovskite transistor
studied below.
Dimethylformamide (DMF) should be added to the solids in a 6:4 solvent:solids ratio by
mass. We added 0.638 g dry DMF, as Dr. Moore recommends rounding up when adding
solvent for spin-casting these materials. Be cautious in preparing this solution, since DMF is
an efficient carrier for lead through the skin. The resulting solution was sonicated to dissolve
the solids.
0.425g = 0.4x

(6.3)

x = 1.6025g

(6.4)

x − 0.425g = 0.6375g

(6.5)

The substrates were moved straight from UV-ozone cleaning to the spinner. The perovskite solution was spun-cast at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds with a 0.5 second ramp. Immediately after spinning, the chip with perovskite film was moved to a 100°C hot plate, where
it was annealed in air for 5 minutes. Water will incorporate into the lattice if the film is
annealed below 50°C. Note that the methylammonium chloride (MACl) byproduct is not
removed by annealing at 100°C (it evaporates at 200-250°C, and the perovskite cannot be
heated to such high temperatures); it is unclear what the role of MACl is in the active film.
Dr. Moore recommends that toluene is the best anti-solvent for perovskite films if one
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Figure 6.6: Topography of (a) 10×10 µm and (b) 2×2 µm regions of a perovskite transistor.
(b) shows the center of the transistor channel. (c) Surface potential of same region as (b).
(d) Dark, light, and dark surface potentials in same region as (b). Scale bar in (a) is 2 µm
and 0.4 µm in (b-d). (e) Horizontal linescans of surface potential in (d). (f) Histograms of
dark, light, and dark surface potential regions in (d).
needs to clean the film from a section of the substrate. However, the toluene must be dry, or
water will attack the perovskite. Lead acetate (PbAc) produces smoother perovskite films,
but the grains are smaller [182, 183]. Dr. Moore suggested that annealing perovskites made
with PbAc for several minutes at a lower temperature (but above 50°C), followed by a short
annealing period at 95°C to remove the methylammonium acetate (MAAc) byproduct might
produce larger grains.

6.3.4

EFM of a perovskite transistor

Our scanning-probe results are collected in Figure 6.6. The film formed relatively large grains
in the transistor channel, although the coverage does not appear to be continuous across the
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channel (Fig. 6.6a-b). Regions of higher surface potential (Fig. 6.6c) appear to be correlated
with regions of lower topography. The film responds to white LED light by exhibiting a
negative surface potential shift of around 50 mV (Fig. 6.6d-f). The surface potential does
not recover quickly when the light is turned off.
The negative photovoltage is consistent with hole extraction by gold and the residual
negative charge when light is turned off suggests electron trapping. Both these conjectures
are consistent with previous scanning probe measurements of perovskite solar cells. We had
hoped to perform charge transport studies in the perovskite film by placing it on a transistor
substrate. However, spin-casting the perovskite film led to large (∼ 200 nm) ridges in the
film topography along the transistor channel edges. These features made it impossible to
obtain electric force microscopy measurements without tracking topography.

6.3.5

Future experiments

No microscopic and spectrally resolved surface potential measurements have yet been made
on a perovskite photovoltaic film. Such a measurement appears feasible, does not require
specialized substrate processing, and might be an interesting way to approach the electron
traps in the perovskite film, if a trap-clearing spectrum could be obtained.
Obtaining transport characteristics of perovskite films remains of strong interest. If a
smoother film can be prepared on a transistor substrate, Sirringhaus-style potential linescans
across the transistor channel can be collected at different gate and drain voltages. When
the device current is collected alongside this information, local mobilities can be calculated
throughout the channel independent of the contact effects. Since the contacts are known to
have a strong effect on photovoltaic device performance, it would be helpful to learn what
mobility is inherent to the material. This type of experiment might be a good application
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of position-modulated EFM since the electric field is needed to calculate the mobility.

6.3.6

Perovskite Acknowledgements

Many thanks to Dr. David Moore for his advice and assistance in fabricating the perovskite
transistor. Thanks to Sarah Nathan for her help collecting the AFM and EFM data presented
above. This work was supported by an NSF graduate research fellowship as well as funding
from NSF-DMR 1006633 and NSF-DMR 1309540.
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APPENDIX A
GLOVE BOX AND EVAPORATOR PROTOCOLS

In this Appendix, I describe the requirements for installing the glove box. Details are
provided regarding the maintenance and operation of the custom glove box and evaporator.
I also recommend future upgrades to the equipment.

A.1

Glove box and evaporator requirements

The glove box and evaporator system in the Marohn lab was custom-fabricated by Trovato
Mfg., Inc., located in Victor, NY. The system is hard-wired to the building; it requires a
40 Amp line to the built-in transfer box built into the back of the computer cabinet. This
transformer unit is required to have a 3 foot clearance between it and the wall behind it.
The box can be run from a nitrogen tank, but requires two separate regulators. A highpressure regulator (80-100 psi) should be used at the nitrogen tank. A second, low-pressure
regulator (10-20 psi) is located behind the evaporator and supplies the shutter switching
mechanism. The box is vented into the upper level of the fume hood. A turbo vacuum
pump is built into the evaporator chamber, but an external roughing pump is required to
evacuate the antechamber and pull an initial vacuum for the evaporator chamber.
The glove box operations are controlled by a non-networked Windows computer. The
pumping and venting operations are controlled from “GMC 1-10.vi,” a proprietary LabView
program written by Trovato. The deposition operations are controlled and monitored with
the program “SQM242CoDep.”
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A.2

Glove box and evaporator operation

This operating information is also available in abbreviated form on the group wiki site. For
visual identification of some of the glove box parts mentioned, see Fig. A.1.

A.2.1

Operating the transfer antechamber

Transferring materials into the glove box

1. Turn on the roughing pump via computer using the “Rough pump” button in the
“GMC 1-10.vi” program. The button is red when the pump is off and turns green
when the pump is turned on.
2. Fill the antechamber with N2 from the glovebox by opening the small red valve
(Fig. A.1E) under the antechamber. As the box refills with N2 , you will need to
open this valve briefly for a second time to fully release the pressure.
3. Open the antechamber to load/unload materials from lab side; close and latch when
finished.
4. Evacuate the chamber with the roughing pump by opening the blue valve (Fig. A.1D)
under the antechamber. The pressure should reach ∼ −0.9 bar.
5. Close the chamber to the roughing pump (blue valve, Fig. A.1D) and open the chamber
to N2 (red valve, Fig. A.1E) to purge the chamber: fill until the pressure reaches ∼ −0.4
bar. Repeat process of evacuating and purging with N2 for a minimum of three times
total.
6. If leaving samples in antechamber, move on to the next step. If moving samples into the
glove box, you can now do so from inside the box. You will need to fill the antechamber
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Figure A.1: A: Turbo fan controller. B: Power source for deposition heating. C: Selection
of deposition source. D: Rough pump to antechamber valve. E: Glove box nitrogen to
antechamber valve. F: Turbo fan water cooling system. G: Plug for heating tape. H: Low
pressure regulator. I: Evaporator pressure sensor. J: Turbo fan. K: Green valve to shut off
antechamber from evaporator chamber.
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with N2 first, making sure the pressure is fully released before putting your arms inside
the box.
7. Turn roughing pump off when finished.

It is good practice to leave a slight negative pressure on the antechamber when it has
been purged with nitrogen, to indicate its status to others and as an easy visual confirmation
that the antechamber seal has not been broken.
Note: The round door to the antechamber can come loose over time. If it is not sealing
well when pumping down, the hex screw in the center of the door should be tightened.

A.2.2

Evacuating, venting, and baking out the evaporator

The yellow pressure gauge on top of the evaporator chamber tends to give a more stable
reading than the GMC 1-10.vi software.
How to pump down the evaporator chamber

1. Make sure that everything you might need to move or store while the evaporator is
running is inside the glove box or stored in the antechamber. When the evaporator
chamber is being under vacuum, the antechamber cannot be evacuated. Make sure
there is a slight negative pressure in the antechamber to seal it thoroughly.
2. Close the large green valve (Fig. A.1K) that connects the roughing pump line to the
antechamber (behind the antechamber).
3. Plug in and turn on the water cooling system (Fig. A.1F) for the turbo pump. Add
tap water to the reservoir if the level is more than an inch below the shoulder of the
container.
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4. If the roughing pump is not on, turn it on via computer.
5. Open the backing valve by clicking the “Backing valve” button in the GMC 1-10.vi
program. The roughing pump will start to pump out the evaporator chamber.
6. Wait until the pressure is in the low 10−2 to high 10−3 torr range. This should not
take more than 15-20 minutes. If it does, the chamber probably needs to be baked out
and dehydrated (leave some desiccant in the chamber overnight).
7. Turn on turbo power by clicking the “Turbo power” button in the GMC 1-10.vi program. This does not start the turbo pump, it only supplies the turbo pump controller
with power.
8. The control panel for the turbo pump is located under the computer keyboard (Fig. A.1A).
Flick the “start” switch. It will snap back in place, but a light should come on as the
turbo pump comes up to speed.
9. Wait for the chamber to reach its lowest pressure. Ideally, the pressure will be less than
5 × 10−6 torr. This should not take more than 20-30 minutes. When the chamber is
clean, this will only take 5-10 minutes and the pressure can reach the 10−8 torr range.
10. The chamber is now ready for a deposition or to start baking out.

How to vent the evaporator chamber
After a deposition or baking out, wait at least 15-30 minutes for the chamber to cool
before venting. When ready to vent, look over the steps and be prepared to go through them
in sequence without taking any long breaks.

1. Using the panel under the computer keyboard, flick the turbo “stop” switch. The light
on this panel should go off.
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2. Turn off the turbo power by clicking the “Turbo power” button in the GMC 1-10.vi
program. Quickly after turning off the turbo power, close the backing valve by clicking
the “Backing valve” button in the GMC 1-10.vi program.
3. Quickly after closing the backing valve, open the vent by clicking the “Vent” button in
the GMC 1-10.vi program. When the pressure in the chamber has equilibrated with
the pressure in the glove box (usually around 9 × 102 torr), you will hear clicking as
the glove box starts cycling N2 . You can then close the vent by clicking the “Vent”
button again.
4. Turn off roughing pump via the GMC 1-10.vi program.
5. Turn off and unplug the water cooling system and re-open the green valve to the
antechamber. The system is now back to normal.

How to bake out the evaporator chamber
The evaporator should be baked out between deposition of different organic materials.
I have not baked out the chamber when switching back and forth between organics and
metals.

1. Make sure quartz crystal monitors (QCMs) are working and have a reasonable lifetime
remaining.
2. Pump down the chamber to at least 5 × 10−6 torr as described above. If the heating
tapes are turned on before the pressure gets low enough, there is a risk of bursting one
of the nitrogen lines.
3. When the evaporator chamber is stable at low pressure, plug in one heating tape
(Fig. A.1G) using a surge protector.
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4. If there is a lot of material on the chamber walls, the heat will cause the pressure to
rise. Wait until pressure stabilizes before plugging in the next tape; repeat for the
third tape.
5. If desired, the substrate heater and/or an empty organic crucible can also be heated
during bake-out to clean them out.
6. Heat the chamber until pressure is in the 10−5 torr range, or as high as possible.
7. While the chamber is heating, monitor the QCM readings. Material will be deposited
as the chamber heats; the object of baking out is to heat the chamber until no further
material is being deposited.
8. When no more material is being deposited, cool down the chamber by unplugging the
heating tapes. Wait until the pressure has decreased again.
9. If the substrate heater and/or the crucible were heated, turn these off. Keep pumping
down until low pressure (ideally in the 10−7 torr range or less) has stabilized. Be sure
to allow everything to cool for at least 15-30 minutes.
10. Vent the chamber following the steps above. The chamber is now cleaned and ready
for a new organic material.

If the chamber is vented while it is still warm after baking out, it can pull vacuum as it
cools. Check the pressure gauge at the chamber and be sure it is around 9 × 102 torr before
attempting to open the evaporator door. Re-vent the chamber via the “Vent” button if the
pressure is low.

A.2.3

Depositions in the Trovato evaporator

General deposition information and tips
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Only one source can be powered at a time. The four sources on the front of the box, from
left to right, are Metal I (front), Metal 2 (back), Organic I (front), and Organic 2 (back; not
set up).
Do not enter a value for the power greater than 100 in the SQM242 front panel. This
will crash the SQM242 program, and when it is reopened, the output power will be reset
to zero, ruining your deposition rate. This also risks breaking crucibles and boats by not
ramping down the power slowly. If the SQM242 program does crash, ramp down the power
output manually on the power supply before reopening the SQM242 program.
Make sure that the blue box under “Thickness” on the SQM242 front panel has a value
greater than the amount you want to deposit, plus an extra hundred kÅor so. The units
of this thickness are kÅ. If this thickness is reached during the deposition, the SQM242
program will stop the deposition and ramp down the power automatically. This might be
an annoyance for organics, but could crack a metal boat since the ramp is not very slow.
General deposition procedure

1. Clean substrates appropriately and move them into the glove box.
2. Open the chamber door from inside glove box: Tightening the wheel opens the door.
Stabilize it with one hand while you tighten the wheel, then lift the latch on the upper
right and slide the door to the left. Remove the sample holder.
Warning: The opening to the turbo pump blades is on the upper right side
of the chamber. Do not under any circumstances put anything near it!
3. Load substrates into the sample holder, facing down. Kapton tape can help hold small
chips in place.
4. Set the sample holder above the desired material source (metal or organic). The metal
“ears” on the four corners of the sample holder should be parallel to the sides of the
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evaporator chamber. Move the substrate heater to the other source if it is in the way,
being careful not to jostle the wire connections.
5. If using the substrate heater in your deposition, gently lift it and set it down on top of
your substrates. Be careful not to jostle the wire connections to the block, especially
the thermocouple on the left side. Be careful not to let wires go near the turbo fan
entrance, and do not pinch any wires underneath the heater block.
6. If needed, load material into the appropriate boat or crucible.
7. Close the chamber door gently; it should latch into place. Stabilizing the door with
one hand, loosen the wheel to tightly seal the chamber door.
8. On the computer, open the program “SQM242 CoDep.” Make sure only one copy of
the software is running. The box “Input Readings” shows information from the QCMs
on either side of the chamber. Check the crystal lifetime for the appropriate sensor
(organics = 3, metals = 4). If the QCM has been jostled during sample loading, it will
say “Fail;” now is a good time to fix that. If the lifetime is low, this is also a good
time to replace the crystal.
9. Follow normal steps for pumping down the chamber.
10. While pumping, make sure the correct source is being powered by the large high voltage
cable on the front of the glove box. It takes a lot of force to unplug and plug in this
cable. It helps to know that it uses a twist-lock mechanism.
11. If using the substrate heater, when chamber pressure reaches 10−6 torr, raise the setpoint of the temperature controller PID. The PID temperature is in units of °F. Choose
a lower temperature than the goal by several degrees to minimize overshoot. Slowly
increase the setpoint as the temperature rises until the desired temperature is reached.
Allow substrate temperature to stabilize before beginning the deposition.
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12. On the computer, check that the shutter button in the GMC 1-10.vi is set to the side
that should be open. If the shutter says metal, the organic side is closed, and vice
versa. Click the shutter button to switch the shutter position.
13. Go back to the program “SQM242 CoDep.” Check that the blue box under ”thickness”
is much greater than the amount you want to deposit.
14. In SQM242 CoDep, open the windows at View > Card setup and View > Input setup.
(a) In “Input setup,” check that the density, z factor, and tooling factors are correct
for the material you are depositing. Make sure the “monitor” column is only
checked next to the sensor you are using. Click update.
(b) Change the filename in the “Card setup” box and hit update. The data in the
“input readings” box over time (deposition rate over time, total amount of material deposited, etc.) will automatically save to this filename when the deposition
is over.
(c) On the SQM242 CoDep front panel, click “Edit” at the bottom of the left hand
panel. This will also open a new window. Make sure that the sensor you want
to monitor is checked and that output is disabled and click update. Now the
information from the sensor will be read into the front panel input readings so it
can be saved at the end of the run. The monitor panel should say “Trovato” next
to the sensor you are using, not just “monitor.”
15. On the power supply (grey panel under the keyboard, brand “Lambda”, Fig. A.1B),
turn on the power and press “out” for output.
16. On the SQM242 CoDep front panel, make sure the Trovato column is set to manual
and power is set to zero, and that the thickness is zero, then click start.
17. Raise the power by entering a value in the grey box under the “power” setting and
hitting enter. Increase the power slowly in increments of 0.1 until the desired deposition
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rate is reached (keep an eye on the rate for your sensor in the input readings box).
Don’t trust the rate reading, though: rather, watch the time it takes to deposit 1 Åof
material. 1 Å/ 10 sec = 0.1 Å/sec which is a good rate for organics and for metals.
Let the rate stabilize.
18. Open the shutter and deposit the desired amount of material. If you are depositing
metal onto an organic film, alternate between opening and closing the shutter every 5
Å (or more frequently) to prevent the hot metal from damaging the organic.
19. Close the shutter. Slowly ramp the power down in the SQM242 CoDep front panel.
Turn off the output and power on the Lambda front panel. Press stop in the SQM242
CoDep panel.
20. If the substrate heater was on, lower the PID setpoint on the temperature controller.
Wait at least 15 minutes to let the substrate heater cool down.
21. Vent the chamber. You may want to let the substrate heater cool further before opening
the chamber and removing your samples.

Details: depositing organics

1. The ceramic crucible is housed for deposition in a metal RADAK furnace. The outer
shell is twisted counter-clockwise to loosen and clockwise to replace. Take care not to
apply torque to the thermocouple leads coming out the bottom of the furnace; do not
tighten the metal cover more than a gentle finger-tight.
2. Substrates are often heated when depositing organic semiconductors- check the literature. Substrates are usually heated to 60 °C for pentacene and 110-125 °C for PDIs.
Note that the set point of the PID controller is in units of °F.
3. Check that the density, z factor, and tooling factors are correct for the material you
are depositing. For pentacene these values are 1.31, 1, and 100, respectively.
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Material

Density z-ratio

Power for constant rate
with W boat
s(arbitrary software units)

Titanium

4.5

0.628

24

Gold

19.3

0.381

13

Aluminum

2.7

1.08

18

Table A.1: Common metal densities, z-ratios, and deposition powers.
Details: depositing metals

1. If you are using the top-contact mask, use copper tape to stick the samples face down
onto the back of the mask. The channel widths are 75 µm and 125 µm.
2. The commercially available boats for depositing metals are too long for our system.
They need to be gently trimmed (scissors work if you are careful, they shatter easily)
before being screwed in place in the evaporator. We have tungsten and molybdenum
boats; the molybdenum boats are expected to be more robust.
3. Be careful not to drop metal pellets! It is fine to remove the metal spacer fans
so the boat is easier to see. Replace these spacers when the boat is loaded.
4. Note that if depositing metal onto an organic, you will have to pause every few
angstroms, so make sure the total thickness is the SQMCoDep is bigger than twice
your desired final thickness!
5. Check that the density, z factor, and tooling factors are correct for the material you
are depositing. See Table A.1 for some common values.
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A.3

A.3.1

Maintenance and parts

Glove box and evaporator upkeep

The glove box and evaporator system is relatively low-maintenance. The most important
item is that the glove box requires approximately one nitrogen cylinder per month. The
water chamber in the turbo cooling system should be topped off with tap water every few
months. The roughing pump is not run for extended periods of time, but its oil level and
cleanliness should be monitored.
Evaporation does require some consumable supplies. The quartz crystal resonators in
the evaporator need to be replaced after their lifetime drops below 70%. Metal deposition
requires boats that have a finite lifetime and metal pellets as a material source. Organic
deposition uses ceramic crucibles that can be reused if cleaned thoroughly with solvents,
dried, and baked out with the evaporator chamber. Table A.2 lists supplies for evaporation
that have been purchased, including the quartz crystal resonators.

A.3.2

Glove box parts: setup, repairs, and upgrades

In Table A.3, I list manufacturers and part numbers for some key parts used in setting up
the glove box and evaporator. A spreadsheet detailing all purchases, including tubing and
connectors, made for the glove box and evaporator (“LouisaGloveBoxPurchases.xlsx”) can
also be found on the group Dropbox account in the folder “Glove box and evaporator.”
The major upgrade I made to the glove box was to replace all the old O-rings. The
previous O-rings were made from oil-resistant Buna-N, the typical O-ring material, which is
only rated to 250◦ F. After several rounds of baking out the chamber, these O-rings would
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Item

Supplier

Part number

General deposition supplies
Inficon QCM crystals, 6MHz,
gold coated, 10/pkg

Kurt J. Lesker

008-010-G10

Metal deposition supplies
Molybdenum boats, 3” long
by 3/4” wide by 1/8” deep

Kurt J. Lesker

EVS7010MO

Tungsten boats, 3.5” long
by 0.5” wide by 1/8” deep

Kurt J. Lesker

EVS2A005W

Gold pellets, 1/8” x 1/8” long,
99.999% pure

Kurt J. Lesker

EVMAUXX50G

Titanium pellets, 1/8” x 1/8” long,
99.995% pure

Kurt J. Lesker

EVMTI45EXE-A

Aluminum pellets, 1/8” x 1/8” long,
99.99% pure

Kurt J. Lesker

EVMAL40EXEA

Organic deposition supplies
Alumina crucible for RADAK I,
1”H X 0.495” OD

Luxel Corporation

10300-1L

Table A.2: Supplies purchased for metal and organic depositions.
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Item

Supplier

Part number

High pressure cylinder regulator:
1 state general purpose plated brass
3500 PSI inlet (1/4” FNPT) /100 PSI outlet (CGA 580)

Airgas

Y11-215D580

Ball valve

McMaster-Carr

47865K21

High-Pressure Brass Threaded Pipe Fitting
1/4” NPT, Male Tee

McMaster-Carr

4757T152

Med-Pressure Brass Threaded Pipe Fitting
1/4” NPT, Hex Coupling

McMaster-Carr

50785K92

PVC Tubing for rough pump exhaust:
1”ID x 1.25”OD x 0.125” wall

McMaster-Carr

Masterkleer,
5233K72

McMaster-Carr

9396K27

McMaster-Carr

85385T818

Dwyer Instruments

ADPS-05-2-N

Nitrogen cylinder

Evaporator chamber
Silicone O-ring, AS568A-114,
Pack of 100 (-60◦ to 400◦ F)
Corrosion-Resistant Type 304 Stainless Steel
Woven Wire Cloth, 12x12”, 5x5 mesh
Glove box
Pressure switch

Table A.3: Some key parts used in setting up the glove box.
fail and prevent the chamber from reaching low pressures. I replaced these O-rings with
high-temperature silicone rated to 400◦ F (A.3). Screws on the outside of the evaporator
chamber that are marked with a dab of red nail polish have been upgraded. I did not
disassemble the seals for any of the feedthroughs such as the pressure gauge, so these seals
may need upgrades in the future.

A.3.3

Replacing the pressure switches

Thus far, the most common repair for the glove box has been the replacement of the pressure
switches (Table A.3). These have been replaced twice in the past four years. There are two
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pressure switches; one controls when the box vents old nitrogen and the other controls when
it draws in fresh nitrogen. When a pressure switch is not working, the box stops venting
and filling with nitrogen on its own. Instructions from the manufacturer for installing these
switches can be found at www.dwyer-inst.com. Sarah Nathan has compiled the steps as they
apply to our glove box; these are summarized here and on the group wiki page.
How to replace pressure switches

1. Turn off the power to the glove box by flipping all the breakers at the box (in the
cabinet behind the glove box computer). Turn off N2 at the tank.
2. Take the panels off the right side of the box (facing the front of the box), under the
antechamber.
3. There will be a blue gas line visible that goes into the two round pressure switches.
Take off the clear plastic housing from the pressure switch(es) being replaced with a
Philips screwdriver. Notice that the upper switch is labeled “Exhaust” and the lower
switch is labeled “N2 ,” and that they have different pressure settings.
4. Check with a multimeter that there is no AC or DC voltage or current between the
leads on each switch. If there is, ground to outer frame of the box. It may take some
time to discharge completely. The DC voltage may be in the mV range so be sure to
turn the multimeter to that setting to check.
5. Unscrew the wire leads from the switch(es) being replaced; unthread the leads and set
aside. Unscrew the old switch from the mount.
6. Remove the blue gas line from the switch via the quick-release connection, noting that
it should be replaced into the back-most “gas-in” line on the switch.
7. On the new switch, put the included screw connections onto the copper pins.
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8. Push the quick release connection from the blue gas line into the proper “gas-in” line
on the new switch as far as it will go.
9. Screw the new switch back onto mount.
10. Replace the wiring for the new switch. Thread the wire through the provided hole on
the left side of the switch.
(a) For Exhaust switch (upper switch): Red connects to the top pin, blue to the
bottom.
(b) For N2 switch (bottom switch): Red connects to top pin, yellow to the side.
11. Set pressure on the new switch by rotating the dial. Exhaust is set to 2.40 and N2 is
2.00.
12. Screw plastic housing back on the new switch.
13. Turn on power to the glove box and nitrogen at the tank. Gloves should fill and some
clicking heard as the box fills and vents properly. Put side panels back on.

A.4

Recommended upgrades

The vent to the turbo pump inside the evaporator chamber is not covered. To protect the
turbo blades, a mesh screen should be installed over this opening. A stainless steel mesh
was purchased for this purpose (Table A.3) but has not yet been installed. It should be
possible to affix this mesh to the inside of the evaporator chamber using Torr Seal without
detrimental effects.
The high-voltage copper posts that power the organic crucibles and the metal posts are
only separated from the metal of the evaporator chamber by a small (few mm) air gap. If a
metal pellet or other flake of metal were to fall and touch this area, it could short the post to
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the evaporator chamber. To prevent this issue, the bottom of the posts should be insulated
with a wider ceramic spacer (such as Macor).
There is a post available to install a second organic crucible in the back of the evaporator
chamber. If desired, 10 AWG solid copper leads are recommended for installing the RADAK
crucibles from the Luxel Corporation. Further information on the design and installation of
RADAK crucibles can be found at Luxel.com.
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APPENDIX B
MICROSCOPE UPGRADES

In this Appendix, I describe changes made to the microscope during the course of this
thesis period.

B.1

Laser diode replacement

In summer 2014, the 1310 nm laser diode for the interferometer in the microscope reached
the end of its lifetime. The first symptom of this problem was instability in the raw interferometer signal. It was extremely difficult to keep the cantilever driving on resonance,
and when it was driven, the amplitude was very noisy and jumpy. From these symptoms, it
appeared as if the cantilever drive piezo or laser mode hopping might be the problem, but
in the following weeks of troubleshooting, we noticed that the laser diode current was also
fluctuating a great deal. Soon after, temperature-tuning the laser diode output became impossible at low temperatures. Eventually, the diode output wavelength stopped responding
to any temperature adjustments. We then tested another diode in the system and saw that
everything behaved normally, leading us to conclude that our laser diode was finished.
The requirements for choosing a new diode are growing more challenging to meet from
commercially available stock. Our diode driver uses a 14-pin DIL mount, a standard which
has become less popular since our microscope was initially built. In addition, we require a
laser with both a narrow spectral linewidth and a moderate temperature coefficient. The
temperature coefficient (nm/°C) needs to be large enough for temperature tuning the laser
diode to stay on the sensitive slope of an interferometer fringe, but not so large that the
diode becomes sensitive to room temperature fluctuations. The temperature coefficient Tc
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is given by:
Tc =

∆λ
∆T

(B.1)

where ∆λ is the spectral linewidth and ∆T is the temperature shift in °C. Some manufacturers report ∆T and others report Tc , so it is important to pay attention to units when
researching diodes.
The spectral linewidth determines the coherence length of the laser. We need the coherence length to reach from the cleaved fiber to the cantilever and back, setting the fibercantilever working distance. The coherence length L is given by:
L=

2ln(2) λ2
πn ∆λ

(B.2)

where n is the refractive index of the fiber, λ is the wavelength of the laser, and ∆λ is
the spectral linewidth (at full-width half-maximum) of the laser, which all manufacturers I
surveyed reported. Our interferometer fiber is a single mode optical fiber (Corning 9/125; 9
µm diameter core and 125 µm diameter cladding). For this fiber, n = 1.46. The smaller the
linewidth, the longer the coherence length.
We replaced our 1310 nm diode with a 1490 nm diode from QPhotonics (QFLD-14905S with FC/APC connector). If future laser diodes are to be purchased from QPhotonics,
it is a good idea to contact the company first to see what the specifications are for their
present diodes; the linewidths on these diodes vary substantially from batch to batch. The
specifications for our specific laser diode are summarized in Table B.1.
Wavelength, λ

1490 nm

Linewidth, ∆λ

0.2 nm

Calculated coherence length

3.36 mm

Temperature coefficient, Tc

0.5 nm/C

Table B.1: QPhotonics laser diode specs for unit purchased 8/2014.
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Figure B.1: Single summing circuit, schematic.

B.2

Summing circuit

For the position modulation experiment, a second summing circuit was required to add the
DC ramp voltage to the position modulation voltage. A summing circuit built on a breadboard was sufficient for preliminary work, but breadboards are not suited for permanent
installation in the microscope. With substantial assistance from Ryan Dwyer, a printed
circuit board (PCB) summing circuit was designed for use in the position modulation experiment. Here, I record the circuit board layouts for a one-sum and a two-sum design. The
circuits and boards were designed in EAGLE; the plans can be found on the group Dropbox
in the folder labeled Circuits.
Note that the input resistors as labeled on the board schematic are actually too small.
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Figure B.2: Single summing circuit, board layout.

Figure B.3: Dual summing circuit, schematic.
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Figure B.4: Dual summing circuit, board layout.
When 1 kΩ resistors are used here, the summing circuit output is actually 95% of the
expected value. A better value for these resistors would be 100kΩ. At the time of writing,
1 kΩ resistors are still installed on the PCB, and should be replaced.
Single and dual summing circuit boards were fabricated by OSH Park. I use a single
summing circuit board for position-modulation experiments. This board is shown in Fig. B.5.

B.3

Temperature diode

At the beginning of this thesis period, the temperature diode in the microscope was not
operational. A replacement was not needed; re-soldering the disconnected wire lead to the
temperature diode returned it to functionality. If this part requires replacement in the future,
a good option might be DT-670B-SD from LakeShore Cryogenics. This model can measure
temperatures between 1.4 K and 500 K, to a precision of 0.5 K below 305 K or 0.33 % of
the temperature above 305 K. Fig. B.6 shows the temperature diode on its own (left) and
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Figure B.5: Printed circuit board summing circuit in use for position modulation.
properly mounted in its housing (right).

B.4

Monochromator Labview Code

The manufacturer of the monochromator, Mikropak, has been purchased by Ocean Optics.
The original software that was supplied with the monochromator is no longer supported, so
when the microscope computer was upgraded to 64-bit Windows 7, we could no longer run the
monochromator via Labview. It is possible to communicate with the monochromator directly
through the RS232 connection using ASCII commands, but calibrating the monochromator
step size for each wavelength would be quite tedious. Instead, Ocean Optics was kind
enough to supply us with a .dll library for the monochromator in x86 and x64 versions. In
Labview, this library is considered a .NET assembly and should be loaded using a .NET
constructor node (Fig. B.7). Comparing the programmed output of the monochromator
with the wavelength measured with a USB OceanOptics spectrometer, we find that the
Monoscan output is low by a few nm across the visible spectrum. This correction factor can
be hard-wired into future Labview code.
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Figure B.6: Temperature diode removed from mount (left) and properly mounted (right).

Figure B.7: Example code using the new Ocean Optics library for controlling the Monoscan
in Windows 7.
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The chemists are a strange class of mortals, impelled by an almost insane impulse to seek
their pleasures amid smoke and vapor, soot and flame, poisons and poverty; yet among all
these evils I seem to live so sweetly...

- Johann Joachim Becher, 1635 - 1682

Progress is made by trial and failure; the failures are generally a hundred times more
numerous than the successes; yet they are usually left unchronicled.

- William Ramsay, 1852-1916

And so, after many years, victory has come, and the romance of exploration, of high hopes
and bitter disappointment, will in a few years simply be recorded in the text-books of
organic chemistry in a few terse sentences.

- Sir Ian Morris Heilbron, 1886 - 1959
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